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Approximately 15 students in each of the 4 schools were intervieved

concerning hov they found their jobs, advice and yarning from their counselors, and

teachers, discussion vith parents, preparation for company entrance exams, number of

foams taken, feelings about the job they are about to begin, content of the rev jobs,

special skills required, settling-in time, changes in lifefstyle, salary and benefits,

independence from parents, length of stay at the job, age for marriage, and outlook for

immediate and long range future.
i

At one of the 4 schools intervievs vere conducted with 4 employees vho had

graduated from high school less than one year before. They vere intervieved

concerning hov they found their jobs, imeierstamling of the jobs' purpose, progress at

work, special duties, everyday life, appropriateness of past curriculum for present

situation, salary, and outlook for immediate and long range future.

The intervievs are folloved by an example of the company recruitment card

used in Japanese high schools and a list of reference materials.
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INTERVIEWER'S INTRODUCTION

J a p a n i s a country of 377,765 km2 with a population of 119.5 million as of 1983. The

population density is 320.5 people perkm2. The literacy rate is 99%. Approximately 57,660,000

people were employed in 1984 (JETRO, 1985, preface). In contrast, the U.S.A. is a country of

9,363,000 km2 with a population of 236 million. Simple arithmetic says that the land mass of the

U.S.A. is 24 times the of Jam while thepopulation of the U.S.A. is only ape double. Japan is a

country where space and overpopulation are problems. The physical, economic and social conditions

of Japan have combined to make it a competitive society today, especially in regard to competitionfor

lobs.
In 1984 a total of 1,482,312 seniors graduated from Japanese high schooLt 590,125 joined

the laborforce Mime and 17,112 continued tohigher education (usually nag's school) while holding

full time jobs. Thus, 607,237 or 41% of the gradualist cohort found jobs. The per cent who entered

the law farce is greater than the 29% who comiaued to2 ar 4 year colleges. (See Spies 1 and 2 for

high school peduatioa sminics far Japan, 1984). Ot the 607,237 who were employed, 173,238 took

aiNce jobs, 110,750 took jobs insoles, 202,828 took technical amuse' labor jobs, 61,131 took jobs

in sales and 59,890 took jobs is amber industries (See Tigard 3 and 4 for distribution of employed

graduates inlet's* by induiry,1984). The est to nsionelize the sorch for jobs after hibit schoolhas

resulted ladle ;yam described inthis paper.

As my colleagoes in the U.S. read the imerviews reeseated on the following pages, they may

well be tempted to comment that an employment system could be designed other ways. In fact, in

Japan the method described here for finding employmentfornon-college bound seniors is virtually the

only way potable. To go amide the system is tocondemn muff to a life of temporary employment

at veylow wages and moven= from job to job. The 60+ =dents Ihave interviewed arefollowing a

well-defined path the will lead that to a decent job in a highlycompaitivelabarmarket. Thepopose

of this moist* marine the tt unition fromJapanese high school (or upper secondary school) to the

wadtplace of third year oedema who expectto ester jobs upon padastionfrom high school.

The Japanese schoolyor begins for all indents inApril and ends the following March, a cycle

as predictable as the seasons in this wintry. Jobs in companies, for the mos pot, also beginin Aril.

That cyclical background and timing must be kept in mind as the text is read. Without the timeframe,

thewards becomemeaningless.

The Japanese school system is 6-3-3 in arrangonem, meaning 6 years of elementary school, 3

yetis of middle school (m lower secoodary school) and 3 years of high school for upper secondary

school). Japanese school children spend an average of 240 days in iniruction each year, many more

thanthe American average 0[180. The studentsinterviewed here were all in their third and final year of

high school, what we in the west would call the senior year. The 4 graduates whom I intaviewed at

Sakuragaoka had just traduced in March and begun jobs in April.

Students in Japan depend an their counselors and teachers far support and help in finding jobs

upon graduation. The system his been established by law. Students and employers can only

communicate via PESO, the Public Employment Security Office, or more likely via their high schools.

1
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-The-fmctioning of the system is dependent upon the trust that exists between all polies, As one of the

counselors emphasized in his talk with me. That trust is the Wit important factor in making the

employment system work in Japes. Students mot that their counselors and homeroom teachers will

help them find good jobs. Counselors trim inthe recruitment cards and companies. Companies trust

that schools will send them qualified candidates. All rely on PESO' a official stamp citrus.

The format of this paper is the interview. They were conducted is the period between

Summer, 1985 and Winter, 1986 and were recorded on casette tape for Liter tradition. A copy of any

of them ma be obtained by writing to Patricia Harvah, 4-17-33 Mita, hfineto-ku, Tokyo, Jepan108.

I wish that I could convey on paper the mood of each interview as well as the content- I have

spent anyhow: inioterview sessioaswith students and each one has been differ=

The urban =deem 'remote forthright and open and were sometimes seemed to resent a bit illy

use of their time. The comaridestudents were besiuts, shy and limos innocent.

Females were much more cooperative than males. I had no trouble leaning about the women's

likes and dislikes, hopes and fans. Trying to get information out of Japanese male high school

sedan proved to be more difficult

At Tanashi, the Schmid high school, and at Saktragaoka, the women's privet high school,

the students had whit I felt was a very thorough knowledge of the companies they were going to enter.

They seemed. to be looting forward to their working lives. At F. City High School and

Tooso-hfiyemori. the students seemed muds more insecure and richer hesitant about, their coming

working lives. The attitudes of the wade= toward work was different in each of the schools, and I

stribaentsch cidat ridference tothedifferencain defaces tithe curriculum and teaching staff.

Sri differences in answers are daily semis the question shoat working to retirement, where

women teed to want to retire after relatively fewer years of work. It would seem thetJapenese males

are damaging their actinides about lifetime employs= given their responses to the question about

working to esthete= The difference between saes canalso be seen in the responses to the ideal age

to merry with women giving generally lower ages than men. Marriage seems to be a more fixed point

of reference teethe females then feethe miles.

In the countryside the choice of a job is a severe aneto stay in the prefecxure car to go to the

big city. The students in the city gent have to make such a drastic choice. The pay differentials

between work in the counoyside and wart in the city are also rather large. Stating salaries in brae

seem to be about T20,000 Its than for those who will work in the city. The variety ofjobs available

far hip% school modes:from the countryside is also limited. Office jobs in the city simply couldn'tbe

found for the hfiyamori women, though there are mare than enough lathe women from Satoragaoka.

Comparing the different answers by school gives a vivid picture of one aspect of high school

life Slaps&

Respeaftlipubmitted,

Paid, J. Horvath

Mard,1986

NationollestionefccEducsionalResearch

Tokyo, Japan
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INTERVIEW WITH MS. T.
HEAD OF PLACEMENT

AT
TORITSU F. KOOTOO GAKKOO

(F. CITY HIGH SCHOOL)
KOTO-KU, TOKYO

'Note Out of respect to privacy, the counselor at this school relocated that he name and the exact

name at the school be withheld from this report. Upon request, documentation will be provided for

verification of al linformationgivenintbefollowing interview.

Founded in 1924 by the city of Tokyo as the firs women's high school in Koto-ku, F. Qty

High School became coeducational in 1949 in the wake af educational reforms imposed by the

America occapetion. Today the population et F. High School is 1143, 564 males and 579 females in

three grades with $ dames per grade, or an average at 47 sudems per clam. Rebuilt in 1985, the

school mammies 9,574 arse meters and has 60 teaches and 25 additional soft It 1984, 355

rodents, 164 males and 191 females, graduated from F. City High School (See Figures 1 and 2 for

graduation Win for 1984). 71 at those graduates, 13 males and 58 females, or 20% of the

red:wing dam, found jobs.

Ms. T. , a chemisry teethe with 10 years ritual% experience, is in bar third and barer

an head candor is also in liege cif job place:net& She teaches 13 hours cf dames per week insead

at the normal teacher load ft 17. School policy sates that the positioa of placement counselor has a

term rithree yess. Next your the will sap dowato become &homeroom teacher and another teacher

will become the bead coonselor. Resigastion from her position has made her bath happy and ad.

C.ounading duties take up an incredible snow ti time at each wceling day and the spent visually

every day ether summer vacation at the school with modems. Dealing with people from companies is

very tiring, rod worries lbws students plague her so she is relatively happy to be finishing up her

term. She feels, however, thstbere is much yet to be dank itreamlining the employment system at

the school. She has s les es sblished agood working relationship with the companyrdople who visit

and has leaned their likes and dislikes in employees, bat the new placement officer mum build up

these relationships from scratch. It:these respect, she is sad to leave tin position.

Millie *Ica teacher and a female English teacher are in dirge at collecting materials and

of counseling soder: about matriculation to 2 and 4 year colleges and universities. A male social

ladies teacher isin dirge cif collecting materials and counseling students about specialized schools.

None of these teethes tits individual homeroom duties.

The placement office, brand new as is thereat tithe building, is located on Unfits floor next

to the principal's office. la the old school building there was no placement office, but a small section

tithe teachers' conferenceroom wasreserved far placemestmseriaLs.

One al the four counselors is always an duty in this new efface from Monday through Friday

during school hours. One large roam, it houses the recruitment cords, company pamphlets books on

bow to take mince alms and on how to get a certain kind of job, job homing handbooks,

5
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specialized school guide books, university guidebooks, books of sample questions far both university

and company entrance earns, magazines shoo employment, and lists of companies by rant

Unfortunately because the room is large and verypublic, no place exiss for individual corferences, a

fact which Ms. T regrets. With an extra room for conferences students wand be able to speak more

personally with their counselors without being overheard by everyone. Snidest: may visit the room

freely, though mos visitors are third year students. Around February second year talents who will

become seniors inApril begat° trickle in with their questions. Fiat year sedate rarely top by.

In considering jobs for sinews, the general process can be divided into two main

streamsthe civil service or private convenes (See Figures 3 and 4 for distribution of employed

graduates byindustry). The civil service involves onlythe applicant and thegovernmental depaatment,

that is, the prospective employee and puspective employer. In 1984410 students-4 males and 6

females pained a civil service ezaminstion andwwe placed in jobs, amunber reFesating almost 3%

of the total graduating dim of 355 (See Figures 1 and 2 forgradation acoustics). Cavil service jobs

issoeno rearitment cards, oelyannomentents inpoblic places. The school does have and distibute

appliances for motion' civil service jobs, such as forthe postoffice, to students who are iterated

but does not have appliances for city civil service jobs, for the police force, or for the fire

deportment. If Widens we ifiteresed in sods jobs. it is their respostibility to go to the appropriate

office, obtain the applications sad file all necessary domande& However, when a new group of

seniors begins the nerds for jobs, students naarelly go and ask the counselors about the cases of

mancezaminatians.

A civil 'avian awn is difficult and corms' eat two parts -theminutest and the interview.

given on different dates. Paging both sections does at insure that a studes will be given a job but

rather places the names of the poriag appliams on a waiting list. Thus the civil service trams we

more like qualifying awn, as paling does notgaronteeemploymest. Candidates ore lined in order

by their soca sod jobs are offered in the order that names appear on the waiting list. Those on the

knew MU of the waiting list might have to wait 6 months or lodger before they are notified of a

position. They might babe offered any job et all. Those candidates who do not hear soon after April

are encouraged by the counselors to all the person in charge of liking in order to inquire about their

situation; counselors also volunteer to all for students if they are hesitant. The counselors can

generally learn from the various personnel divisions whether or not a sodas can expect to be called

fora job and if so, when.

The counseling office, in arderto be ableto snswerthe questions which we sure to wise from

their seniors, makes meant° record onpaper the personal experiencedoll civil service applicants,

including alit of jobs applied farad the cornea ct entrance emissions. The record also includes

the COMM of the interview, whether it was individual orgriap and what questions ware asked. The

applicants are asked to record their experiences immediatelyafter interviews are completed because

once :access ^f failure st an exam is formally announced by mail to the sedans' hones, it becomes

much more difficult to get an objective report, especially in the case of failure. Future applicants are

moaned to read these records to learn more about the jobs they seek. Records are kept for a

number of yews so that *library of infrmationisreadil, available.

610



In the case of private companies, students are instructed to obtain their entry level jobs with

the Miriam of the school. In 1984, 61 modems, 9 males and 52females, or 17% of all graduates

obtained jobs in private compuies drougb F. City High School (SeeFigural and 2 for graduation

statistics). The PESO office, in theory, assists modems in obtaining jobs, but theactual responsibility

has been tautened to the school. Laws have been passed which mate that this responsibility may be

taken by the school in place of PESO. Ms. T goes to the PESO office 5 times a year when there are

metier explaining conditiom for hitter otherwise, no need exists for her to go tothe office.

A mrvey is conducted at the end of the tun year at F. High School to determine what the

counseling needs of the coming yeas are going to be. At leas one third ofthe respondents answer

undecided when asked about that plans after 'high school. This is the only initial pr epastion for job

placement done during the fustrwoyears. No meetings concerning employment are held with parents

mall.

In April as apart doss becomes a senior dam, the members begin to choose whether they

will continue *father schooling or seek employment, but some commend do not decide until much

lam in the year. In May of the senior year the counseling office conducts a lecare on medium for

employment and the process GI 'repaint for aod taking company entrance examinaticms. The

schedule for the remainder of the yew concerning employment is outlined for the modems. In June

several recent graduates employed in various fields are called back to the school to give small

presentstiom about their OM experiences in finding jobs sad their camsworking lives.

When the recruitment cards are about to alive students me stain called together for a

discussion of what the cads are, how to read them, and what points we crucial to deciding on a

company

About 450 recruitment cards arrived in1984 for 52 females seeking employment in companies

and about 350 for 9 males. Sate the number of males seeking employment was very small, the

choice !armies was greeter and overall compention wasna as steep.

Recruitment cards come from the companies directly but sometime around May orJune, they

have puled aunt the buds of the PESO office which "waves each of the conditions for

employment. The cads receive a stamp of appears! from that office, a sign that the conditions violate

none of the accepted iomdards far employment.

The companies can begin the process of sending or delivering recruitment cords to schools

after 1 July. Those complies laitich have a long relationship of recruiting students from F. High

School immediately send that repeal:maim to the school when the seasonbegins in July. Those

companies which believe they have tidy a fair chance a reuniting a =dentfrom the school send their

cards via the mail. The cards occasionally contain half truths. For instance, on a recruitment card

overtime is described as twice a week for four bears, but is requited every day. Sometimes previous

graduates who actually watt in these companies can be contacted to confirm the details given on a

recruitment cord. Other cards se written mealy, describing precisely the job being offered.

Us ay however, jobs are deathbed in vague terms, simply as office, mantiscaring, wholesale,

soles, etc.

The enact content of most jobs is normally not determined until after the recruitment quota!

7
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-have been met and the results of the IQ tests are available. Ms. T. offered an example from last year.

A female student had passed the entrance exam for a department store because she wanted to be

involved in soles. After work began in April she was assigned the computer room and trained as a

computer operator. As an expression of her disappointment on the third day of her newly started job

she took ell from watt and came to see Ms. T. to !villa her situation In spite of the shock, she did

make the adjusment succesdully and bolds the sameposition today.

All the recruitment cards are gathered and bound together. From the end of July to the

beginning of August the cards are available to the students for inspection. Afew students will not use

the recruitment cards at the school but rather use personal connections to find their jobs. A neighbor

or friend of the family may suggest a snidest for employment at a relative's or friend's company.'

Even though holding a part time job is prohibited by the school, a sodas who had had a part time job

throughout high school was acted to say on full time at tirt company. Inthese cases, if it wishes to

be recorded as having used proper procedures for hiring a high school student, the hiring company

mutt obtain a recruitment card from the PESO office and follow formal procedures to the went that

the law requires them to do so.

A comprehensive list of every company sending reauitsnat cords to the school is made,

including other informationthe type of work expected, whether a graduate alreadyworks there, and

whether the company has firmly indicsted that thud like to have an employee from F. High School.

Each third year =dent receives a copy of this list. By consulting the list the sudents can easily pick

vat one artwotampanies where they have aninteres in working. The process of looking through the

recruitment ands in the placates office then becomes one rinstanfirmationand double checking of

wetting conditions like wages. Mos companies that send recruitment cards also send a pamphlet, or

cowpony Faspecon, which is also consulted.

In the middle of August the Sedans indicate their tentative chaims by filling in a farm

entitled, *Company Employment Survey'. The students must fill in the Amesof two companies in

which they are incensed with the undemanding that if they are chosen as the appliamts iteither they

will not complain. Alisis theaproduced by the counseling office indicating how many students have

lined *given company as their deice, but the actual names of =dents are withheld. A timilar list is

produced for the homeroom teachers with the names of the students matched with the name of a

company along with the soden' grade average and totalnumber of absences from school. The next

step is another survey requesting firs and second chains in order to narrow down the possibilities.

The teachers than confer and decide exactly who will be the applicant to take the exam at which

company.

Since figuring out which sudentisto take which exam is extremely difficult, the teachersthe

eight senior homeroom teachers plus the four members of the counseling stab use grades, number of

absences, number of tartan as the relative benchmark figures for deciding. One day after the final

survey is collected the results are announced.

Aboutthe some time **the internal selection, 'rodents receiveinsractiononthe preparation of

their personal histories. In addition to &photograph, information required includes name, address, date

of birth, guardian's name names of family members, schools wended, companiespreviously worked

8
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1t., iiiiellill, dubs s school and a statement abut. the type of employment sought. The personal

history form is distributed for practice. k is corrected by the teachers and a second fan is distributed

foreventualpresentatiortocompanies

Mock =missions are also conducted. Students who weseeking employment me divided

into 12 groupstee pulp for each counter or senior homeroom teacher. Each group reads

prepared secedes about how to take an interview, how to answer tricky questions, what questions to

I' 1 ppm' far, what answers ace to give, etc. A few days later individual interviews are held with

attention to various aspects of grades rim:mance such as language, greetings end responses to

questions.

Upon completing tithe internal Weak& proms in midAngus, arrangements we made for

visits to =pages, or bielmbealin, during summer vacation` More than SI companies must be

cosseted by telephone, tusk whidtis growths:lane passcanhimdle. The job is divided among

the 4 counselors and they esch take torus at the telephone to fix dates for students to visit. Since the

stades* have ahvaidy completed *amass (fraternal selection and have tacitly promised that they

will not complain about the deice of company, it is expected that all students will visit without

compleintthecompathestdephooedfarthesn.

When the =dew do visit commis, the visit often tams out to include one or more tests.

Sometimes IQ Tests we admisisered or interviews we conducted. Students may also be :wowed to

being theirpersosal histories end scbool recommendation-trassalleforms with them. These forms we

naturally sotto commies an or alter 1 September in a waled envelope. This proowlore et bringing

official dome& to the company visit would be eying the law if the sir...wre of the school

.1twetantlivewererequeseld ontbesdlooltacon .cp 11°11114M .cript, soallirdormationbutthe flag

signstwerarequesed. After theinterview when the cousselePpbooes, companies report if the student

they have seen has met their *Ward: for employment. In this way the counselors have a chance to

mega Widenttry soother compared' beforethe Octobertadng season.

Counsel= may only beer that it is acceptable for the candidate to take the ma. They may

also phone to lemmas a compsaywould verpnoch like tohavethe sodas jusiaterviewed take their

entrance mem or even sews that they have nue,' the unofficial decision for employment. Banks

especially we astions to complete their April recruitment lists well before the October test date. As

long as they show a desire to wort, males as usually be assured that they will have a positirm at

whatever company they choose because the overall number of male job seekers is very small and

companies are ansioustohirethem. The compsniesrecruiting males tend to be rather small, however.

Recently the trend seems to be thatunofficial decisions far employment we being made more and more

often Wring the company visit in the summer rith theOctober tea being pro forma or not required at

AIL

For the counselors this new wend is helpful and convenientfor it gives them plenty of time to

search for a new company for a rejected applicant. On the other hand what companies we currently

doing is, infect, *gains slaw which states that company entrance tests we to be given in October and

theta° employment decisions canbemadenntil thettime.

As in other schools, the tendency is for parents not to be consulted by their children on
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matterspertainingeithertoemploymentatomatriculation.

On 1 September the necessary application materials are filed with the companies concerned,

including the personal limey which the sedans have completed and the school

recommendation-transcript form including name, address, dates school attendance, curriculum

followed, grades, number of absences, conduct, basic health smiths and the school representative's

Upstate. The companies pay special attention to the number el days of absence limed for each

candidate. bunny companies apolicy aims that if afemale wades hasbean gees for a total of 10

days or more during high wind, then the student will not be considered for employment no matter

what other qualifications are possessed. For males this =dad does not seem to be tree. Companies

also look artfully at the dub participation recorded on the perks al history, bemuse the kind of

relsioashipanecemaiy in a dub are Sao appliathle in a comps." mho ira.

Right after, all sugars seeking jobs we called for soothe meeting in which encouragement

sad warnings are given about the upcoming company news. Warnings include telling =dents to

remember to iron all the clothes they will weir to the entraace cum, to remember to brush dandruff

aff their collars media have well-dipped nails. Campanypersoanel officers will be looking closely at

intividual grooming apeciallydtidng interviews. The ywill also be looking impersonality and general

sppearance. Often the initial and/ decision is based on afirst impression, espechdlyfcr females. A

female itudenitecommended bythe school who Swims and nimble ofworking diligestymight be

passed over by a company because she donna& company saadsrdsfar graceand beauty.

The students we then on their own at the awns in October.

Placement tests are given beginning in October and on droop November and December.

Students keep trying et successive MOM until they succeed sone. Pawhg an enm cantake one day

ar be &keg modes &talc The interview section of the exam is very often the crocial deciding factor.

Theimerview is also veryimparUmt forfemale Audios attempting to enter two-year colleges in-Japan.

It has been said that two year colleges look at applicants as taw seekers ace[ jobs, and try to admit

stodems they believewill be easyto placeinthe labor farce.

For l to arrivals is the phones Glace, finding a job may not be so easy. Last year one

sodas was taken to PESO because be had taken a civil service examination in December and had

failed. After he was notified tiffaihre on the awn, he decided to try to find a job. The counselors

informed him that no new recnitment cards had come into the placement office. Three times one of

the coueselon went directly to the PESO office with the student to try tofind something. At PESO the

presence claw machismo cards seemed to blame that jobs misted, when in fact they bad already

been taken. At lie one was found. This year when Sudan who had failed eumi came to the

plummet cdfice in search of alternatives, several choices existed. No atraordinsry trips to PESO

werenecemary.

in March, one or two students who Live failed to pin enuince to a university will straggle

into the counselors lace in larch of an employment alternstive. At least one available recraitmes

card, and thereby job, is anticipated fee that time but if the number of job seeking students is greater

than the number of cads, then the cely alternative would bePESO.

In spite of all the effort on the pert of the school and its counselors there se also some



students who never really decide whether to continue their education or tofind a job. Every year 3 or

4 graduates in the category of age, or those who believe they will nusriculate the year after

graduation, and up as unemployed and non-megiculating. Later suchindents may find jobs using the

newspaper or perigee! connections or take puttime jobs. Ms. T. didn't really know much about the

situation, for the really only deals with students who have made a firm commitment toward

employment. The school mums responsibility for finding jobs for students until the end of April,

but the problem really lies in those 3 or 4 sedan who cannot decide what they W1S to do even after

pidesitm.
Concerning dentin of employment, sedans don't seem to be anxious to remain in their

positions fora long time, an indication that they are wending their jobs as interim positions. The

overall average say for entry level positions seems to be about6 years, but many employees leave

before completing a AM yew ci work. The prevalence of students who do not wish to Ina for a

longer period is perhaps *reflection dike indifference**which the students make their decisions.

Moat female students especially have dearly expressed their desires to week only until

marriage. For Ms. T. , amanied esuployed female, this attitude is difficult to grasp. Female students

have reputedly told her that the role model she portrays does ant apply to them and have asked her

why she disapproves airmen devoting their lives to beingwives. Ms. T asks them to look around

at their own went and detamine how many families they know can actually afford to have a

wife who does not work. Mist* show that the number of working wives, mat part time, has

increased tremendously. To this evidence students merely myths their lives will be different ear that

they would only wart if absolutely necessity. Ms. T. also mantesthem to examine the division

el labor in households and determine their own based muted, but her students reply that asking their

husbands or dildren to do hoosewodt mead make their familiesmiserable.

The blame is not entirely to be placed on the midgets because empathy; try to mold their

employees into fixed roles, especially in regard to how many years a female employee should week.

Campania tend not to give jobs of responsibility to female employees. Many teachers themselves

reinforce role stereotypes. With the imitation of anew law for equality in employment there is some

he that the situation might change somewhat in the hare, but the present prospects are not

encouraging.
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INTERVIEW WITH 20 STUDENTS
AT

TORITSU F. KOOTOO GAKKOO
(F. CITY HIGH SCHOOL*)

KOTO-KU, TOKYO

*Mice: Out of respect to privacy, the counselor in charge requested that the name of the school and

the students' exact names be withheld from this report. Documentation can be'provided to verify all

information given below. Only names have been shortened; nothing else has been akered.

I interviewed 20 students, Sas-san, San-san, Taj-san, Yama-san, Ook-san, Suz-san, Sat-san,

Kib-san, Ko-san, Hat-san, Nai-san, Tai-san, Ara-san, Yamo-san, Uchi-san, Kami-san, Kob-san;

Ike -saes, Yoko-san and Kawa-san at F. City High School.

The interview at school with these students was completed after company entrance

examinations had been taken. Students knew basically what their futures were going to be. The only

curriculum available at F. City High School is the general studies curriculum, and all students spent

three years studying the subjects that are most commonly studied by Japan's high school students.

Says -san, male and18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with his parents. He indicated that he

would work in the Koto-ku ward office as a civil servant.

Saa-sia, male and 18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with his parents. He would like to

begin working at the post office as a civil servant, but the job is unconfirmed.

Taj-sas, male and 18 years old, lives in Sumida-ku with his parents. His job will be at

Hirano Steel Company in Sumida-ku.

Yeaa-sas, female and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ku with her parents. She indicated that

she will begin working at the Tsuruya Tokyo branch in Hilionbashi.

Ook-saa, female and 18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with he parents. She wrote that

she would begin waiting at Fuji Bank's computer service division beginning in April.

Ss: -saa, female and 18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with her parents. In April she will

begin working at some branch of Tokyo Sogo Bank.

Sat-saa, female and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ku with her parents. She indicated that she

would agin working at Nisshin Spinning Company in Bakuroyokoyama in April.

Lib -sera, female and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ku with her parents. In April she will begin

working at Toho Raj on Company in 2fshonbashi.

bo-saa, female and 18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with her parents. She wrote that she

would begin a job at Tooyo Manufacturing Company in Minato-ku in April.

Hatesaa, female and 18 years old, lives in Sumida-ku with her parents. She indicated that

she would begin a job at the Japanese House of Representatives in April as a civil servant.

Hai -sera, female and 18 years old, lives in Edogawa-ku with her parents. In April she will

begin ajob as a research assistant at Shinto Paint Company in Kota -ku.

Tai-sea, female and 18 yews old lives in Koto-ku with her parents. In April she will start a

job at Sanyo Software Service Company in Chuo-ku.

Ara-sea, female and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ku with her parents. In April she will begin



a job as an assistant at Shinto Paint Company in Koto-ku.

Yamo-zan, female and 17 years old, lives in Koto-ku with her parents. She wrote that she

would begin a job in April al.NIT, the Japan Telephone Company at abranch office.

Uchi-sera, female and 17 years old, lives in Koto-ward with her parents. She indicated that

she would begin a job in April at NTT, the Japan Telephone Company at a branch office.

Isuai-san, female and 17 years old, lives in Kato -ke with her parents. She wrote that she

would begin a job in Api! at New Japan Securities Company in Kyobashi, central Tokyo.

Cob -sera, male kInc118 years old, lives in Koto-ku with his parents. In April he will begin

studying to become a policeman in Kanagawa Prefecture (just south of Tokyo, containing the city of

Yokohama).

Ike -sera, male and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ward with his parents. His job will be at

Hirano Steel Companyin Sumida-ku.

Yoko -stan, male and 17 years old, lives in Katsusbika-ku with his parents. In April he will

begin studying to become *policeman in Tokyo.

Kawa-ssa, male and 18 years old, lives in Koto-ku with his parents. In April he will begin a

job at Anamizu Companyin Minato-kn.

now did you decide of your jobs?

Sas-son: I did everything for myself. The announcement was posted onthe bulletin board of

our school and I thought I would try the exam.

San -son: First, I looked in the newspaper and saw the announcement. Then I applied to take

thetest.

Taj-san: I looked at the recruitment cards in the counseling room and decided on a company.

Many graduates of F. High School work there so I talked to them as well as to my teachers.

Yama-son: I looked at the recruitment cards in the counseling room.

Ook-san: I talked to one of last year's graduates of this high school who now works at my

company and read therecniitment card to decide.

Suz-san: I asked my teachers questions and looked at recruitmentcards to decide.

Sat-san: I asked myteathers and investigated recruitment cards.

Kib-san: I looked at recruitment cards.

Ko-un: I looked at pamphlets and recruitment cards and then talked to my teachers before

deciding.

Hat -son: I warned to become a civil servant and try to take various civil service tests. My

teacher suggested the job I now have.

Nai-san: I listened to my teachers and looked at recruitment cards to decide.

Tai -sera I heard about the job from a friend of the family and decided to take it. I then

brought the recruitment card from the company btck tothe school.

Ara -stn: I asked my teachers andiooked through the recruitment cards todecide.

Yamo-san: I looked lathe recruitment cards at school and decided.

Uchi-san: ;looked atrecruitment cards and deeded.

Kami. -san: I looked at recruitment cards and decided.
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Kob-san: I looked at the advertisements which came to the school about public examinations

given in October. I applied for the job myself and lid all the paperwork.

Ike -sae I looked at the recruitment cards and talked to my teachers.

Yoko -sae Many of my friends and acquaintances were already members of the police force.

I listened to what they had to say. I also looked at the poser which was placed in the police box near

myhome.

Kawa-san: I looted at recruitment cards and talked to my teachers

are ecided did have both a first choice con aid a

lecead choice composy?
Sas-san: I had a first and second choice. First was the job at the ward office and next was ti

job at the pos office.

San-sm: My 5rst choice was a job as a civil servant in thecountryside; the second choice was

the pal office.

Taj-sae: My first choice was Tokyo Gas; the second choice was at Hirano Steel.

Yama-san: I had only one choice and entered that company.

Ook-sae My Ins choice was Tokyo Sogo Bank; the second choice was a job at Canon. I

also had athird choice.

Suz-sae !had only one choice and entered that company.

Sat -sae: My fns choice was an engineering company my second choice was the spinning

company where I will be employed.

Rib-san: I failed at the exam of my first choice so I settled on a job at Toho Rayon.

Ro-san: My first choice was a manufacturing company. My second choice was Mitsubishi

Rayon. I entered a comr tetely different company.

Hat -sae My first choice was the job at the House of Representatives; my second choice was

at the Ward Office. I also had &third choice.

Nai-sae My first choice was a err company. My second choice we; a company called

Tokyo Nissan something somethinj. I can't exactly remember. I succeeded at my third choice.

Tai-son: Before the time to submit car choices I had already decided on Sanyo Software

through afamilyconnection.

Ara-ran. My first choice was Shinto Paint; my second choice Otstika Gas. I got the job at

Shinto.

Yamo-san: MT first choice was NIT. I had a second choice but I have forgotten it.

Uchi-san: My first choice was NTT and I was successtal. I had a second choice but I have

forgottenit.

Kami-sae I would have been happy with eirher the company I will now enter or with Nissan

Car Company. I feel the company, New Tokyo Securities, which I am entering is a good one. My

parents approve and I already know some people who wort there.

Rob-san: My first choice was the police department in TairO, nextin Kanagawa and next in

Shizuoka. I didn't pass the test for Tokyo but I was able to pass the Kanagawa test.

Ike -sae My first choice was Hirano Steel; my second choice was Takano Electric Company
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I will entermy first choice.

Yoko-san: I only wanted to become a policeman in Tokyo andhad no other wishes.

Kawa-san: I had three choices lined, but I really didn't thinkof anything but my first choice,

AnamizuCompany.

of Materials did you read coaceraiag future employieest?

Sas-san: I did vac it. I was imitated in learning about the interview I would have and read a

bookletwhidi described the interview at my company.

San -sad: I did use it. I was interested in learning about the interview I would have and read .1

bookletwhich described it.

Taj-san: I used the room to look at recruitment cards. I also looked practice books for

entraace exams intheroom.

Yama-san: I went to the room to talk to Ms. T. and to look at recruitmentcards

Ook-san: I often went to the room to talk to Ms. T. and to look at recruitment cards.

Suz-san: I went to the room to talk to Ms. T. and to look et recruitment cards

Sat -sad I went ode room to talk to Ms. T. and to look at recruitment cards.

Kib-ran: I went to the counseling room to look at recruitment cards and to talk to Ms. T.

Ko-san: I went to the counseling room to talk to Ms. T.

Hat -sad Since there were materials about interviews in thecounseling room, I went to read.

I also practiced for myinterview in the counseling room.

Nai-sera: I used the room to talk to Ms. T and to look at the recruitmentcards.

Tai -sad: I used the room to talk to Ms. T.

Ara-san: I used the room to look atreavitment cards and to talk to Ms. T.

Yamo-san: I went to the room to look at recruitment cards and read companypamphlets.

Uchi-sera: I used the room to look at recruitment card and company pamphlets and to talk to

Ms. T.

Kami-san: I went to the room to look at recruitment cards and talk to Ms. T.

Kob-san: I went to the room to look at the practice books for the examination I was gong to

take. I also went to read the booklets which described what wasgoing to be on the exam.

Ike -sad I went to look at recruitment cards.

Yoko-san: I went to read a book which had example problems which were likely to appear on

thepoficeexamination.

Kowa -sad I went to look at recruitment cards.

Whey did you fast start wing the cousseliag roost to fad information!

Sai-s.an: I stated going to the room around August of my senior year.

San-san: I started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Taj-stn: I started going to the room around September of my senior year. Before that the

recruitment cards were stated in a conference room, so I went there.

Yama-san: I stated going to tae room around September of my senior year.

Ook-san: I started going to the room around June of my senior year.



-Suz-san: 1 started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Sat-can: I started going to the room around June of my senior year.

Kib-san: I started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Ko-san: I started going to the room around August rimy senior year.

Hat-corn: I stated going to the room around October of my senior year. I was only interested

in Civil Service exam and I had materials at home so I really didn't need the counseling room.

Nai-san: I stated going to the room around June of my senior year.

Tai-san: I started going to the room around August rimy senior year.

An -son: I started going to the room around July of my senior year.

Yamo-san: I started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Uchi-san: I started going to the room around May of my senior year.

Kami-san: I started going to the room around the end of August of my senior year.

Kob-san: I stated going to the room around May of my senior year.

Ike -sad I started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Yoko-san: I don't remember when I first went to the roam.

Kawa -sin: I started going to the room around August of my senior year.

Did you ate' talk to your counselors or teachers abort fiadlag a job!
Sas-son: I don't remember remember talking at length. I did ask a few questions about

interview questions around November.

San -son: I didn'ttalk to any teachers.

Taj-san: I talked to Ms. T. often and to Mr. S. and Ms. 0. and to my homeroom teacher.

Yuma -san: 'talked to a certain extentto Ms. T.

Ook-san: I talked to Ms. T about the companies I was going to list as my choices. I also

talked tomyhomeroomteacher.

Suz-san: I often talked to Ms. T. and Mr. S. and to my homeroom teacher.

Sat-san: I talked to Ms. T.

Kib-san: For the most part I talked to Ms. T.

Ko-san: I talked to Ms. T. and to my homeroom teacher.

Hat-san: I talked only a little to Ms. T and my homeroom teacher because I was applying to

becomes civil servant. Theytold me about whatmaterials were available and gave me some advice.

Nai-san: I often talked to Ms. T.

Tai-san: I had discussions with Ms. T any number of times.

Am -san: I talked to Ms. T.

Yamo-san: I asked Ms. T. &little bit about companies.

Uchi-sae Before I decided what my first choice compilny would be, I asked Ms. T. a lot of

questions aboutcompanies.

Kami-san: I talked to Ms. T. about the conditions of various companies.

Rob -sad I talked to Ms. T and other teachers.

Ike-san: I talked to Ms. T.

Yoko-san: As the day of the police admission test came closer and closer and a I realized how
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many others were also trying to pass the test, I went to talk to Ms. T about my uncertainties.

Kowa -san: I went to ask Ms. T. about the conditions at the company I was interested in.

What kind of questioas did you ask Soar homeroom teachers, counselors or

others?

Sas -san: I asked about how to perform at the interview and how to answer various questions.

San-san: Since I was taking a civil service examination, I asked about what kind of test

would be given and when.

Taj-san: I asked about how to perform at the interview. I didn't succeed at my first choice

company and when I learned that, I went to ask about which company I should select next and how to

take the second examination so that I would pass. c

Yama-san: I asked about the interview and about which company to select among the

porsibilitiesvailable.

Ook-san: I asked about how to take an interview. When I was reading company pamphlets

and came across parts I did not understand, I went to Ms. T. or to F. High School graduates to ask for

an explanation of the contents.

Suz -san: I asked about the content of esaminations and about how to take an interview.

Sat-san: I asked about the content of the examination. I also asked about where to find the

booklets written by graduates containing information about the company I was interested in.

Kib-san: I asked about interviews and about the company I was interested in.

Ko-san: I asked about interviews and about the mood at certain companies, their size in terms

of capitalization, and various factsaboutthem.

Hat-san: I asked about civil service exams and where to find more information about what I

was interested in. Then I asked about interviews, how to take them and how to answerproperly.

Alai -san: I asked about interviews and about the companies themselves.

Tai-san: I found the job on my own and therefore didn't have to ask about interviews or

things like that I did talk about how to act in a situation in which I was indebted to people forhaving

found me a job.

Ara -san: I asked about the company I was interested in.

Yamo-san: I asked about the kind of work done at the company I was interested in, about

how manygraduates of our school now week there and about the content of interviews.

Uchi-son: I asked about what would be on the exam and about how many graduates were

presently employed in the company I was interested in.

Kami-san: I asked about the interviews and when I was uncertain as to which company I

should attempt, I asked about how many graduates of our school were at each company so I could

determine my chance of success.

Kob-san: I asked about interviews. When I toot the second exam, I felt very uneasy about

whether or not I had passed, so Ttalked to my teacher about that fact.

Ike-san: I talked about interviews and about the actual conditions for determining whether or

not I would get the job I wanted.

Yoko-san: I asked about interviews. After I went to the exam, I felt as if I had made an error
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during the interview, was uneasy and spent some time talking tomy teacher about that.

Kawa-man: I asked about the company I was interested in and about what sort of materials I

should prepare before I went to the company.

Did you get arty warnings or advice from your teachers or counselors?

San -sun: I did get some warnings about how to perform in the interview.

San -sae: I tried out my ideas about the interview with my teacher. When I said I would

answer a given question in one way, I was told to answer in another.

Tai-san: I didn't receive any warnings in patucular.

Yams -san: I was told to answer brightly and briskly to questions at the interview.

Ook-san: I don't remember, so I must not have been given any warnings.

Suz-san: I was warned about my performance Erie interview exam. I was told that I should

answer as I really felt.

Sat -san: I was told to be careful of my language during the interview and to make sure that

my clothes were well-pressed.

Kib-san: I was told to make sure I used polite language appropriately during the interview.

Ko-san: I was told to used polite language and to answer briskly during the interview.

Hat -sae: I didn't get any warnings.

Nai-sera The interview at my company is particularly important so I was warned about

various aspects afmypedormance.

Tai-san: I didn't get any warnings

Ara-san: I was told to remember to be prompt when I went to visit the company I was

interestedin.

Yamo-sun: During the company visit and interview, I was told to be careful of my use of

language.

Uchi-sae During the company visit and interview, I was to be careful of my use of language

and what I wore.

Kami -san: During the interview, I was to be careful of my language and make sure that I

looked the interviewer in the eye when I answered.

Kob-sari: I am sore that I was warned about various things, but I can't remember anything.

Ike-san: I was warned about my use of language during the interview.

Yoko-san: I was warned about my use of language during the interview.

Kawa-san: I was told that I was too easygoing.

Did an talk tonLLt.gbout the process of finding a job? What did
you talk shoat with then?

Sas-san: I didn't have any deep discussions with them. I told them that I wanted to be a civil

SWAMI.

San -sae From the time I was in junicr high school I knew that I wanted to become a civil

servant and my parents knew this. Beyond that I didn't do any particular talking with them.

Taj-san: I felt finding a job was my work and so I told them nothing except the results of the

exams and what I had decided to do.
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Yama-san: I didn't do any special talking except to tell them that I had decided to find a job.

Ook-san: I didn't do any special talking with them, but did tell them where I was going to

take the entrance test,

Suz-san: I told them which company I had chosen and asked them for their nod of approval.

Sat-san: I didn't tell my parents anything and decided everything for myself.

Kib-san: I didn't tall my parents much, but did tell them what company I had decided on.

Ko-san: I told them where I was going to take the entrance exam and tole them a little about

thccompany.

Hat-san: I told them that I was going to attempt a civil service test rather than a company

exam. That was about all.

Nai-san: I didn't talk to them.

Tai -sae: I didn't do any special talking to them, but i did do as they asked in finding a job.

Ara-san: I talked to them when I was aboutto decide on my choice of company.

Yamo-san: They knew that I wanted to find a job after graduation. I did talk to them several

times about what kind of job I was suited far. I had to decide between civil service and a private

company and by myself I chose a company.

Uchi-san: halted with them, especially with my mother about the type of job I was suited

for. They helped me with their advice and then I decided.

Kami-ian: I had two Choi es and told them. We often talked and they told me which one they

preferred and that was New Japan Securities where I found my job.

Kob-san: I told them I was going to take an entrance exam. Other than that we didn't talk_

Ike-san: I didn't talk to my parents.

Yoko-ma: They knew from sometime ago that I wanted to be a policeman. I took the test and

learned that I had passed and told them.

Kawa-m: I didn't talk to my parents.

Did you visit your company? When?

Swan: I didn't go to any companies.

San-san: I didn't go to any companies.

Taj-sae: I went to my company but don't remember when.

Yama-san: I went to my company on 28 September as far as I remember. I met the personnel

manager and brought my personal papers forinspection.

Ook-san: I went to visit my company at the end of August. I was not shown where people

work, but did talk to the personnel manager and had an interview. I was given a simple arithmetic

test.

Suz-sae: When I first went to the company lathe end of August I was given a ten.

Sat-san: I went to the company in the middle of Angus. I had an interview.

Kib-san: I didn't go for any special visit.

Ko-san: I went first in the middle of September and two more times. I listened to an

explanation about the company and how it works.

Hat -sae: I didn't go for any special visit.
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. Nai-san: I went at the end of September and had an interview.

Tai-san: I went during summer vacation just before I had decided to take the job at Sanyo. I

had an interview and was shown the area in which the computers are used.

Ara-san: I went at the end of August. I talked to the president and to a member of personnel

and was shown around the company.

Yamo-san: I went on 13 September to the company. I saw a smaller branch office and then

was shownthe main headquarters in Otemachi.

Uchi-san: I went an 13 September to the company. I saw a smaller branch office and then

was shownthe main headquarters in Otemachi.

Kami-san: I went to the company on 23 September and took a test.

Rob -sun: When I went for the second day of examinations, I was shown a little bit of the

main headquarters in Kanagawa Otherwise I didn't make any special visit.

Ike -sun: I went at the end of August and toot a test.

Yoko -sera I did get a chance to visit the main police station, but it wasn't much.

Kawa-san: I went to the company in the middle of September.

Now assay eutroace exams did you take? Did vOTA do onsuesisd stadlOufs_g

gamma
Su-san: I took two exams. I practiced with an exam preparation book and took a mock

San -sun: I took two elms. I practiced with an exam preparation book and took a mock

Taj-sun: I took two exams. I bought an exam preparation book and studied it.

Yama-stn: I took one exam and did no particular studying.

Ook-sus I took one exam. I knew I wasn't good at tang (Chinese characters) or IQ tests so

I bought books in order to practice.

Suz-san: I took one exam. Ipracticed and word combinations using kanji

Sat-Ian: I took one exam. I studied for the Lan jand general knowledge sections.

Kib-sae I took two exams. I bought some books and did shale studying.

Ko-sas I took one exam and visited the company three times. I practiced beforehand at IQ

tests, general knowledge and composition -

Hat -sun: hook one exam. I was getting ready to take a second exam with an IQ ten so I

studied. I took a practice exam and read the newspaper everyday so that I would be current.

Nai-san: I took one exam. I studied far the general knowledge and IQ tests.

Tai-san: Since I only had an interview I didn't have to do any special kind of studying.

Ara -sum: I took one exam. I studied for the general knowledge and composition sections.

Yamo-san: I took one exam. I bought a practice boot and smiled the general knowledge and

IQ sections. At school I took apractice exam.

Uchi-san: I took one exam. I studied for the exam with a practice book, took a mock exam

and read the newspaper headlines everyday to familiesizemyself with current events.

Kami-san: I took one exam which was completed for the most part when I went to visit the
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company. I bought a practice book for the IQ and general knowledge sections but in the end I didn t

study wall.

Kob-san; I took two exams. During summer vacation I bought a practice book which I

studied off and on. I took two or three mock exams atschool.

Ike-san: I took two exams, but didn't do any particularstudying for either of them

Yoko-san: I took one exam lasting two days. At the end of summer vacation I bought a

practice book and studied from it.

Kawa-san: Employment was decided for me at the time I went to visit the company so I

didn't have to study at all.

What was the contest of your entrance exam?

Sas-san: The first exam included a general knowledge exam, an IQ test and a composition.

The second exam was an interview. The most difficult part was the general knowledge exam.

San-san: The exam included a general knowledge exam ano an IQ test. The general

knowledge test cove; ed many different arms and studying for it was lots of work.

Taj-tact: The first choice company's exam was a rest in Japanese, mathematics and English, a

composition, an IQ ten and as interview. The second company exam was an IQ test, an interview and

a composition_ Neither exam had &particularlydifficult section_

Yams -tact: I had to take a simple general knowledge exam and had an interview.

Ook-san: I had an IQ test, an interview and a medical, The IQ test was not particularly

difficult. The intaview was held with the company president and I was very nervous.

Suz-san: I had a general knowledge exam, a medical, and an interview. The most difficult

section was the general knowledge test.

Sat-san: I bad an interview, a composition, a general knowledge test, and a medical. The

general knowledge test included English and was very difficult.

Kib-san: Mytest included a general knowledge test, a composition, an IQ test, and a medical.

The English in the general knowledge exam wn difficult as wasthe composition with the title, "My

Life as &Member of Society."

Ko-san: My test included an interview, an IQ test, a composition, and a general knowledge

test. Nothing was particularly difficult, but I was very nervous during the interview. The title of the

composition was-, "On Becoming a Member of Society. "

I had two exams. The first exam consisted of general knowledge, a Japanese test

and an interview. The second exam was another interview and a medical. The Japanese exam asked

us to give definitions of words and was rather difficult.

Nai-sain My test was a general knowledge test, an interview , and a composition. The general

knowledge section was the hardest.

Tai-san: I only had one very simple interview that lasted 10minutes.

Ara-san: I had a general knowledge exam, a composition and an interview. No section was

particularlylifncult.

Yamo-san: The first exam included general knowledge in Japanese language, mathematics,

English, social studies and science and then I was asked to write a composition. The second exam
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was an interview and a medical. The general knowledge section was difficult.

- -Uchi-san: The first test was in Japanese language, mathematics, English science and social

studies. Then there was a composition, an interview, an IQ test and &medical.

Lami-ssn: My test consisted of an interview, a general knowledge test and an IQ test. The

test was not particularly difficult, but during the IQ test the movements of the person next to me made

me nervous and I felt I didn't do my best.

Kob-san: I had a general knowledge test, a composition, an interview and a medical. The

medical was the most difficult part tithe exam because it was so thorotigh.

Ike-san: My test was an interview, a composition and a general knowledge test. Nothing was

particulari)diffienk.

Yoko-san: The first section was &general knowledge test, an IQ test and a.omposition The

second sec ion was another IQ test, another composition, a medical and an interview. The third

section was a personality inventory done in a group lots of questions fired at us in order to

determine exactlywhat we would do in a given situation. The medical exam was very difficult. Many

doctors were present. We were led into a room and examined in every part of our bodies in front of

everyone. Since we will all be living together in adormitory, the examiners pay particular attention to

skin diseases.

Kowa -san: I had an interview, an IQ test and a composition. The interview was the most

difficult. .

limito you feel right aowj you look at the job you are aboot to begin?
Sas-san: I am confused because I don't know exactly what kind of work I will be doing.

San-san: Since my job hasn't been confirmed, I only want to get that confirmation in my

hands.

Taj-sun: I have my anxieties about beginning a job. My free time will diminish and now I

want to enjoy as much entertainment as possible.

Yams -sera: I don't know what I will be doing but I think it will be &dicta

Ook-san: I won't be able to do what I want because I won't have free time. I want to enjoy

myself while there is *ill time.

Suz-san: Half of me is very excited and expectant; the other half is worried.

Sat-san: I don't know what I will be doing and so I am worried.

Kib-san: My life will change when I become a working person so I am worried.

Ko-san: I feel I don't want to week.

Hat-san: I am concerned because I haven't been notified about exactly what I will be doing I

do know I will be working and want to dk) my best.

Nai-san: I am worried and don't want to work.

Tai-san: I am worried and I am excited.

Ara -sera; I am worried, but am excited about becoming a full-fledged memberof society.

Yamo-ran: I worried that I don't know exactly what I will be doing, but et the same time I

have no particulfArly strong feelings about beginning a job.

Uchi-min: I don't have any particularly strong feelings about becoming a member of society

and have begun to feel as if I don't want to work.
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Kami-stn: I am worried that I won't 15., sble to cut out of wort. When I was a student I
. . _

could cut class. I don't know whether or not I will be able to do my job well or what to do with the

salary Irec.eive.

Rob -un: I am worried because the life of a police cadet seems very restricted.

Ike -san: I will have to get up earlier than before and am afraid I will not be able to kit) so.

Yoko-san: I am scared because in the first year I won't be able to go home to my parents for

more than afew days. Police academy life does not seempleasant. I am wry worried.

Kawa-sae: I am worried about whethr zr not I will fit in to company life.

Whea will yon start your jobs? Will yon have a Wallin period otter you

eater your may?
Sas-san: I will begin on 1 April. I don't really know if there will be a training period.

San -son: If I doges placed, I will begin in April with a training period of about 21 days.

Taj-san: I will begin on 1 April. The fast three months will be training. In July I will receive

myconipanyidentification card and become aregularemployee.

Ysma-sae Atthe end of March we will have attaining session and after that work begins.

Ooh -son: I don't know if dare will be a training period because no notification has arrived

from the company. I do know that regular work begins on 1 April.

Suz-san: Training will be from 11 March to the end of the month. I begin regular wort on 1

APril-
Sr. -an: I have another .visit to the company planned in a few weeks and will then ask all the

details. Right now I don't know about when wart begins or about the training period.

Kib-son: I don't exactly know. I should get a notice in the mail around 1 March telling me

details abouttrsining and the beginning of wort.

Ko-san: On 20 February there will be a meeting at the tympany when the details will be

decided. I will get *letter soon after the about the training session.

Training will being sometime after 15 March. Work formally begins on 1 April.

Nai:san: Wort begins on 1 April but before that there should be a traininb .eriod, but I have

notyetheard details.

Tai -sae A test will be given in March and during the beginning of the month I will go to the

company to prepare for the exam. The entrance ceremonywill be held on 30 March. There will be no

special training period, but I will be trained while I do my job.

Ara-san: Work begins on 1 April and before that it seems that there will be attaining period.

Yamo-san: The entrance ceremony is on 1 April. Training will last for three months from that

date.

Uchi-sae: The entrance ceremony is on 1 April. From 2 to 4 months after that time we will

undergo training st a school.

Kami-san: Wort begins on 1 April. Training will be for 2 or 3 days and we will practice

penmanship.

Kob-sae The entrance ceremony is probably on 1 April. For one year I will be at the police

academy.

Ike-san: Training begins in the middle of March. Soon after that we will have the entrance
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core ponies.

Yoko-san: We will have the entrance ceremony in the middle of March. In the middle of

April I will begin studying at the police academy for one year. After that then I will becone a

policeman on& best.

Rawer -san: Wort begins on 1 April. We will have training for several months after which

time I will become &regular employee. The first assignment will be for several years and is designed

to help me learn the scope of the company's business.

Wha±rmiALVILmictdigAprar coutpw? WItat will be the coatent of
I k. " 5

Sas-san: I wil work at the Roto-ka Ward aMce, but I don't know what I will be doing so I

can't really judge. I do think I will like office irk.

San -sap: I have passed the test to work s the post office, but the job has not yet been

confirmed. I would be doing office work, but I don't know whether or not I am suited for that kind of

work.

Taj-san: I will be in the business section of Hirano Steel Company. For the first six months,

I will be the warehouse watchman.

Yams -sap: I think 1 am well suited for the service industry and therefore chose a sales job at

Tsuruya Yoshi Company.

Ook-san: My job will be office work and an occasional use of computer at Fuji Bank

Computer Service Center. I don't know exactly what I will be doing nor whether or not I will be

suited for it. I intend to do my best atwhatever job I am given.

Suz-san: I will do office wort at Tokyc Sogo Bank. I don't know what exactly I will be

doing, but I do feel I *Alike being in an office.

Sat-san: I will be in the office of Ifushin Spinning Company. Until I try the work I will not

know how I lite it.

Riblsarr. I will be doing office work at Toho Rayon Company, but I don't know exactly

what.

Ro-san: I will be doing office wart at Tooyo Manufacturing Company, and I feel I will like

it.

Hat -sera I will doing office work at the Japanese House of Representatives, but don't have

any further details. I do feel that I am moresuited for office work than for sales.

Nat -san: I don't know exactly what I will be doing at Shinto Paint Company but have a

feeling I am nut particalarly well suited fcrit. My titleis research asst ant.

Tai-san: I will be entering data into a computer at Sanyo Computer Service Company. I had

always wanted to do office work and handle computers so I think I am well-suited for the job.

Ara-sin: I will be doing some kind of work connected with paint research at Shinto Paint

Company, but don't know details. I mayor may not like thework.

Yamo-san: I will be a telephone operator for NTT and need to try working before I can decide

whether or not I will like it.

Uchi-sera I will be &telephone operator at NIT and feel I will like the work.

Kami-san: I will oo office work at New Japan Securities Company, but don't know what I
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feel that I will be able to handle the wort whatever it is.

_Rob-saes: First I will be a police cadet and later a policeman. I will patrol public MIS, defend

the lives of people and direct traffic. I may not like the job.

Ike -son: I will be in the marketing section at Hirano Steel Company and may be working with

computers. The description of my job has gradually changed over the months. I won't know if I like

the job unless I tiy it, but I do want to work.

Yoko-un: I will be a police cadet for the city of Tokyo and will learn about all aspects of my

job as a policeman. Later I will be able to indicate what kind of job I would like to do, but I amuse be

content with the work assigned to me. I would prefer to be assigned to the criminal section.

Rawa-son: I chose Amain Company. I will be working and be content with whatever I am

assigned.

What,sqg Ue3reteAlmsjo__.irstart bs,
Sees -saes I believe that relations between people will be difficult for me to adjust to.

San-san: I hope to be working at the post office and relations between people will be difficult

I will have to deal with the public and that won't be easy.

Taj-std Relations between people will be important. I am not very good at using polite

language so I will undoubtedly be corrected by my superiors.

Yama -san In my week place there will be only women and in that connection I willhave lots

ofdifficulties.

Ook-man: There are many people working at this company so I mum get used to dealing with

people.

Suz-man: Relations betweenpeople will be veryimpratant.

Sat -man: The office islarge and I will have to pay attentionto relations between people.

Rib -sus Iwill have to pay attention to relations between people.

Ko-san: I will have topay attendant° relations between people.

Hat -sad I will have to watch the language I use with my superiors, but beyond that I don't.

think I will have any particadarproblema.

Nai-saes: I will have tom attention to relations between people.

Tai-san: My office is full of people much alder than me and I will have to pay attention to the

language I use with them.

Ara -scan: Everyone in the office is a researcher and so I mum treat them with respect.

Yamo-san: In my office there will be only women and I must treat those older than me with

respect.

Uchi-san: I must treat those older than me with respect

Rami-san: I think it will be necessary to be respectful to those above me.

Kob-sae I will have to be aware of many things in my job, especially since we all have

rankings which must be respected.

Ike -man I will have to be mare of many things in my job.

Yoko-san I will always have to be careful and have respect.

Kowa -san: I think relations with people will be difficult. The company deals with gasoline

and I will always have to be careful when working there.
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How will your lives change when youget jobs?

- Sus -san: Up to now I have been a strident, and lots of things were forgive& I will become a

me:wet of society and have to assume the responsibilities that entails. I feel tint I will have to shape

111

San-san: When I was in school, I had friends When I have a job , my life will be abit sad.

Taj-san: When I was in school, it was possible to oversleep and appear for the second hour

and not the first and my teachers were indulgent with me When I have a job I won't be able to do

anything likethat.

Yamt-san: I think the morning rush hour will be awful and I will have to wear nice clothes

everyday.

Ook-san: When I was a student, my teachers were indulgent with me. As I enter society I

will not be granted such indulgence and will have to be responsible. I will have tobegin in the early in

themorning.

Suz-ran: I will have to pay close attention to my use of time.

Sat-san: I will have to be careful of my use of time.

Kib-san: I duet think my life will change that much, but I will have to do overtime and any

late tithe office. Up until now / have been occupied only until afternoon, and after that I had my own

time. I must learn to use my time well.

Ko-san: When I was a student, I didn't have to be as responsible as I will have to be as a

working person. I will also have make good use of my time.

liat-san: Up to now my time has ben my own. For instance, I could avoid people that I

didn't like when I was a student, but as a working ',arson that won't be possible.

Nei -san: I will have to be metal of myuse of time

Tai-san: I don't think my life will change that much, but I will have to do overtime and any

late at the office. Up,to now I have been occupied only until afternoon, and after that I had my own

time. I must learn to use my time well.

iai-kan: Up to now I have been 1;:.cening to lessons in the clatwoom. Soon I will be

working and not justlistening.

Yamo-san: Up to now I have been living an indifferent life. From now on I will be talking to

people above me and must watch my language and I hope to shape up at bit.

Uchi-san: I feel I will be changing in many different ways, and most of all I hope to shape

up. I feel therhythm of mylife will change greatly.

Kami-san: The part that will change the most is my mornings Up to now I could get to

school in 3 minutes and could wear a uniform. It will take me a long time to get to work and I must

wear good clothes every day. Many things will change.

Kob-san: As I planned years before, I will live away from my parents. My life will become

morerestricted.

Ike-san: My use '!time will be formally restricted by the company.

Yoko -stn: Up to now, I only had to obey school rules. From now onI must be careful to

obey all of society's laws.

Kawa-san: Who should come early to work and who should wort overtime at work has
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already been determined, so my life will be much morerestricted.

low log do you thisk_it will take you to settle is to your jobs?

Sas-sea: I think it will take me about 3 years to settlein, but I may be faspx.

San-san: I think it will take me from 3 to 4 years.

Taj-san: I think I will get used to the wort fairly swiftly.

Yama-sera: I think it will take me &month.

Ook-san: I think it will take= 3 months.

Suz-san: I think it will take me 3 months.

Sat-san: I think it will take me 3 months.

Kib-san: I think it will take me half a year to settle is

Ko-san: I think it will taken:tenure than 6 months to settle in.

Hat-san: I think I will get used to the work fairly swiftly.

Nai-nn: I think it will take me 3 months

Tai-san: I think it will take me 6 months at the leas.

Ara-san: It will take me at leas 2 or 3 months but less than6 months.

Ytuno-san: I think I will settle in afta 8 months.

Udi-san: I think it will take me 2 yens.

Kami-saz.: I think I will take me 1 or 2 months to settlein.

Rob -sun I have no idea, but assume it will take me quite a long time.

Ike-san: It will take me from 6 month tc 1 year.

Yoko-san: I think it will take me &lifetime to adjust to all the things I must do.

Rawa-san: It will take me 2 to 3 years to learn the first job I am to do. After that I will

change and it will again take time before I settlein.

What will you do with the salary you receive?

Sas-saa: I would like to be thrifty in my use of money. I want to save whatever money I

have leftover.

Sera -3111: I will have to spend money to live. I also want to attend college at night and must

use some of my salary to pay tuition.

Taj-san: I want to give me money to my parents and the rest I will spend as I like.

Yama -san: I would like to save some money, but wil I also have to spend money on clothes.

Ook-siur Since I want to go on a trip abroad, I will try to save half of my salary. I will be

working in Roppongi (an entertainment district in centralTokyo) sr% I think I will often have to go out

with my fellow workers and that will cost money.

Suz-san: I want to save money and with the remainder I would like to buy clothes.

Sat-san: I will spend money to live, save some, and buythe things I want.

Kib-san: I will spend money on living and the rest on doing things I want to dc.

Ko-san: I will spend money on living and for pocket money. I will also give some money to

my parents and what is left I will save.

Hat-san: For one or two years expenses will be high.

Nai-san: I will use my money on living atin buying clothes.

Tel-son: It will cos money to live, but I also want to save.
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Ara-san: It will cos money to live and buy clothes. I don't know if I will be able to save.

- -Yamo-san: I would lite to give my parents money for food and with the rest I buy things I

want and save.

Uchi-san: I will give some money to my parents and buy what I want, but I also want to

travel abroad so I will save money, too.

Kami-san: I will save half of my money and spent the other half to buy clothes and other

things I want.

Kob-san: I rill give money to my parents and will spend the rest on living.

Ike-san: I will give some to my parents and spend the rest on myself.

Yoko -sun: I don't think I will have any way to spend what i receive, so I will give most of

my salary to my parents.

Kawa-sin: I will give some to my parents and spend some on what I want. I am a seta

sor, , so Intust think about savings or my More will not be good.

How midi will yoir initial salary copra to? Will you get a hams? At what
rate will Tour salary iacrease

Sas-san: My initial salary will be 1107,800 per month. I will have bonuses twice a year but

I don't know how many months of salary I will receive. I don't know anything about salary

increases.

San-san: My initial salary should be about 1100,000 per month. There will be a bonus, but I

don't how much nor do I know haw much my salary will increase per year.

Taj-sin: My salary ill be about 1100,00 per month, but I don't know anything else.

Yama-san: My salary will he just over 1110,000 per month and I will be paid for overtime.

My bonus for the first year will be 3.8 months. Yearly increases will be about 19,000.

Ook-sap My initial salary will be just over 1100,000 per month. I don't know about bonus,

but my salary should increase 110,000 per year.

Suz-san: My initial salary will be about 1100,000 per month My salary will increase every

year, but not by much. I recall being impressed by how large my bonus was.

Sat-san: My initial salary will be just over 1100,000 per month. I don't know about my

bonus and I only remember that my salary increases will not be large.

Kib -ran: My initial salary will be just over 1100,000. I don't know how much my salary

will increase per year. I will have bonuses twice a year amounting to 5 months of salary.

Ko-san: My salary will be just over 1100,000 per month. Bonuses will total 5.7 months and

increases will be about 15,000.

Hat -ran: My basic salary will be 190,000 per month. In addition, I will receive transport

costs. I don't know how much my salary will increase per year but I will receive a bonus of 3 5

months salary twice a year.

Niti-sap My salary will be about 1100 ,060 per month. The increases will be 110,000 The

bonus will be only 2 months the firm year.

ai-san: My basic salary will be 1111,000 per month. Ttc increase will be 110,(03 per year

with 2 bonuses a year of 4.5 months salary each.

Ara-san: My basic salary will be just over 1100,000 per year with increases of 110,000 per
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year. The rust year's bonus will be 2 months salary which increases o 4 months after the first year.

Yamo-san: My initial salary will be just over 190,000 per month with increases of about

13,000 per year. The bonuses will be twice a yew consisting of 4.7 months salary each.

Uchi-san: My initial slimy will be just over 190,000 per month with increases of about

13,000 per year. The bonuses will be twice a year consisting of 4.7 months salary tech.

Komi -san: My basic Wary will be just over T110,000 per month. Bonuses will be twice a

year, but beyond that! have forgotten.

Koti-sun: My salary the first year, because I will be a cadet, will be just aver 1130,000.

After the first year when I have graduated from the academy, the salary will increase to 1180,000 per

month. Bonus will be 5 months salary given twice a year, but I may not remember exactly.

Ike-san: My basic salary will be 7100,000 per month and that is all I know.

Yoko -sun: My allay the first year, because I will be a cadet, will be 1130,000. My bonus

will be given twice while I am in school and will total about1500,000. After I have graduated, the

salary will increase to T170,000 per month. My bonus after the first year will increase to1650,000.

Kiwi -sin: My basic salary will be 1120,000 per month. There will be a bonus, but beyond

that I don't know.

Do yos that you will be able to live indepeadestly of_yoar presto?
Sas-our At first, I will net be able to leave home because of economic conditions. After

some years I doges to leave home to live on my own when lhave the economic ability to do so.

San-sin: The first year I will not be able to live on my own. But I would like to live on my

own as soon as possible.

Taj-san: I have a desire to leave home, but as I have been thinking about it I know Iwouldn't

enjoy making my own food or washing my own clshes. I have more or less decided not to leave

home.

Yama-san: I don't think I will live on my own. Economically, it will not be possible.

Ook-san: I would like to like to live on my own, but I have watched my older brother who

lives on his own and his life seems rather difficult. I don't think I will try to live alone.

Suz-sun: I don't think I will leave home. If I leave home, I will have to use money on many

Dings. I Toro rather save that money.

Sat-san: I don't 'want to leave home_

Kib-sax. I don't particularly feel I want to leave home.

Ko-san: I don't want to leave home.

Hat-san: My home is small, and I would like to live on my own_ However, my salary will

not be large and I would spend it all on living costs. In the end I will not leave home.

Nai-san: I now live with myperents and in order to save money I will not leave them.

Tai -sae: Economically speaking, it would be impossible to leave. Until I marry I will depend

on my parents for their support.

Ara -sun: When I get enough salary to be able to afford living on my own, I will leave home.

Yamo-san: I would litre to live on my own, but at first it will be impossible to do so. When I

get enough salary to be able to afford living on my own, I will leave home.

Uchi-san: I would like to leave home but itwill be impossible to do so for some time. I don't
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Want to come home to an empty apartment at night.

Kimi-san: I would like to leave home, but it is not economically possible for me so I will live

athome.

Kob-san: I will be require to live at the police academy as of the beginning of April.

Ile-stn: I would like to leave home but Swill be impossible for at least the first year.

Yoko-san: The police academy lasts for one year and I must live there with all the other

cadets. After that I will be able to live in bachelors' quarters if! wish, but I will return to live with my

parents after the year in the academy.

Kiwa-sag My home is an apartment. As soon as I have the ?bads to leave, I would like to

leave. s

Do yon mast to stay is the compaay Too have chosen salami retire? flow

long jompmmitly_s01rst job'
Sas-san: At this point I pinto remain at the job until retirement.

San-san: I don't really know, but if I am able to graduate from university, I think I will

change jobs.

Taj-san: If I think about working until retirement I get a bad feeling. For right. now I am

thinking about working for 3 years at my first job.

Yamskair I would like to wart as long as I can. Much will depend on the wishes of my

husband.

Ook-sag I would like to wort for along time. Depending on my husband, I may change my

mind.

Suz-sun: I would like to week as long as possible.

Sat -sag: I would like to work as long as possible.

Rib -san: I would like to wart at my firs job for a long time. If I marry, I would like to do

some other kind of wart.

Ko-san: I don't know about working until retirement, but I would like to work for a long

time iit my job.

Hat -sun: I don't wam to wort until retirement, but if I nutty and my husband gives his

approval, I would like to keep on working

Nat -sag: I want to work for 3 years.

Tai-san: I would like to work for along time.

Ara-san: I haven't thought about working until retirement but I would like to work as long as

possible.

Yamo-san: Even if I marry, the job is one I= continue, so I would like to work as long as

possible.

Uchi-san: I don't plan to get married, so I want to wit as long as possible at this job.

Kanti-sag I would like to work until I am married and have children.

Kob-san: I believe I will wort until retirement.

Ike -sera I would like to work as long as possible.

Yoko-san: If possible, I will work until retirement.

Kawa-san: I would like to work as Icing as possible
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What will you be lioin is 3 years time when you are 22 or 23 years old,

Will you be doing the same job?

Sas-san: I will probably be doing the same job. I don't think much will have changed in 5

yearstime.

San -sad In five years time I will probably be going to night school and my job probably will

nothave changed.

Taj-san: 1 don't know if I will be doing the same job. I will bepracticing sonic kind of sport.

Yama-saw: If 1 have found the right person, I will probably be mmried.

Oot-sat I will probably be working still. I have for a long time wanted to live in America

so I will probably be 'tidying English very hard.

Suz-sin I think Twill will be doing the same job.

Sat -saw !think I will still be at the same company doing the same jct.

Kib-san: I will be working.

Ko-san: I don't know but I may not be working.

Hat -sin: Probably I will be will be working.

Nai-sin: I will be working, but probably= at the same cou.;any.

Tai-stn: I will be working at the same job and will have achieved certain qualifications after 3

yaws.

Ara -saw: I think I will still be doing the same job and I will probably be living on my own.

Yamo-san: If it is not baling, I think Iva' still be doing the same jcb.

Udii-sad I believe I will till be doing the same job.

Kami-san: If I do what I want I will be married.

Rob -std I will be busy studying for the police promotion examinations.

Ike -an I believe! will will be working at the same job.

Yoko -saw: If I am alive, I will be busy studying for the police promotion tYarnimitions.

Kawa-an: I believe I will will be working at the same job.

How old would you like to be whes_you get serried?
...

Sas-sin: I haven't thought about it, you know.

San -sad I haven't thought about it

Taj-sat: When I have interne in marriage, !will merry.

Yama-stn: I would like to marry when I am about 21 years old.

Out -an I haven't decided an age, but if I find I good mate, I would like to marry.

Suz-saw: I would like to marry when I am about 25 or 26 years old.

Sat -sin I would like to marry when I am about 25 years old.

Kib-san: I would like to marry before I am 30 years old.

Ko-san: I would like to many when I am about 22 years old.

Hat-san: I would like to marry when I am about 20 yews old.

Nai-san: I would like to many when I am about 25 years old.

Tai-san: I would like to marry before I am 25 years old.

Ara -saw: I would like to marry before I am 30 years old.

Yamo-sad I haven't really thought about it, but I would like to manyin my twenties.
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Uchi-san: I don't plan to marry, but if I do, it will be when I am about 30

- -Kami-san: I would like to many when I am about 21 or 22 years old.

Kob-sea: k depends on my finances, but I would like to =Wry by the time I am 30.

Ike-san: I don't know yet,

Yoko-ran: I would like to marry when I am about 40.

Kowa -san: I don't know yet.

What will Too be dolag whenyoi are 31 or 32 years old? A job? "Nereus?

Sas-san: I may well tse doing the same job. I don't know anything about the res.

San-sin: I would like to become a unkler. If I am able to enter and graduate from college, I

would like to be teaching social science in a school.

Taj-san: I would lite to have opened some kind of school where I am teaching children.

Yuma -san: I like children. If I am married, I will be busy railing my children.

Ook-san: If I am married, I will be busy; raising my children.

Suz-ran: If I am married, I will be busy taking care of my children.

Sat-tan: I will be married. I don't think I will be doing the same job.

Kib-san: I don't really know.

Ko-san: If I am married, Iwill have 3 children.

Hat-ssn: If I am married and have children, I will beat home raising them. If not, then I will

still be doing my job.

Nai-ran: Even if I am married and have children, I think I will continue working.

Tai-san: Even if I am married, I think! will continue working.

Ara-san: Even if I am married, I think I will continue working but at a different job.

Yamo-san: If I am married, I will be busy raising my children. On the other hand, I may well

still be working.

Uchi-ran: I will be working, but 't may not be at my first job.

Kami -san: I will probably be.nazied with 2 children and be busy playing with them.

Kob -san: Probably I will be married and at last settling down.

Ike-san: I don't know at all.

Yoko-san: I would like to have become a plain clothes detective and be busy doing my wort

Kawa-san: I haven't particularly thought about it. I may be working
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. MIZUSHIMA
PLACEMENT COUNSELOR

AT
TANASHI KOOGY000 KOOKOO

(TANASHI INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL)
TANASHI CITY, TOKYO

Mr. Mizushima agreed that there was verylittle literature availabie on the relationship between

the high school and the company. In the case of continuing on to higher educationthe university, the

junior college or the specialized schoolthe path is more clearly understood by the public and the

world.

Some general topics for the discussion of student placement included the following questions:

When students from an industrial high school decide to continue on to work upon graduation, by

what means do they find the job they seek? Further, how does a company find the employees it

seeks? And what rale does PESO, the Public Employment Security Office, play in the process? How

does it occupy the middle ground between the high school and the company?

A public high school, Tanashi Industrial High School's 867 students in three grades are

divided into three departments machine, architect ural design and construction. Founded by the city of

Tokyo 23 years ago (in 1963) in the western subutbs, Tanashi has sent more than 5,000 graduates on

to jobs in the labor force. In 1983 212 graduates out of a total of 265 found jobs (See Figures 1 and 2

for graduation statistics for 1983). Some of the moat common destinations for graduates of Tanashi

are to architectural and construction firms (See Figures 3 and 4 for distribution of employedgraduates

by industry type for 1983). One of the duties of the school is to find out what kind of firm students

wish to enter and then to help match them with the company they desire to work at.

Students complete 102 credits in industrial high school, of which 54 are in general studies, or

the curriculum that every high school student completes, 42 are in their major area, plus 3 credits of

homeroom and 3 for club activities. The students tend to be welt in mathematics, generally

completing 5 credits in the firm year, 3 in tne second and only 2 in the third. Students in the general

curriculum at other schools complete more math credits at more advanced levels. In science the

students complete firs year high school science in 2 years, for a total of 4 credits, and physicsin the

third year for 2 more credits. This means that Tanashi students have only a minimal amount of

chemistryonly that covered in the firs year high school science curriculum.

A recent survey by Mizushima revealed that half of the students entered Tanashi Industrial

High School because it was truly their choicethey wanted the education being offered. The other half

indicated that they came out of expedience, because they wanted a high school diploma and were not

particular about what kind of hip school issued it.. Finishing high school was sufficient. In the

construction area 84 majors entered three years ago and at the present time 59 seniors remain. Twenty

of those dropouts have gone onto schools that teach cooking. Each class loses approximately a total of

40 students by the time of graduation.

The counseling room is located on the first floor of the school building, to the right of the

principal's office. Students are agouraged to visit the room any time they wish during their first,
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second or third years of high school, but for the most part only third year students utilize the room. .

The counseling and placement staff consists of 6 membersone homeroom teacher from each of the

three majors, one teacher concerned with placement to 2 and 4 year colleges and specialized schools,

one teacher who serves as advisor for those seeking civil service jobs, and Mizushima who deals

exclusively with placement in companies. All of them have normal teaching duties as well, but at

considerablyreducedlevels.

First and most importantly, it is the duty of the occupational and placement staff of the school

to provide information to students.

From the first year in high school the st,..aol conducts job education. In the middle of

November about seven seniors who will proceed to various occupations are chosen to speak to first

year students concerning their personal experiences with the employment issue. Student speakers are

encouraged to relate their thoughts and changes in plans so the listeners can understand the kinds of

choices they must face. Sometime after, the placement counselors or homeroom teachers speak to the

first year students about mud hiring conditionshow many graduates went to which
compathesduring the homeroom period. C.ounselor3 and homeroom teachers constantly stress the

need to know oneself, to know what is wanted in terms of future employment.

During the second year of high school the placement staff again provides information

concerning the types of jobs and companies available. The school tries to assess the employment

needs of students by survey around the middle of their junior year of high school, but many students

change their minds from that time until the time of recraitmemtests the following October. Mock tests

are also administered on a school wide basis and for comparison with national norms. The Tanashi

curriculum includes practical experience, conducted at the school's own factories. During the practical

period occupational counseling and information are provided. The repetition of the same information

in different settings is considered to be very important.

During the senior year students must actually choose a career path.

On the other hand, the first thing a company has to do is to present to PESO approximately

one year in advance a request announcing how many workers will be recruited the following April.

With this information the recruitment card is made. The recruitment card is an important document

which provides the =dents with concrete information about the number of employees in the

company, ageneral description of the job, and beginning salary.

The PESO office applies its stamp of approval to the recruitment card and then it can be

distributed. In September the individual school is visited by representatives from various companies

who inform the school how many students are being sought. Another possibility is that the companies

mail such specific job information to the school. Using the recruitment cards, the school informs its

job seeking seniors of the existence of the various positions.

In principle, Mizushima affirmed, it is the PESO office that handles informations concerning

the placement of students in the labor force. In practice, it is the companies that send the

announcements to the school to speed up the process of information dissemination. PESO is a very

busy, bureaucratic place. It must be pointed out that the level of trust between all three parties is

critical to the entire employm ea system.

Although a possibility, it would be ridiculous to ask individual students to go to the PESO
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a themselves and to inquire about positions, and such a step is almost never taken_ The school

could also go directly La PESC and search for jobs for students, but that method has virtually

disappeared since the PESO office; have simply become too busy to handle ri -sts from individual

schools.

The direct approach of a company to an individual student is stri ...,uaibited by law and

would be equivalent to the brokerage of manpower. The law states that employment exchange

services can be supplied by PESO directly and by non-profit making organizations such as schools,

trade unions and professional associations. Under this principle companies and schools can have

direct contact with the placement counselors playing the major roles. Schools are more or less directly

sending their students to work in various pre-targeted companies. This is a tricky middle ground, but

is the method correctly in use.

Since Tanashi has a history of 23 years, its graduates have gone on to positions in various

companies. The same company representatives regulerly return to Tanashi with theirrecrviting quotes

for a certain number of graduates and they bring with them information about the actual placement of

previous 'Fadeless. With such a long relationship, every year it is possible to predict which

companies will be cominb again with their requests. Thus, the school placement officials know the

general make up of the most important companies and the process of matching students with

companies becomes simplified. The kind of jobs that present employees do can be verified with

information obtained directly froniprevioos graduates now working at those companies.

If the school or student goes to PESO and searches through the recruitment cards, the process

is infinitely more difficult. The number of companies is great and it is impossible toknow much &bor.:

any of them or their working conditions without considerable study. Even a calculated guru- 4t likely

to beincorrect.

In theory matching of students with companies is done based on the wisher of thestudent. In

one year 1,000 companies send A...auitment cards to Tanashi Industrial High School, ratio of

virtually 5 companies to every senior seeking employment. The cords are bound in some 26-27

volumes. From the point of view of the school, not all revers are appropriate for their graduates

whose majors are machine, architectural design and construction. The school feels its graduates

should be placed in jobs in manufacturing, in electricity related companies, in automobileproduction,

in other words, in jobs related to their school training. Companies like those are earmarked by the

school, and given special status in their information system. A separate file of those companies'

current pamphlets is aLso maintained and solar coded by the majors for which the jobs are intended.

When all seniors have been placed, or at the end of the school year, the old pamphlets are removed.

The students are asked to look at the recruitment cards and pamphlets to help decide which companies

would suit their interests and opine ons far employment.

The recruitment cards from other sectors, such as the food business, are maintained in

separate files and any additional information sent from such companies is disposed of in an effort to

keep stulents concentrating on the job:: for which they have been trained. University and specialized

school announcements are also available in a separate file. Other compendium publications contain

facts about specialized schools. Extra copies of such volumes are given away to students.

One of the guiding principles in job placement by the school and in selection of majors by
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students is that graduates should enter jobs for which they have had specific training. Some

exceptions exist but are limited to the following type of case: A construction company puts in a

request for a machine student because the kind of worker needed is one who can adjust and repair

equipment. Thus, even though a company would normally take construction mai s, it needs a

student from !he machine section. The machine graduates are in great demand since every kind of

company needs to repair, adjust and maintain its machines. However, machine students are usually

reluctant to try such offers and tend tu prefer factories, typically in the automobile industry. Another

example might be of a request for a machine major by a department tore for wort in

elevatalesadtoriboilataintenance.

Only a few students apply to become civil servants, less than 10 per yew. The recruitment

test is more difficult than the tuna; company exam and the total number of applications is relatively

large. Twenty years ago nearly twenty students each year entered either city level or national level

bureauancy. Civil service jobs are also normally connected with majors in high school, normally in

the areas of architecture, construction orpublic works.

Thus crossing over and switches can occur, but for the most part students are placed in jobs

relating to the majors they have had in high school. Other cues can be cited where graduates have

chosen to take jobs as coots in restaurants or as bell boys in hotels, but such cases are truly an

elcePtion-

Not until 1 October does the season for entrance examinations to companies begin, a

remictionthatis determined bylaw.

Moat students would like to enter the famous, larger more powerful companies and so are

generally in agreement as to which companies they would like to enter. The school is often faced with

the following problem.

A company has an announcement that it wants one student from Tanashi; however, three

students have indicated that they would like to wort there. The school then mum decide which student

will be the one to take the entrance test. There is a discussion between the three students' homeroom

teachers and the placement counselor. Lithe end the school officials decide who will take the test. A

special woril exists to describe this internal selection process, koonai senkoo. Occasionally when two

students err' both exceedingly interested in a company which has advertised for only one, the school

will allow both to take the enhance test. In such a case, one of the two is certain to fail.

Permission to take an esrancP 'ISM from a school does not guarantee that, the student passes

or has assurance of employment. Passing the exam is equivalent to permission to begin work as of the

following April on the part of the company and to the informal decision on the part of the student to

choose that company for employment. Almost every exam includes a personal interview, a written

exam, a physical and a composition test. The composition, more than testing ability to write, is used

to assess the attitudes and feelings of the students toward their flare jobs. Some companies

administer an IQ test as well. In November a definitive pledge to work is signed after all tests have

been passed and even then, the rare instance of a student withdrawing &promise of employment might

OCCUr.

If students fail th'-2 they wont choose new companies and take second examinations. The

exs ination period begins on 1 October and by 10 October most students have taken at least one exam
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and know the results. At Tanashi Industrial High school 75-76% of all applicants succeed on their

fait try at an entrance exam. The remainder have to try on a second or third.

By the time of the second round of examinations, most famous first - choice companies have

filled their quotas so the quality of the companies left to choose from drops considerably. Those

companies who have not yet filled their quotas contact the school directly by mail or by phone. That

information is rechecked by the school and students are informed. The undecided students then

choose the next exam. Some companies do not send out the information fast enough to the schools,

and when a student inquires about a company not listed on the second round of exams, the school

contacts the company directly to find out the current ituation. If the company still has openings then

the student is free to try its exam.

By the middle of November more than 95% of a senior class who desire to find employment

have decided on a firm. The remaining 5% we still in the process of taking the second or even third

entrance examination. his also possible for a student to be wavering between continuing education

and talcing a job.

Still other students have not taken steps toward either continuing their education or seeking

employment. These students we likely to take the path of Kokita, or part time work, at leas until

something better comes along. The student might use any one of limber of ways to find a part time

jobto ask directly at a company, to look in one of the various guides or in a newspaper, to ask

friends or relatives, to inquire via PESO. Again, the quality of a job, pay and working conditions

found in this way will not be as high as fora job found via the school.

It is unlikely that a student can enter a good company much later than after the first round of

company exams. The school assumes responsibility for helping students to find jobs until May or

approximately two months after graduation on 10 March. After that time, schools are prohibited by

law from aiding students in their employment search. Two months after the date of graduation from

high school the school ceases to have any connection or responsibility for getting a student a desired

Once students have signed their pledges and entered companies the question remains as to

how long they will remain there. It is a known statistic that 40S of those placed quit within 3 years of

starting. Ails situation is very different from that of twenty or more years ago when the trend for most

was to remain in companies for the duration of their working life. A company might also go out of

business necessitating a new job. Former high school placements then find employment at another

company on their own using newspaper advertisements, job search books, PESO or another method

PESO operates on a year round basis and offerings of new positions are always available.

The other 60% continuing working beyond the first time years, but it is not clear how many

will actually remain with the same companytintil retirement.
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INTERVIEW WITH 7 MACHINE STUDENTS
AT

TANASHI KOOGYOO KOOKOO
(TANASHI INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL)

TANASHI-CITY, TOKYO

I interviewed 7 students, Takebana-san, Wader -san, Gotoo-san, Hanata-san, Hayashi-san,

Katoo-san, and Shigeoka-san, all members of the machine curriculum, at Tanashi Indunrial Higb

School. The interview with these seniors was completed after company entrance examinations had

been taken rad represent the reactions of seniors whose immediate funnels decided.

Takebaaa-sara 18 years old and the only female I interviewed at Tanashi, lives in Higashi

Murayama City (to the north and wes. of Tanashi City) with her parents. In April she will begin a job

working at Tachikawa Spring Company making car seats.

Wada-ssa, 18 years old, lives in Higashi Kurume City (to the north and west of Tanashi, but

east of Higashi Murayama City) with his parents. He will in April begin a drafting job at Hitachi

TelecommunicationsSysemsCompany.

Gotoo-aaa, 18 years old, lives in Nerima-ku (east of Tanashi) with his parents. He wants to

do a job wiring electrical circuits if be does not getint' Tookai Junior College.

Haaata-saa, 18 years old, lives in Higashi Kurume City with his parents. In April be will

begin a job dealing with the priming of books at Toppen Printing Company.

Hayashi-sea, 18 years old, lives in Higashi Kurume City with his parents. In April he will

begin a job in mac.hine and cameramanufacturing at Konishiroku Camera Company.

latoo-san, 18 years old, lives in Mitaka with his parents. In April be will begin a job in

bearing manufacturing at Koyoo Seiko Company.

Shigeoka-san, 18 years old, lives in Nakano-ku (considerably to the east of Tanashi) with

his parents. In April be will begin a job in car and truck manufacturing at Hino Motors.

Nave yes decided where you will be working aextsear?

Taksbana-san: Yes.

Wader -san: Yes.

GM00-31111: No.

Haunts -san: Yes.

Hayashi-san: Yes.

Kitoo-san: Yes.

Shigeoka-san: Yes.

/low did yes decide on your jobs?
Takebana-saa: 'looked atthe materials available in the counseling room. I didn't want to ride

a crowded train in the morning so I first decided where I would like to work and then decided on the

lob-

Wada-san: I wanted a job where I would use my brain so I chose drafting. I also wanted a

job not too far from myhome. With these two limitations I was able to narrow my choices.

Gotoo-san: If I search for a job, I will talk to my teachers and look at pamphlets and will

decide afterdiscussion.
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flanata-saes Wafting at a ptinting company means working in shifts, but the company I have

clioseis only worts rin 2 shifts rather than ihe usual 3. In a company with 3 shifts, my life would

always be changing and I didn't want that I prefer a company with only 2 shifts and chose it based

onthosecriteria.

Hayashi-son: I talked to my parents and teachers and had always wanted to west in a large

company. It was also important that many Tanashi graduates were already employed gibe firm.

Karoo-san: I wanted a firm that was located in a quiet environment. Though bearings are a

modest business, I think it is a growing one.

Shigeoka-sin: I wanted most of all to wort at a company that manufactured cars, especially

one that included trucks. There aremany companies that make trucks, like Mitsubishi, but the largest

is Nino.

When did you know that you wanted to find a job after high school
gtougissia4 jamasbasitgazikarirmathe

Takebana-stn: I knew probably from the time I was in elementary school. !knew for certain

that I wanted to find a job upon graduation from high school by the first year in middle school. I had

no desireto attendnniversity.

Wada-am: In my leCOud or third year of middle school, I decided to go to an industrial high

school. Included in that decision was the decision to find a job upon graduation_

Ciotowssn: Before I entered high school I thought I wanted to find a job after graduation_

My grades in this high school have been higher than I expected and I contemplated going to 2 year

college. I have taken an entrance exam but don't know the result.

Hansa-sin: From the time I was a second year student in middle school, I wanted a job after

middle school graduation. My parents were gains me starting a job then and asked me to finish high

school.

Hayashi -saes I knew I wanted to find a job after high school from the time I was a third year

middle school student.

Karoo -satE I had absolutely no desire to go to 4 year university. Around my first year in

middle school I decided that I wanted tamd a job after high school.

Shigeoka-saes In middle school my grades weren't very good, and I decided that at any rate I

wanted to work afterhigh school.

Did you often talk to your counselors or teachers about finding a job? What

did you talk to them about?
Takebana-stn: I didn't talk so much to the counselors but rather to my homeroom teacher

who was familiar with the company I was interested in. He introduced me to this company; in fact,

until lastyear my homeroom teacher was one of the counselors at Tadashi.

Wada-sea I looked at pamphlets that were available in the counseling room and for the most

part decided for myself. I didn't talk to the counselors much at W.

Gotoo-saes: Hooked at the pamphlets and lists in the counseling room, and found an

appropriate company that suited my interests. I also wrote letters requesting materials be sent to me I

didn't really use the counselors very much.

Hama-sal: I looked at the pamphlets that came to the school and decided for myself. I did
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talk to the teachers and counselors but in the end the decision was mine

Hayashi-san: I didn't talk so much to the counselors, but talked to my homeroom teacher. I

also looked stthe materials available in the counseling room.

Katoo-ran: My homeroom teacher didn't know very much about the kind of work I was

interesed in, butthe counselors did and they helped me find an adequate company.

Shigeoka-san: I didn't talk much to the counselors and rea lly only wanted to enter Hino. It

was my only choice.

What triad of advice did your homeroom teachers or counselors give you?

Takebana-san: At the mock interview session we bad at the school my teacher explained

many things to me. For insance he told me about how to enter a room, how to sit, how to speak and

what to talk about.

Wads-nut At the mock interview, I was told about how to make formal greetings, about

good posture, and bow to sit on a chair.

Gotoo-san: I haven't received any advice about interviews or anything else since I entered

high school. During middle school we had mock interviews to prepare us for entering high school

where I got advice from my teachers. I thought of the advice in high school for myself and didn't

listentomyteachers.

Hanatii-son: I had an mock interview where I was told about formal greetings and posture.

When I was asked about my hobbies, I said self study was my hobby. Then I was asked to tell what

authors I liked the best. In that way I prepared for my entrance exam.

Hayashi -sac: At the mock interview I was told to speak up clearly.

Katoo-san: I was told about myuse of language and bow to answer certain difficult questions

during theziockinterview.

Shigeoka-san: During the mockinterview I was told not to mumble, to speak up dearly.

jligAuuata_y_auir/is,tgpoukrjzofgg/racsci jggekm, did
you tali about with them?

Takebana-san: My parents told me to take responsibility for my own ftrure. We didn't talk

muchtopther.

Wada-san: I didn't talk to my parents very much. Once I had decided where I was going to

try to find a job, I showed them my list of 5 companies. Then I decided exactly which one I would

choose. 1.

Gotoo-san: I wanted to go to university but money is a problem. If I were to go to college I

would need to do a part time job along with studying. I knew that I didn't want to involve my parents

in such problems so up to now I have dedded for myself.

Hansta-san: I decided where I would try and told my parents which company was my choice.

Hayashi-son: I picked oat several companies I was incensed in and showed the list to my

parents. We talked about thepossibilities and then' decided.

Kieoo-son: I told my parents where I was trying to get a job. Otherwise, I didn't talk to

them.

Shigeobi-san: I decided what I would do here at school and then told my parents.

Did you study for the entrance exam?
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Takebana-san: I WO to figure out my own IQ by testing myself. I am taking a course in

Nriting is an elective this year and in that class I practiced composition writing.

Wady -sad I didn't do any special practice. I went to the test and passed it. I knew that there

would be no composition on the entrance exam so I didn't have to practice. On the IQ test there were

sections on Japanese and mathematics, but they were very simple. I did glance at aJapanese language

practice book and practiced with opposites.

Gotoo-san: The entrance tests to the companies I would be interested in include only an

interview and short composition. In order to be able to write a short composition, I have kept a diary,

read the newspaper, and kept track of current events. Just before the exam I will try to imagine the

topic that would be on the test and try to write soutetkag. I have ?bowed practice compositions to my

tatcher and received comments. The college exam included a section on electronics, English and

mathematics and I studied for all parts.

Hanath-san: I didn't do any special studying or practice. I did look at an entrance exam

practice book, but I didn't try many problems.

rasio..iti -san: I didn't have a teat on any specific knowledge so I didn't do any studying.

Katoo-saw I completed all the problems in a practice book over summer vacation and I

practiced for the composition test by writing on 5 or 6 themes. The entrance exam contained sections

on Japanese, social science and mathematics so I studied those sections. I practiced the problems I

couldn't masterthe firsttime manytimes over.

Shigeoka-san: The entrance test was only napalms related to my field of srody, machines, so

I bought &practice book on the subject and looked merit.

limumaitatialmuniistid r tits!
Takebana-san: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Wada-sas I only had to take one entrance exam.

Gotoo-sad I haven't yet got the results from my college application. When I do, I will know

if 1 have to take a company exam.

Hotrod -sera: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Hayashi -son: I only had to take one entrance exam

Katoo-son: I had to take two exams. I took the second exam 24 days after the first. In

between I looked at the practice exam book again_

Shigeoka-san: Jody had to take one entrance exalin.

How do you feel right now es you look st the job you are about to begin?

Takebana-son: The company is the one I had wanted to enter. When I visited the company, I

found the atmosphere vet* good and am happy I chose Tachikawa Spring.

Wada-an: When I went to visit the company, I saw that they only did drafting and were

relatively small, a fact I didn't like so much. However, they are attached to the lazier Hitachi group so

Ism very happy I chose them.

Gotoo-sad The two year college I have chosen gives freedom to its students and I will he

very happythae:

Hansa-sax At Toppan I will be able to do the job I want to do in printing. I am very happy

and want to get to work as soon as possible.
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Hayashi -sea: I have really wanted to enter Keirishiroku from the beginning and am very

relieved thathedecisionisfinal .

Katoo-sae I had a list of S possible companies I wanted to work at, but 4 of them for one

reason or another weren't hiring this year. I failed the entrance exam at one of the 4. This is my last

choice and I am relieved.

Shigeoka-san. I will be working at Hino Motors. It was my first choice and I am relieved

and elated beyond words.

What exactly will you be doing at your company? What will be the content of

MEW
Takebana-sae: I will be making car seats. I will be involved in making or or mure of the

parts of the seat. I may also have to do a certain amount of office work.

Wade -san: I will only be doing drafting. Thetis all the company does. Maybe I will have to

bit of regular office wort.

Gotoo-stn: I like circuit wiring and will study that at college or enter a company that does that

kind of work.

Hanata-san: At the company they are doing engraving, printing and manufacturing, but I

think I will be doing riming. Of course, it is not certain exactly in which section I will be working. I

may not be able to do the work I want.

Hayashi -san: I will either be involved in making cameras or copy machines. At that plant all

they make is cameras and copiers. At otherplants other goods are produced.

Katoo-in: I will be making the bearings that the company produces The company also does

sales, but I doubt that I will be connected with that.

Shigeoka-san: The company makes cars and has a number of plants. I don't know which

plant I will be *tidied to, but I will be inprodaction a first. After some time I will take a test and it is

possible to advance above theproductionlevel.

What kind atinsol will seed to work at your job?
Anikuaggiunitatogislifige

Takebana-sae: I have only seen plans for my work, but I suspect that I will have to use

machines of some sort and have to know about computer programming. I have learned programming

in school so I think it will help.

Wade -san: I will be drafting at work and that is the only skill I will need. I practiced drafting

every week at school, so I tin:* I have learned the basics...

Gotoo-san: I didn't do any electric circuit wiring in this school, so I plan to study that first in

college and then on the job.

Hanata-san: I will need printer's skills and have not learned such skills at this school. I will

learn on the job.

Hayashi-sin: I will be working in the manufacturing of machinery and have learned these

skills here in high school.

Katoo-san: I will be working in manufacturing and believe what I have learned in school will

help me in my jcib.

Shigeoka-san: I believe I have learned all the basic skills here in school that I will need to do
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my job. The special aspects of the job will also require me to study and earn a license at work.
_

b there some kind of treisiag you would like to have added to the Tanashi

minizajasike 323nsamitore for jilbs?

Takebana-san: I can't think of anything off hand, but the machines in our workshop are very

old. Maybe they could bereplaced with newer equipment.

Wader -san: I outthink of anything.

Gotoo-san: I am a student in the machine section. We have personal computers, but only

small ones. It would be good to have sonic mare powerful models.

Hansa-san: I would like to have more time with the computers we do have.

Hayashi-san: I cant think of anything.

Katoo-san: I would like to know more about information management.

Shigeoka-san: Many companies are being automated. It would be good to have a large

computer at school to help us undersand machine automation.

Now long do you that it will take you to settle in to your jobs?

Takebana-san: I will have a training period of about 3 months, but I am sure it will take

longer than that. I can't really tell until I try the work myself. I think it will take longer than a year to

feelcomfortable.

Wada-san: There will be a training period of about 1 to 3 months. About a month after the

training period I should have settled in.

Gotoo-san: I think I will have adjusted to life at the school after about &year there.

Hanata-san: The training period lasts for 50 days. I will be assigned to my work group and

after about a year I should have settled in.

Hayashi-san: I have to aux the company and work at the job myself in order to know how

long it willtake.

ICatoo-san: The actual job is very simple and repetitive, so I think it will only take me a month

to settle in.

Shigeoka-san: The training period lasts for one month. After that I will be assigned to the

productionline and the work is complicated. I think it will take me a year and a half to settle in.

Bow will your lien change when you get jobs?

Takebana-san: I will be earning money for myself and will be able to live more independently

of my parents.

Wads -san: I will have to do overtime and will gethome at 8:00 or later so I will not be able to

watch myfavorite TVprograms.

Gotoo-san: I will become a more sealed person when I have a! lb.

Hanata-san: When I have a job, I will have less free time.

Hayashi-san: I don't think my life will ch2nge that much, but the time I get home from work

will be much later than when I was a student.

Katoo -san: The job is done in shifts so working will make my life more scattered.

Shigeoka-san: The commute to the job will take between on,- and 2 hours and will upset my

lifeconsiderably.

What will you do with the salary you receive?
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--Takebana-stn: I will receive about 1100,000 per month. I will spend some on food and give

money to my parents. I would like to buy a car and get a license so I will spend money on that What

is left I will use as pocket money.

Wada-san: I will give Y20,000430,000 to my parents. With the rest I will pay back the loan

on the car I want to buy. Beyond that I don't know what I will do with my salty.

Gotao-san: I will spend the money to support myself and my family. The rest I will spend

ommertitinment.

Hanata-sun: I will give my salary to my parents and will receive pocket money from them.

Hayashi-san: Brill give half my money to my parents and save the other half or spend it on

somethingelse.

Katoo-san: My very first pay check will be spent on whatever I want. After that I will save

half of what I earn and spend the rest on myself.

Shigeoka-san: I will give 120,000 - 130,000 to my parents and the rest I will spend as I like.

How Java will your iaitial salary cone to? Will you get a boaus? At what

rate will your salary iacrease?
Takebana-sae: My initial salary will be T110,000, and I will receive 1100,000 after tax. In

addition I will receive overtime for the extra hours I week and le average monthly salary seems to be

about 1150,000. My first bonus will be about 170,000 in he summer followed by 1320,000 in

winter. I don't know about yearly increases.

Wads -sae I will receive just under1100,000. The increases will be 14,000 per year. The

bonuses will be 4 months of salary given twice a year once I become a full-fledged company

employee-

Gotoo-san: I would like to enter a company that pays 1120,000- 1130,000 per month.

Beyond that I don't know.

Hanata-san: My basic salary will be 1l10,000 per month. If 1 work on the night shift, it will

increase to ibont 1130,000 per month. After the first year I will get an extra 110,000 in my pay. I

don't remember enything about bonuses.

Hayashi -sae I will receive about 1100,000 per month in salary. My pay will increase by

113,500 per year. The bonus at first will be 2.9 months salary and will increase to 4 or 5 months

twice &year after I become afull-fledged employee.

Katoo-san: My basic salary will come to T94,000, but I will earn 1110,000 to 1120,000

because of overtime. The yearly increases will be 110,230 per year. The first bozos will be about 2.3

months. After that the bonus will increase to 4.8 months twice a year.

Shigeoka-san: I will receive about1110,000 per month. The bonus will be 2.9 months at the

beginning and increase to a total of 5.6 months after one year. The salary will increase by about

110,000 per year.

Do 701 task you will be able to live independently of your parents?

Takebana-saa: At lust 1 will have many expenses and ray salary will be small. If I live away

from home I will not be able to buy what I want. I would like to save some money and then try to live

on my own. I think that I will be living at hnme until I get married.

Wada-san: I think that living at home costs the least amount of money, so I will live at home.
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-111 get, tarried, I will live away from home.

Gotoo-sin: I want to live on my own after I have married.

Hanata-san: If I live on my own, I will not get proper nutrition so it is better for me to live

with my parents. I have no intention of trying to live on my own until I get married.

Hayashi-san: I will live independently when I get married.

Katoo-sin: I will be living in a company dormitory so I am worried about my financial

resources. The dormitory costs won't be that large, only about 15,000 per month. I will be

responsible for determining how to use my money and am worried about that,

Shigeoka-ran: It will take me a long time to get to wort so I would like very much to find an

apartment nearmy company. There is a donnittry buil am notenthusiastic aboutliving there.

Do you wait to stay is the company you have chosen until you retire? How
long do you plan to stay at your lint job?

Takebana -san: I would like to marry and don't think the a job as a housewife goes well with a

work in a company. I would like to work until have a child.

Wads -san: I wantto work athe same company until I retire.

Gotoo-un: I want to work at the same company until I retire.

Hanata-san: I want to work at the same company until I retire.

Hayashi-Nut I want to work at the same company until !retire.

Katoo-sat: I want to work at the same company until I retire.

Shigeoka-san: I was to work at the same company until I retire. This is Japan and

opportunities forgetting a better job if one quits are rare.

Ia 5 years time vita do you this* you will be doing?

Tatebana-ssa: I think I will sill be working at the same job. I will have learned my job and

find itfun.

Wadi -san: I will be drafting every day. I may find the wort fUn or boring, I don't know

which. I will be continuing at the same job.

Gotoo-ssn: Ins years, I hope I will have a job, be working, and be settled in that job.

Hanata-san: Ithink I will have mastered the machines in my department ii, five years time.

Hayashi-stn: I think I will be very settled and be able to do my wart well.

Katoo-an: In five years, I will be teaching new employees how to do their work.

Shigeoka-san: My company has factories over* ai and in 5 years time I would like to be

working at one of them.

How old would you like to be when you get married?

Takebana-sur I would like to mazy by the time I am 24.

Wadi -san: I would like to marry before I am 30.

Gotoo-san: I don't know if I will be unmarried or married. If I do marry, I would like to

before I am 30.

Hansta-san: I would like to mar), by the time I am 30.

Hayashi -san: I would like to marry at around 25 or 26.

Kazoo -san: I would like to marry when I am about 28.

Shigeoka-san: If I find a mate, I would like to many by the time I am 30.
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Wbat will yam be doiacwhea yol are 31 or 32 years old? A job? Interests?
Takebana-san: I will have children and be involved in housework.

Wada -san If I haven't been able to many, I will be worried.

Gotoo-san: I feel I will be living an average life.

Hanata-san: I do not know what I will be doing until I am that age.

Hayashi-san: I think I will be living an average life.

ICatoo-san: I think I will be living an average life.

Shigeoka-san: I will have children and have a certain amount of responsibility at work.



INTERVIEW WITH 7 ARCHITECTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION
STUDENTS AT

TANASHI KOOGYOO KOOKOO
(TANASHI INDUSTRIAL HIGH SCHOOL)

TANASHI-CITY, TOKYO

I interviewed 7 students, Oohama-san Kaneko-sen, Itoo-san, Yokoyama-san, Ichikawa-san,

Nishida-sau, and Hara-san at Tanashi Industrial High School. The interview with these seniors was

completed after company entrance examinations had beentaken and represents the reactions of seniors

whose immediate future is decided. All are males and in either the architecture or cons action

departmemnTanashi.

Ooksina-sou 18 years old and a student in the construction department, lives in

Koganei-city (just south of Tantshi) with his parents. He wrote that he would begin a job at Watanabe

Ichi ConstructionCompaqin -inni-ku inApril.

Caneko-san, 18 years old and a student in the architecture department, lives in Higashi

Kurnme Qty (north of Tanashi) with his parents. He indicated that he would begin a job at Sanwa

Building Company in Shir.',Iikn-ku in April.

Itoo-sea a, 18 years old and &student in the architecture department, lives in Chan City (quite

bit south of Tanashi) with his parents. InApril he will begin a job at U & A City Architect se Firm.

Yokeiyamuk-son 18 years old and a student in the architecture department, lives in

Nerima-b (east of Tanashi) with his parents. He wrote that he would begin a job at N. K. Home

.:Autpany in Sbibuya-ku inApril.

Ink:Mama-ma, 17 years old and a stud= in the construction department, lives in Kiyosei

City (wen of Tanashi and north of Higashi Kurnme Qty') Rith his parents. In April he will begin a

job at Tokyo Gas Company in Minato -tu (center of the city).

Kuikida-san,17 years old and a student in the construction department, lives in Nakano-ku

with his parents. He indicated that he would begin a job at Dainichi Engineering Works Company in

Hachioji city (the very western outskirts of the city of Tokyo) in April.

Han-san 17yeus old and a student in the constrection department, lives in Musashino City

(south of nimbi) with his parents. He had winged to become a civil savant, but failed the entrance

examination. Instead inApril hewill beginto study at Japan Engineering Specialed School.

decided whets will be w

0ohama-san: Yes.

Kaneko-san: Yes.

..Itoo-san: Yes.

Yokoyama-son Yes.

Ichikawa-san: Yes.

/Nlishida-san: Yes.

hara-san: Y. I will not be working next year, but will be attending Japan Engineering

SpecializedScbool.

low did you decide on your jobs!
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Oohar a-san: A graduate of Tanashi who presently works al, atanabe tol', me to join him

there. I did some wort there and liked it, so I decided I would like to work there after graouari

Afterward I notified the school and found the recruitment card and pamphlet in the materials available

atTanashi.

Kaneko -sae I asked my architecture studies teacher and looked through the rewaitm tot rnd s

anddecided.

koo-sun: I looked at recruitment cards and decided 011 which c .mpatty would be the best one.

I didn't talk to ray teachers.

Yokoyama-sae I looked at recruitment cards, asked the architecture studies teacher and

decided.

Ichikawa-san: The placement counselor told me about the company and we talked. I thought

about thepossibilitiesand decided.

Nishida-san: My counselor told me about the company and I liked his idea.

Hare -sun: I looked at the guidebooks for specialized schools and decided on the one I would

attend bymyself.

Did yon 'se the coinseling roma? It yon did. for what pirpose?

Oohama-san: I only looked at recruitment mot.

Kaneko -sera I only looked at recrnitment cards. I looked foe pamphlets but there weren't any

for companies I was interested in.

Itoc-sun: I onlylooked at recruitment cards.

Yoko/ma-our I only looked at recruitment cards.

Ichikawa -sam I didn't go to the counseling room until after I had decided on the job.

Wishida-sun: Hooked at recruitment cards and the files with pamphlets and other materials tl

find out what kind of licit companies did.

Hera -san: I looked at a book which deathbed all the specialized schools available and then

looked at the school's guidebook which had also been sent to Tanashi.

Did you often talk to your counselors about findiag a job? Whea did you

start talkiag to these?

°chime-son: The teachers began talking to us about employment during the first semi ter of

our senior year. I didn't really talk directly to my teacher or counselor. My parents, teacher and I had

a conference in the summer of my senior year. We talked; but I had already decided where I was

going to wort

Kaneko-san: I first started talking at the end of my junior year. My teacher helped me with

mock interviews. At the tioa, of the parent-teacher conference in the summer I had already decided on

the one company I was going to try. After that I didn't talk to my teachers or counselors.

kio-san: In my case, I want to become a technical expert so I looked at the recruitment cards

that came for architecture companies. In October the recruitment card came for the company I wanted

to enter. I didn't talk so much to my teachers.

Yokoyama-san: I was late in deciding. Up to the time of the parent-teacher conference I was

still unclearin my own desires but they became dearer after the conference. Then! decided.

Ichikawa -sae At the parent-teacher conference in the summer my counselor told me about the
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aim** I am now going to enter.

MA:Ida-sin: After the final exams at the end of July, I was iold about the company that I am

now going to enter.

Hara-san: At the beginning of this year, I talked to my counselor about my possibilities and

decided on becoming a civil servant or attending specialized school.

Did you fill out a*y papers is regard to jetting a job and head them is to your

ORILIckfle
0ohsma-sae I filled out a card about my choices, and after I had decided on my job I filled

out a preliminary transcript and handed in to myteacher for certification and an official seal.

Kaneko-san: Before I took the entrance exam I filled out my personal history. After the

entrance teat I filled out a paper in which I was asked to describe the kind of questions asked on the

entrinceexam_

Itaxi-san: I only filled out my personal history and handed it to my teacher.

Yokoyama-san: Before the entrance test I filled out a personal history. After the entrance

exam I filled out apaper where I described the kind of questions asked on the entrance exam.

Ichikawa-san: Before the entrance exam I filled out a personal history. After that I filled out a

and for the PESO office.

Iftshida-nn: Before the entrance exam I filled out a personal history. After the exam I

handed in a card describing the job I had obtained.

Hera -san: I filled out a tentative transcript form for my teacher and filled out a form

describing the school had chosen.

What kind of advice did your homeroom teachers or counselors give you?

0ohama-ran: We had a mock interview in September in one of the architecture classrooms. I

was told about how to enter a room, how to make a formal greeting and about maintaining a proper

attitude during the interview. We also talked about what the comas of questions would be at the real

interview.

Kaneko-san: I was told to be careful how I dressed during the interview. That is all.

Iwo-san: I don't remember being given any advice. I went to the entrance exam and took it.

Yokoyama-san: I was told about my use of words and attitude. Part of my attitude included

how I gave greetings and whether or not I spoke directly to my interviewer. I wasn't told anything

else.

Ichikawa-san: I was told about my attitude and use of language. W1 I was asked a

question, I should be ready to answer with words I had prepared beforehand.

Nishida-san: I was told about my attitude and use of language. I was told to be prepared fa:

a design teat and was told to be ready for a test on everyday kni(Chinese characters).

Hera -san: I was told to be carefhl of my dress and attitude when I went on a tour of the

school. I only had to submit papers to be accepted. There was no entrance cum.

Did you talk to your parents about the process of finding a job? What did
you talk about with them?

Oohama-san: I did talk to them about where I was going to work. It was a bit like a

notification.
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Kaneko-sin: :1-4e_l talk to them. At the end of my first year in high school I told them about

-the kind of job I wanted to do. At the beginning of the third year I told them about the job I had

chosen.

Itro-sun: I told my parents where I was going to work. My parents looked at the recruitment

card and approved of the choice.

Yokoyama-son: Every time I sat dawn witii my parents we talked about tho frocess of

finding a job. In the end I found a job that I liked.

-hikawa-san: My parents told me to find a job at a company I liked. They didn't talk to me

much aboutmy choice.

Thshida-san: My parents told me to choose a job at a company I wanted to enter. I followed

theiradviceand decided

Han -san: I talked to my parents at length about what I wanted to do. They agreed with my

decision to iy the civil service test or go to a specialized school.

Did you study for the eatraace exam? What was the cosiest of the exam!

0ohansa-san: I did no study. I only had an interview.

Kaneko-san: The test was general knowledge. I went to a bookstore and bought a practice

book forgeneral knowledge. I studied every day.

Itoo-sat: I didn't study for any parts of the exam or interview. I decided just to go in and

take thews. .

Yakoyama-san: I had a test but did no preparation. I just went in and took the tat.

Ichikawa -san: I had a written test which included mathematics and an interview. I practiced

for the interview at school. I also bought a book with math problems and solved them to get ready.

Thshida-sat: I had no tes at all, and so needed no preparation.

Ham-san: For the civil service teat I bought several reference works and studied all the

subjects I had had in school and my major field of study. I tried working all the problems, but I failed.

The test was difficult and done in mark sheet style. I have tried taking mark sheet tests (computer

scored tests) before but I find them difficult.

Did you eater TOW ring. secoad or third choice company?

0ohama-san: I entered my second choice. A recruitment card for my first choice did not

come to the school sca choose the second.

Kaneko-san: I had only one choice from the beginning. I took the test and passed.

Itoo-san: I entered my first choice.

Yokoyama-san: I entered my firs choice company.

Ichikawa-san: I entered my first choice company.

Thisbida-sat: I entered my first choice company.

Hart -san: Myfirst choice was to become a civil servant so I hied the civil service exam, but I

failed. I had thought about both possibilities. The test was in October and Liar that I firmly decided

to attend a specialized school. My second choice was to enter a specialized school.

How d yes feel ri ht sow as es look at the iob Du are &bolt to be in
Oohama-san: I have no particular feelings. I will enter a company and that is normal. I had

choices and narrowed them down. Now I am going to start working.
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Kaneko-san: Now that I have decided, I am resolute to keep working without taking time off.

Itoo-seen: I feel that I am at last s peace.

Yokoyama-san: I want to graduate as soon as possible and start working.

Ichikawa-san: I have succeed in entering one company and am greatly relieved.

Islishida-seen: I have entered a company, want to work with all effort for it and save as much

money as I cu.

Han -san: I want to graduate as soon as possible and start my new studies.

What exactly will you be doing at your company? What will be the content of

lariat
0ohama-sakt I will be involved in administration of wait going on at the construction site.

Kaneko-stn: For one year, I will be studying at the company the content of my job. After

that I will be working as a normal employee in the building of buildings with special construction

methods.

koo-san: For the first year, I will be learning the content of my wort. I will be cleaning up

desks and serving tea to people and doing various kinds of work. After the second year I will be

doing my real job designing reirf.:rced concrete apartment, houses, schools, hotels an, hospitals.

Yokoyama-seen: I don't exactly know what I will be doing at my company until I start to work

there. I will probably be working as a stone mason.

Ichikawa-san: I-.411 be working at a gas company and will be working in the gas pipe laying

section.

Nishida -san: I will be preparing land for later construction of buildings. I will attempt to

carry out the plans that have been drawn up by the administration for work to be done st the

constructionsite.

Hari -san: I will enter a specialized schoo! for training people in engineering science. I will

study computer hardware for two years and find a job in the computer industry. The specialized

school will help me find that job.

Y/lairkypiiindta ki aimay,sli imitsn_yoir -obs?
Oohama-sin: I don't think there will be anything to be aware of.

Kaneko-san: I don't think there will be anything to be aware of.

Itoo-san: I will have people above ?sat and will have to he aware of my use of language.

Yokoyama-san: I am sure there will be things to be aware of, but until I start working I don't

know what those will be.

Ichikawa-saw I. wonder if I will be able to handle personal relations, especially in dealing

with people in positions above me.

illshida-sin: I will have to learn to deal with people in my office.

Hara-san: I don't think there will be anything to be aware of.

Willmlaysiladsistosiledirt&an eater your company?
0ohama-saa: From the discussions I have had, there does not seem to be any training period.

I will begin actual workright away.

Kaneko-san: I will have a training period of one year and will be studying.

Itoo -san: There is no special training period.
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-Yokoyama-san: The training period will be from one to 2 months.

Ichikawa-san: The training period will be 6 months. I will be trying my hand at thevarious

kinds of work the company does.

Iftshida-son: The training period will be 3 months during which I will be in the office and at

constructionsites.

Hara-son: I will be studying full time at school.

What kind of special skills do you think you will aced to work at your
company? Are these skills you learned at Tamulti?

Oohama-san: I only have to use the skills I have learned at Tanashi. I don't think any more

will be requited of me. ,

Kaneko-son: I will be doing things I have not learned in school. I will not use what I have

learned here, but must learn on the job. I think it will difficult.

Itoo-san: I have learned some of the skills I will need at school, but most of my job will

include things I have notlearned here.

Yokoyama-san: I will use what I have learned here bm the teaching has hardly been enough.

I will study by trainiag mtbe company.

Ichikawa -san: I don't think I will need any special skills at work

Iftshida-san: My job involves measurement, planing, and drawing. Most of these Mills I

have learned rt!..00l.

Hza-san: At school I will learn something completely new, not connected with what I have

learnedhere.

Is there some kind of training or machinetyou would like to have added to

the Tumid curriculum to make_yourielves more prepared for jobs?

Oohama-san: I =think of nothing.

Kaneko -san: Nothing I can think of.

Itab-san: I can't think of anything.

Yokoyama-san: I wish we had more time in the practical part of our training.

Ichikawa-slur Nothing.

Ifishida-son: Nothing.

Hara-san: I wish the old machines in the workshop would be replaced with newer ones.

Bow long do you think it will take you to settle in to your jobs?
0ohasta-san: Atthe earliest it will take 2 years to settle in, maybe more like 3 years.

Kaneko -say I think it will take me 5 years to settle in

koo-son: It will take me 2-3 years to settle in to my job.

Yokoyama-san: It will take me 2-3 years to settle in to my job.

Ichikawa -san: It will take me 3 years to settle in to my job.

Ifishidnian: It will probably take me 3 years to settle in to my job.

Hare -son: After graduation from the specialized school, I think it will take me 2-3 years to

settle in to whatever wort I will be doing.

Bow much will your initial salary come to? Will you get a bonus? At what

rate will your salary increase?



Oohania-sans My salary will be 1107,000. My bonus will be 4 months salary, but I don't

-know about salary increases.

Kaneko-stn: My initial salary will 1100,000 with bonuses of 4 months. The salary will

increase only 14,000 per year.

Itoo-sans My salary will be about 190,000 and that isn't much. The first year bonus will be 2

months of salary. Bonuses after that will be 2 months of salary 2 times a year. The salary will

increase by about 18,000 per year.

Yokoyama-sans The basic salary is abort 1130,000 and then there will be overtime, bringing

my take home pay to about 1140,000 per month. The first year my bonus will be 2.2 months of

salary. After that the bonus will be 4.5 months of salary. Every year my salary should increase by

about T10,000.

Ichikawa-san. My basic salary is about 1110,000 per month. Bonuses will be 3.5 months

salary for (hermit year. The salary will increase by about 14,000 per year.

/*a:bids-sin: My basic salary is 1110,000 per month. The total bonus should be about

11,400,000 per year. The inrreasr are about 14,000 per year.

Hara-sans I will be attending school so money will be going out and not coming in. Two

years of school are going to coat about11,500,000.

What will you do with the salary you receive?

°ohms-ma: I will give some money to my parents, save 12,000-3,000 and spend the rest.

Kaneko-san: I will give half my money to my parents. I will spend most and if some is left

over, I will save it.

Itoo-sin: I will give 120,000 to my parents for food and save about 110,000. I will spend

the rest.

Yokohama -sans I will give 130,000 to my parents to pay for food. They have instructed me

to do this. I will spend the rest and if any is left over, I will put it in the bank.

Ichikawa -sans I will give 130,000 to my parents for food. I want to buy a car so I will have

to use most of the rest to pay back the car loan.

Nishida-san: I will be living in a dormitory which will be paid far by the company and will

spend most of the money on living and enjoying myself. I will only give 110,000 to my parents. I

will save whet is left for future travel.

Hara-sera I will receive money from my parents for studying. I am as going to go out much

so that I will spend as little as possible. I.

Do you think you will be able to live independently of your parents?

0ohania-sad I could live away from my parents if I wanted to and if my salary increased a

bit. I am a second son so I don't have to stay with them. It will take me 10 years to save the funds to

be able to liveindependently.

Kaneko -sans I will live in a company dormitory so I will be independent of them. When I

have the funds I will build my own house.

Itoo-sans I would like to live independently of my parents, but my salary will be small so for

at least the first few years I will live with them. lathe end I will be independent.

Yokoyama-san: I don't want to do laundry or cook my own food, so I will stay at home as
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long as possible.

Ichikawa -san: The first 5 or 6 years I will not be able to live independently because my salary

will be too small. When my salary is large enough, I would like to live on my own.

kfishida-san: In my house life is very stria and I wanted to live independently as soon as

possible. I have chosen to live in a dormitory where I will stay as long as possible.

Hara-san: For the first two years I will be enrolled in school. After that I will have a job , but

will probably may at home for about 10 years until I have the funds to build a home of my own.

Do you want to stay ia the compay yes have chose* mil you retire? How
tut do jrauhuuniaimigirikauku

0ohama-san: I haven't thought about staying to retirement. If I have earned qualifications, I

mayleave after 10 or20 years.

Kaneko-san: I woad liketo stay Until retirement.

Itoo-san: I want to stay at my job until I reach the highest qualification possible in building.

Then I will be ready to break away and form my own construction company. It should take me 10

years to earnthequalifications.

Yokoyama-san: The company I will enter is a very stable one and as long as it remains so, I

would like to work there.

Ichikawa -sane Iwiliprobablyremainuntil retirement.

Nishida-sera: I would like to may for 10 years. After that I will decide what I will do next,

but I don't know what tha: will be.

Haman: In my case, when I leave school, I hope to find a company that will employ me

untiketirement.

la 5 years time what do you disk you will be doing?

Oohama-scan: Iwill be working and be assuming responsibility in my company.

Kaneko -S1E I may have advanced a bit in the company.

koo-san: In 5 years I will be about to take a major qualification test. If I have passed , I will

advance tot higher level of work.

Yokoyama-san: If I am still working, I will be working hard.

Ichikawa-an: I will be holding my own in my job.

Ifishida-scan: I will have earned a certain level of qualifications at my job. I will have

advancedto more aimpartantlevel of engineering administration.

Hara-sang I will have entered a middle sized company and be working there.

Now old would you lite to be when you get married?
0ohama-san: If I have a good mate, I will marry. I don't think anyone will many me, so I

haven't thought about it.

Kaneko-san: I would like to many beim I am 30.

Itoo-stn: I would like to get =Tied when I am able to afford a wife, when I am about 30.

Yokohama -sen: I would like to get married when I earn enough to feed 2 or 3 people, when I

am about 27-28

wou14!ike to marry before I am 30.

Nish' da-san: I wouldn't mind marrying after I am 30, and only when I am able to take care of
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-Ritually.

Hasa -san: I would like to marry before I am 30.

Whet will you be doing when you are 31 or 32 yews old? A job? Interests?

0ohima-san: I will be working hard to feed and bring up my children

Kaneko-san: I will have found my own identity.

Itoo-san: I will have children and be working hard to fe i them.

Yokoyama-san: I will be doing all I can in every way for my job and myfamily.

Ichikawa -san: I will be married and have children and be working for them.

/fiskida-son: I will be working and studying hard to save money.

Hara-son: I will be bringing up my family.
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INTERVIEW WITH MR. NIREI
HEAD OF PLACEMENT

SAKURAGAOKA JOSHI KOOTOO GAKKOO
(SAICURAGAOKA WOMEN'S HIGH SCHOOL)

KITA-KU, TOKYO

Founded in 1924, Sakuragaoka is a private three year women's high school of approximately

1500 students located an the with side of Tokyo in Koto-ku. Its curriculum includes the same general

studies curriculum offered at most public high schools and also an occupational curriculum and a

cooking curriculum. Mr. Mini is the bead counselor in overall charge of job placement and advanced

study. A total of 20 teachers are involved with job placement, including all third year homeroom

teachers and selected teachers from the first and second year classes. 6 other teachers are involved in

advancement to higher education. There are actually two placement offices at Sakuragaoka. The

administrative office containing counselors desks is on the first floor near the principal's office and the

student reference room is located in the basement The reference room is constantly buzzing with the

sound of students in sestet of information.

Mr. /fines job is extremely demanding and visits to PP-SO, the Public Employment Security

Office, are handled by other members of his staff who report back to him. lie in turn relays all

significant developments to the bead teacher and piaci* in order to keep them informed about the

current situation in regard to jobs for graduates. His salary is higher than the average teacher because

of the demanding natare of his job c'4 the stress involved in making sure all Sakuragaoka students are

placed everyyear.

Since Sakuragaokais a private school and depends on its students for operating revenues, one

crucial factor in appealing to potential incoming students is the school's record of job placement after

graduation. Like the written materials available at other schools, the Sakuragaoka prospectus sold to

junior high school students who visit contains lists of companies where students have been placed as

well as lists of universities and schools to which graduates have matriculated. Because the school's

focus is on practical education, the list of jobs which graduates have obtained is crucial to the school's

ability to recruit new students.

More than in general studies, enrollment in the occupational curii...aiun is beneficial to

students who will be entering the labor face after graduation. The occupational curriculum includes

courses in word processing, personal computers, business economics, business operation,

bookkeeping, abacus, busines writing and law, and tax accounting, courses which are not possible to

take otherwise. As a part of the general studies curriculum, word processing and abacus are offered,

but nothing may. A record of having been a enrolled in the occupational curriculum may be a oistinct

advantagewhenseeking employment.

Sakuragaoka conducts occupational education of its students from the first to the third year of

high school. Students at age 15 entering Sakuragaoka, or any high school in Japan, know next to

nothing about the working world, about their own aspirations, or about what they would !ike to do

of er high school.

In April at the opening orientation for new first year students, Mr Nirei addresses the entire
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group of 500 concerning employment, stressing that a job is chosen not on the spur of the moment at

the -end of one's senior year, but after fully considering one's potentialpersonality, school

achievement and sports -- during the first two years of high school. During the first year at school,

emphasis is placed by all teachers on knowing oneself and one's strengths and weaknesses in school,

or jiko no rikai. Specific occupational education is, in the strictest sense, not provided during the first

year in high school.

Sakuksgaoka has its homeroom hour on Wednesdays and during that hour twice a year,

homeroom teachers speak to both first and second year students about current hiring conditions with

statistics from the year tefore. Mr. Nirei does not deal directly with either first or second year

students, IN: 4°' iionieroom teachers handle these tasks. He provides be instructors with all

necessarymaterials and datafor conducting occupation-related homeroom hours.

By the end of the firs year of high school or, at the latest, by the beginning of the second year

students ire asked to decide the important questionwill they continue on to further schooling or will

they enter the labor force. This decision is intimately connected with family economics, for if a

student wishes to continue on to further schooling, costs will be large and consent and cooperation of

her parents is absolutely necessary. If however, the student wishes to find employment, she will be

receiving a salszyrather thanpaying outhr further education.

Two of the goals of the second year are to understand the relationship between companiez and

the working individual and to understand the role of women at work. Japan, although it has laws

about equality at work, is a very unequal place far those actually in the working world. Men and

women may start at the same level of pay but, inatuses are different, level of nsponsibility for women

is considerably less and overtime is almost exclusively limited to men. These are the sorts of topics

that are discussed during the second year in attempt to help students understand the current role of

women in the labor force. Various source books and magazines are also available for students to use

and are kept in the counseling office.

In the tater half of the second year those who have decided to continue their education must

also decide what type of school they wish to attenda specialized school, a two year university, or a

four year university. Those who have decided to find employment must decide at which type of

company theywant to wartbanking , securities, mamdactreing , wholesale, department store, etc.

A student's senior year at Sakuragaoka is a very busy time. The Japanese school year begins

in April and the senior class nip is set from the end of May to the beginning of June so nothing much

can be accomplished in the way of progress toward employment until the nip has finished. Mr. Nirei

has made repeated requests of the principal at Sakuragaoka to change the time of this trip from the

beginning of the third year to the end of the second year of high school. The entire flow of the

employment cycle has been disrupted by this trip. As of 1986 the senior trip is being moved bid to

October of the juice year in order to avoid the problem.

By June of their senior year students need to have a fairly good idea of what kind of joh they

want and what company they'd like to enter. As the recruitment cards pour in to the counselors office

in July, students come seeking advice from Mr. Nirei and from their teachers. School policy states

that at any time on any day during their senior year, students may freely come to their counselors or

homeroom teachers to ask for advice on their coming decisions about jobs. Before the recruitment
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cards are passed along to the school, companies must obtain the PESO seal on them. This step assures

'that jobs have been reviewed by PESO and that they are respectable and is perhaps the most important

function of PESO in the high school hiring process.

It is a trend in Japan, in general, that students are consulting their parents less often about

career decisions. The overall academic level of students who enter Sakuragsoka is probably average

or slightly below and, in turn, parents' income level and level of academic attainment is average or

slightly below when compared with national norms. Parents have attained relatively low educational

levels, tend to have less experience themselves and cannot really help their children in regard to

occupational choice. The school must fill in the gap left by the lack of communiciiion between parent

and child. From the most basic questions to the most detailed ones, the suments rely on their high

school teachers for advice and guidance.

Since companies begin to send recruitment cards on 1 July and initial applications must be

filed indicating which student will take an exam at which company by 1 September, the third year

students who will enter the labor force must be ready to make their final decisions about companies

fairly swiftly, usually by the middle of July. Recruitment cards are perused and first and second

choices are made. Often a recruitment card specifies a graduate from the occupational curriculum

rather than general studies or a student with a curtain level of qualification in abacus, bookkeeping,

calculator, calligraphy, typing, wordprocessing orBiglish.

Of course, the students tend to agree about which are the good companies, so there are many

bids for the same ones. A common occurrence is 5 students indicating they'd like to work at a

company which will take only 1 application from Sakuragaoka The school must then decide which

student of the 5 will be the one to file the initial application and take the entrance exam.

The school looks, of course, at the students' grades but also at personality, behavior,

etiquette, attitude toward work, ability to use language and to make formal greetings. A student's

grades might be acceptable but she might not possess a sparkling personality. This factor could cause

her lose the right to take a company examination during the in-school competition (or koonai senkoo)

to a student who has a brighter personality but whose grades are not as high. The school tries to

choose the student with the relatively best chance of succeeding in the placement examinations.

If a student has been absent continually from class, been guilty of continuously harassing

teachers, been found smoking cigarettes or has never listened to her teachers, the school feels no

obligation to recommend her for any job. To strengthen the force of this policy, Mr. Nirei calls all

parents to a meeting early each school year to announcre that students who do not meet minimum

standards of decorum will not receive the school's recommendation. Last year 10 seniors falit..0 to

receiveit.

Companies worry about their employees behavior and this worry is reflected in the school's

withholding of e recommendation for employment. A student who has failed to receive the school's

recommendation has no choice but to look for a job by herself by going directly to the PESO office or

by calling companies herself. If she applies to a company, the personnel officer will naturally ask her

about her personal history and in that discussion the question will wise as to why she d'd net look for

her job via her high school. The company will probably also phone the school. In addition,

Sakuragaoka policy states that the counselors will not lie about a student to companies--they will tell
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_directlywhat her problem is and that she does not have the school's recommendation. If the company

makes the effort to call the school, the probability is nearly 100% that this student will not be hired. A

student does have the alternative of part time work for which hiring requirements are lower and the

school is rarely contacted.

During the summer vacation of the senior year in July-August, mock company interviews acre

held at the school. Mr. Mimi plays the role of the company personnel manager and the students bt gin

their interviews by knocking on the door outside his office, entering and sitting down. He then asks

them what school they are from and to introduce themselves. The interview continue- is if for real.

Other mock interviews are held with homeroom teachers in classrooms. When school resumes after

the summer break, the best students are used as models and perform the same kind of mock interview

in front of their homeroom classes so that others can see for themselves what makes a good interview.

Videos af interviews are alsoused occasionally.

Mock entrance exams prepared by the school are administered with practice booklets

distributed beforehand. Students are expected to study for both the mock and actual exams.

Preparation of mock exams is an exhausting chore for the counseling staff.

Students also begin to write their pa tonal histories, rirekisho, in September. Students who

have had no experience with this type of formal writing become very nervous and cannot produce a

personal history without help. They are given samples to imitate and with the help of the homeroom

teachers successfully produce their own. At bigger public schools such assistance with personal

history writing cannot possibly be done because of the limited counseling staff and the large number of

students who need help. The content of the company entrance

exams varies from company to company but normally general knowledge, mathematics, English,

social studies, and IQ are tested and a personal interview and physical are included. Even though a

student has been carefully chosen by the school to take an examination, she migb fail at the actual

companytestinearly October.

About 15 years ago the percentage of students failing first entrance exams was as low as 15% ,

mostly due to the fact that companies were at their peak in hiring high school graduates. Statistics

show that today about 30% of Sakuragaoka students fail on their first try at taking company entrance

exams. Immediately upon notification of failure Sakuragaoka counselors telephone and contact

companies whose quotas are as yet unfilled to find a second exam for the student. If there are many

first failures who want to take the same second exam, the school must again decide which student will

take which exam. The backing of the school assures that g student can find a job somewhere whether

on the first, second, third or even fourth try. Second exams are at slightly or much lower ranked

companies because quotas at all of the best are normally filled during the first round of examinatioLa- .

Sometimes a student finally succeeds in passing an entrance examination in January. Last year it took

one student 4 examinations and until the end of January to find a job.

Some companies, even huge ones, wait until November or December before holding their

entrance emuninations. A well qualified student who has failed once need not jump right in to take an

exam at an unsuitsKe company, but rather is told to wait until one of the late companies sends its

recruitment card to the school. She can then apply to take the exam and, if she passes, enter a good

top-levelcompany.
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A student who has failed a first exam might also at the point of failure change her mind and

decide to go for a year to a specialized school, or semmon_gakkoo, to try to rais her possibilities for

employment rather than enter a company she feels is not suited for her. The standards for entering a

specialized school for training kindergarten teachers or nurses are very high, but schools for business

or beauticians are relatively simple to enter provided a student can afford it. Entrance exams for these

schools, if they are given, are strictly pro forma. In entering such a school it is questionable what kind

of education will be obtained and what exactly will be learned. The drop out rate at semmongtakoo

also tends to be quite high, though Mr. /fuel had only &vague idea what happens to a dropout in terms

of a job. Probably she enters the labor force as a part time worker, or arubeito , with a job found via

one of the magazines specially designed to help women find such jobs.

Today with the influence of machines al.2. especially computers, the total number of new

employees necessary in a company has greatly declined so the competition for jobs found via the high

school has become tougher. If a student has completed a two-year university course, the employment

chances are considerably better, but the number of actual job opportunities for high school graduates

has severely declined in recent years.

Even so last year nearly 1100 companies sent recruitment cards to Sakuragaoka whose

graduating population bound for the labor force was 358, a ratio of just over 3 to 1 (See Figures 1 and

2 for graduation statistics for 1984). A job exists somewhere for every Sakuragaoka graduate who

wants one (See Figures 3 and 4 for distribution of employed graduates by industry type for 1984

graduates). The situation is much better than that at schools whose populations are generally geared

toward matriculation where only 1 or 2 students have decided to find employment. At these schools

the number of recruitment cards which arrive is very small, after not even a ratio of one to one. The

teacher in charge of placement has to rely much more hecifily on the assistance of PESO in placing

students. At Sakuragaoka the visits to PESO me handled by the less experienced members of the

counseling staff as the number of incoming recruitment cards is large and the visits are considered to

be of little but official value.

Froin 1973 to1975 the number of companies sending cards was closer to 30(0. (See Figure

for statistics from 1980, 1982 and 1984. A declining trend can be discerned.) Banks that used to

send cards calling for 5 to 10 Sakuragaoka graduates today ask for 1 graduate or sometimes send no

recruitment cards at all. Banks that used to send cards calling for 1 or 2 graduates today have cut

Sakuragaoka off thrirlists entirely.

Once entrance to companies has been decided fottoidents, their formal studies in high school

virtually come to an end. Instead teachers begin requiring other kinds work of their students,

especially penmanship. A sheet of paper with 30 lines can contain about 30 numbers per line. In

February a student is typically required to produce a page of 900 numbers each school day. This page

is checked for accuracy of size and angle of figures and is considered good practice for future

employment.

5 March is the date of graduation from high school, so companies can begin to require their

new employees to appear for training from the middle of March.

Mr. Nirei estimates that a student once placed in a company will stay for about 5 years,

considerably longer than the situation just 10 years ago. When Japan's economy was booming in the
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early 70's, an employee Iou ld quit after 3 years and be assured that another company would hire her.

-Now that the economy is at a plateau such changes are less likely and students remain in their first

placements for &longer period. Of course, some employees will quit almost immediately after being

hired, but today's average is probably about 5 years, until marriage or until a child is born.

No longer do rules exist in any company that require a female employee to quit her job after

marriage. One bank mixed to Keel that it had female employees in their early 30's who were both

married and unmarried and who were likely to remain until retirement, but this case is rather rare. In

1970 a female employee at a securities company was told, when she announced in March that she was

rine tc be married in September, that like all female employees before her it was the custom to resign

from her position within weeks of the engagement announcement even though her planned marriage

was 6 months away. Today however, of the entire female working forte in Japan, 60% are married.

Mr. iiirei did not know very much about pay differentials between males and females though they

certainlyexist.

Once a job has been left, it is especially difficult for women to return to the labor fume as

anything but part time workers.

eI
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IN';ERVIEW WITH 4 GRADUATES
AT

SAKURAGAOKA JOSH! KOOTOO GAKKOO
(SAKURAGAOKA WOMEN'S HIGH SCHOOL)

KITA-KU, TOKYO

I interviewed 4 students, Todoroki-san, Kikuna -san, Kitamura -san, and Suguya-san, 1985

graduates of Sakuragaoka Joshi Koot000 Gakkoo at the school in Kita-ku.

Todocoki-sau, 19 years old, currently lives in Itabashi-ku (northwest Tokyo but still within

the city limits) with her meats and commutes to her job at Taiyo LifeInsurance company in the heart

of the financial district of Mhonbashi. Sheis a telephone operator at the main switchboard.

Kikaaa-ssa, 18 years old, currently lives with her parents in Saitama Prefecture (northwest

of Tokyo and outside of the city limits, slightly north of habashi-ku). She works at a branch of

Daiichi Know Bank not too far from her home in the rime deposit division.

Iitarsurausi, 18 years old, lives with her parents in Saitama Prefecture and commutes to

her job at Mito Securities Company in the financial district of Mihonbashi. Her job is in the accounting

division.

Supya-su, 18 years old, lives in Saitama Prefecture with her parents and worts in

Tokyo's financial district of Mhonbashi at Gifu Maui: Finance Bank. Her job is in the current

accounts seaion of theregular deposit division.

I interviewed these four women when they had been working far approximately three months

at their new jobs.

How exactly did you Had your jobs?
Todoroki-san: I told my homeroom teacher that I wanted a job as a telephone operator. Not

many jabs mist for telephone operators because it is a job that can be continued for many years. After

sometime a recruitment card came to the school with the information that a telephone operator was

wanted by Taiyo Life Insurance Company. I had no idea what Taiyo Life Insurance Company was. I

asked my mother and she said it was a big well-known company. In the hum' school competition I

was soccessful an4 became the applicant for the job.

Kilzma-san: Even before I entered high school I knew that I wanted to work afterhigh school

graduation. I knew that the occupational curriculum might help me find a lob in the future, so I chose

that course of study When I stated high school I knew that I wanted to work at a bankbut was not

specific about which bank. At school I learned of the position at Daiichi Bank and was pleased with
1.

thechoice.

ICitamura-san: I wanted to work at some kind of general company, but was told by my

homeroom teacher that I was well suited to work in securities or banking. At the time ofthe inner

school competition, I was told that there was an opening in a securities company and decided that I

might as well try. My parents are very pleased that I work in securities rather than at general office

work.

Suguya-san: Before I entered high school I knew that I wanted to find a job after graduation.

I had studied abacus in junior and senior high school, was in the occupational studies curriculum and

wanted to use my skills. I would have been satisfied with general office work. My homeroom teacher
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suggested that I might want to try fora job at a bank. My parents were against my decision because I

had basically decided my future for myself. They are still not happy.

Do you understand the purpose of your work at your company. especially in

connection with other people's jobs?

Todoroki-stn: When I began working at the company I had no idtt what kind of work a life

insurance company did. Because I am a telephone open-or, I feel that I an sitting at the window of

the company to the world. I cannot be rude or insulting to any customer. When I ask the customers

what business they have, they describe their business. It is up to me to put them in touch with the

right department. That requires me to think about the overall purposes of the various sections of Taiyo

Life Insurance. Perhaps I have understood some.

ICikuna-san: I really don't understand much beyond my own job.

Kitamura-san: I am completely occupied with trying to understand my own work, let alone

trying to reach out to understand the bigger picture.

Suguya-san: I haven't had the time to try to understand the work of others or the relationship

betweenthem and m e.

Diazialmixammingnaginglizer job!
Todoroki-san: I haw di need to know extension numbers. There are certain people who

always request the same extension when they call the office. The minute they say their names I have n

fairly good idea what extension they will be requesting. I have also memorized the list of employees

and extensions in the company and when someone calls to ask for a person whose name is not on the

list, I can withouthesitation saythat that person does not work at the main office.

Kikuna-san: I feel that I have made progress in the processing of accounts at the bank. I

wanted to learn about moving money from a regular or coins account into a time deposit account. It

is a difficult procedure and I feel I have mastered that process at least to a certain extent. I have also

learned quite a bit about accounting. I feel though that there are lots of things I have yet to learn, but

am pleased with my progress so far.

1Citamura-san: When I entered the secu, ities ...ompany I had no idea about what they really

did. I had done accounting in high school, but the process of accounting in a securities company is

very different from the way I was taught it in school because the categories for accounting are

different At last I have grown accustomed to this method of accounting. When I get a piece of paper

I can recognize what kind of form it is and thereby know just about what I am supposed to do with it.

I have progressed perhaps a little. 1.

Suguya -sat The wort I am doing now i think I understand. I however have not yet learned

about the total organization of the bank. We have a system of correspondence courses by which we

learn more about the organization of he bank. The course is required for all new employees and we

must produce a written report every month. In order write the reports I have to read a very thick

reference work. Many procedures are described in the book -- regular accounts and office

procedures-and it serves as good study for me. While reading I sometimes am able to learn about the

very work I am doing and thus understand it within the scope of the overall organization.

Are you settled ia your jobs?
Tokoroki-sat Two months of training ended last month, now I do my job by myself At



-first when I took my turn at answering the phone at the company, I would answer "heh" not knowing

what in do next. It was rather terrifying, especially when customers said strange things to me. By the

start of the second month of training I was already handling most of the calls on my own. I felt that

after a month and a half I was pretty much sealed in my job.

Kikuna-san: My training lasts for time months, meaning that I have another month to go

Each month from now on I will be taught about a different aspect of deposit accounts. I have been

taught much, but many forms and papers are involved in the preparation of a time deposit account so

the job can be very complicated. I still don't know how to handle special customer cases, for instance ,

when a customer has lost a chop (personal marks used to identify depositors when withdrawing

money) or changed addresses because each case has a different procedure. I feel that I have not settled

into my job at all. I at at the service window but behind others who are more experienced; however,

I am watched by many eyes, the customers' as well as my bosses'. Some day perhaps I will be sitting

directly in front of the customers. When I don't know what to do I ask one of my superiors to help

me.

Kitamur -sun: I feel that I have come a long way since entering the company 3 maths ago. I

worry that I may make a mistake and incur the anger clay superiors. I feel that I have not settled in

my job for I cannot do my work alone yet. I have learned everything presented to me, but so much

remains for me to learn. Perhaps by this fall I will be able to be mare sealed.

Suguya-san: I am at last beginning to feel that I have begun to settle in my job. I am

beginning to understand the day's flow of work around the bank as well as the substance of what is

actually being done. Forme, as for Kikuna-san the amount of material to be mastered is very large,

and much has not yet been covered in my training. I will begin to be really sealed when I have bee

taught and mastered a larger portion of my work However, I feel settled in the work that I have

alreadybeentaught.

Do you find Ida you learned it high school is of value in your jobs?

Toctoroki-san: I was a student in the general studies curriculum at Sakuragaoka. I find that

there is absolutely no relationship between what I learned in school and what I am doing now as a job.

I am not required to read books or to use an abacus Occasionally I do need to speak English when a

all comesin from a foreigner.

Kiktma-san: I was in the occupational studies cure.zulum at Sakuragaoka. I only use

calculators for arithmetic in my work. The bookkeeping and Wrens I learned at school really play no

part in my work at the bank. Sometimes when handling a check I recall the kinds of materials we used

to handle in one of the business studies courses we had at school. Sometimes, too, some of the words

we used in the business courses are used again at work. I really don't feel that the language or

mathematics courses I had at Sakuragaoka have any bearing on the wart I am doing tow. I do use a

typewriter occasionally and my experience with them at Sakuragaoka is applicable. Occasionally a

foreigner conies in to exchange currency and then I have to use my English.

Kitamura-sat I was in the general studies curriculum at Sakuragaoka. When I am working

with a ledger I am forbidden from using a calculator because too many mistakes are made. I must use

an abacus. Thus the course in abacus from Sakuragaoka comes in handy. Even though the method of

bookkeeping at work is completely different from the inethod used at Mito Securities, knowing how to
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do bookkeeping in one system makes learning the next system much easier.

Suguya-san: I was in the occupational curriculum at Sakuragaoka. The only thing from

Sakuragaoka that has helped me are the courses in abacus. At work we only use the abacus for

calculation. My bank has not really mechanized like other larger banks have. On September 24 of this

year we will begin mechanization and that will make my job slightly easier and faster. I use English

sometimes with foreign customers who come into the bank to change money into yen. Though those

customers will be proceeding to the foreign exchange counters, I must at least step forward to ask,

"May I help you?" and say, "Please wait a minute." We are required to keep a diary from our first

day of employment. I have to write down everything I do and I am grateful to my Japanese language

teachers for the help they gave me in mastering characters. When customers come to open new

accounts they must re;ester at my counter and the slips for new accounts must be typed. Even though

the typewriters are different from the ones we had at school, the position of the kali& or syllabary are

exactly the same so that study also is applicable to my job.

Do yoi have anything rm_covdd recommend be added to the Sakaragaoka

=victims to sake it mace aoohcable to the jobs future graduates will be doing?

Todaroki-san: Office automation has taken over my company. It would probably be good if

more practice with office machines was required by the school in its curriculum. The school ought to

have English conversation classes, ratherthan concentrating all its effort ongrammar.

Kiktuia-san: More practice with office automation equipment would be helpful. Our

experience was that we could work with word processors only one hour per week. The amount of

time with office machines could be increased.

Kitamura-san: In our third year in sigh school the amount of time on the word processor was

decreasee Even though I do not use word processors or personal computers in .ny work, they seem

to be in every office so it would be good to provide more practice with them in school. At work, we

use calculators with printout tapes so it is easy to trace an error, much easier than with an abacus

where printout is impossible. In my case, more study of an abacus would not have helped me at

wed. I onlyuse the abacus for determining change from a larger sum.

Suguya-san: It is obvious that office automation is everywhere. In my case, however, I feel

it would have been very profitable if I had been able to practice more with the abacus while I was in

high school. It is compulsory for us at work to take courses in abacus, but the experience of having

used one An school helps me to advance faster in the bank course. Those who have had no school

experience take very long to move up. I wish I had beep able to practice even more in high school,

especially with doing sums. In the case of multiplication it may be faster to use a calculator, but with

sums the abacus is faster, especially if one has been practicing. No matter what small company I

would work for, I believe that it would be necessary to be able to do sums and differences with the

abacus. Even when we mechanize the office, there will still be a place for it.

I t . a'a err eV

Todoroki-ten: Because I am a telephone operator, I have no responsibilities for serving

customers or taking care of other employees. In the old days pan of our work included serving tea but

I have had no *thence. I have also heard it said by older employees that they have never had the

experience of serving tea so if that was ever apart of the lob, it was a long time ago.
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ICikuna-san: When a customer comes to the bank I am required to make sure they are

.. comfortable, by offering a hot or cold drink to them. I hear a voice saying, "Kikuna -san please serve

tea to our customer," and I know it is my turn. The way of putting the cup or glass on the table is

strictly decided and I have to follow that format.

Kitamura-sat The way that I serve drinks was taught to me by other women who are slightly

above me in rank.

Suguya-san: In our bank part of my work includes preparing tea for everyone in the morning.

Because the building is old. I have to come in early and let the water run oat of the tap for a few

minutes so that rust, other particles and smell disappear. Then I can prepare the tea. All new

employees must do this job. During tea break- at 3:00 I have to prepare and distribute the

refreshments.

What is yaw everyday life like?

Todoroki-san: I don't live much differently than I did when I was a student. However, if the

next day is a holiday or it is the weekend pay day, I like to go out with my friends to Shinjuku or some

other entertainment districttb enjoy myself. Because I am a telephone operator, I can't jr st leave my

position when the lunch chime sounds at twelve. I have to wait for my replacement to arrive. My

lunch time is never clearly decided and that is trying on my nerves. Sometimes I can go for lunch at

11:30 sometimes at 12:00 and sometimes not until 12:30. Rules exist about how long a person can

continue working at the switchboard at one time, so I often get breaks, many more than when I was in

high school. Alter an hour at the switchboard I get half an hour off, in contrast to school where 10

minutes break came after 50 minutes of classes. During breaks older employees knit, embroider or

nap. If someone comes in to check on what we are doing, all the material: ore 1uickly put away.

Since I am a new employee I am not allowed to do anything but read a book whelp prepare telephone

manualsfor the L- mpany.

Kihal-SaII: My work is also done on a rotation basis with three women alternating so lunch

breaks can come at 11:30,12:30 cr 1:30. We have other short breaks during the day but no time when

I can actually rest from my work like Todoroki-san can. On Saturdays when lots of work tends to pile

up I sometimes cannot get to lunch until 2:30. The bank is open until 12:30 en Saturdays, but then we

shut and complete lots of paper work. Lunch break on Saturday is only 30 minutes after which we

continue our wort. We should finish the day on Saturday at 2:30 but we often continue until much

later. On weekdays work usually finishes at 5:00 without overtime. If, however, totals do not match

or a mistake in accoundn,g has been made, I have to stayinntil after 6:00 to help find the mistake. If a

meeting has been called, I say until at least 6:30. Right now is the season for determining bonuses,

so on Fridays the employees stay after closing hours until about 8:00 to drum up spirit for the struggle

with the company to obtain higher bonuses.

Kitamum-san: I have to wake up every morning at 5:30 and must leave my house by 6:30

since I live in Saitanta and have to reach the center of Tokyo, a trip that takes 1-12 hours. When I

reach work, I get the company sign ready, add the morning's newspaper to the newspaper file, wash

ashtrays or wipe desks. When it is really my turn to make sure 1 al tasks are completed I have to leave

the house by 6:25. When work commences, I put the cranpany sign out in its proper puce

Sometimes I have to clean up the morning's mess before the afternoon meetings can begin and I have
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to go without lunch to get eve/ring tidy before the afternoon begins. I like to pay attention to the

details so even if my superiors tell me I can go to lunch, I try to make sure that everything has been

compLid before I take my lunch hour. In the afternoon we are very busy. At the end of the month

we can easily work until after 8:00. I return home by tzain and bus to Saitama, another hour and a half

and so by the time I get home it is almost 10:00. When I get home I eat and bathe. Igo to bed and

suddenly it is the next work day. On Saturdays I finish at 12:40 and when busy at 1:30 so I have a

chance to meet friends and do something before going home in the evening.

Suguya-sank I live far away from my job, too. I have get from Saitama to Tokyo every day.

I get up at 5:30 and leave the house by 6:40. The recruitment card said work began at 8:45. Actually,

we are expected to be at the company by 8:00 to listen to advice and instructions from the bra

manager. Just before 8 we get the dust cloths ready for use so when we appear before the branch

manager we have t:..;ust cloths with us and begin to dean after he has finished. After cleaning up,

we proceed to wash the cups and dishes that have piled up in the sink from meetings the day before.

After these tasks are finished a superior comes by to tell us to begin preparing tea for the day. By this

time business hours have begun and the customers and clients begin arriving at the bank. We have to

prepare tea, hot or cold depending on the season, for the clients who visit. All these small task.] are

the duties of the new employees and are a part of our training. I then proceed to my work of

processing receipts for the various bank transactions. My work involves lots of detailed filling in of

forms, filling out of checks and other time caroming tasks. If customers have lost a chop or want to

change the chop that is used with the account, I must complete all the formalities for them. I can go to

lunch at any time ber4een 11:30 and 2:30 depending on how busy we are but have to remain in the

building. Sometimes I can't eat at all. Since we are only two people who work in shifts at the same

job, while I am eating the other pion cannot leave her post. As soon as hun finished with lunch, I

must come bezk in order la relieve her. Although it said on the recruitment card that I would have an

hour for lunch, most often I have only 15 minutes to eat and get back to wort

)3o you bring your lunch to work?

Todoroki-son: Usually I bring my lunch but sometimes I eat in the company cafeteria_ The

cafeteria holds about100 people at atime.

ICikuna-sank Company rules say that we cannot eat out. Employees used to be able to, but it

was decided that customers were kept waiting while employees were out for lunch so the rule was

changed. We do get an hour for lunch but when the bank is very busy sometimes we have to get back

to work withoutmuch time for a break. I always eat in theocompany cafeteria. It's very small.

Kitamura-sank I always bring my lunch.

Suguya-san: I bring my lunch since the bank does not have a cafeteria.

110:_w do you use the salary pit receive?

Todoroki-sank I give !20,000 per month to my parents. I have a bank account at the post

office where I deposit 15,000 per month. In a few months I will be adding larger sums to the account.

I have joined a company insurance plan which costs money. I use 1130,000 a month as pocket money.

The remainder I put in another savings account.

Kikuna-sank 80% of my salary goes directly into a normal savings account at my bank My

basic salary is 1100,000 and 20% of it or 120,000 goes directly MIA a time deposit.
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Kitamura-san: To my parents I give T15,000 per month I recently got a driver's license and

have to repay the cost of the training. That costs me 1I0,000 per month. I put V20,000 per month in

a savings account. I don't have time to go to the bank myself so my mother actually does the

transactions. The rest of my salary I use as pocket money to buy clothes and other things.

Suguya-san: I work in a bank so my Wary goes into a bank account with a higher rate of

interest. I withdraw the money that I need with my cash card. I give my parents 130,000 per month.

put 15,000 per month into a bank account in my younger oster's name. My grandmother gets

11 0,000 per month. The rest of the money I use as pocket money to buy clothes and entertain myself

in my free time.

What do yo think you will be doing is 5 years time?

Todoroki-san: I first believed that I would only be in my job for 2 or 3 years and then would

move on. As I do my work I have come to find it interesting and have gradually changed my mind. I

believe that I will be doing the same job in the same compzny in 5 years time.

Kikuna-san: I also believe that in five yeses' time I will be doing the same job at the same

branch of Daiichi Kangyoo Bank.

Kitamura-san: I have a feeling I will have quit and be doing another job somewhere else. I

would rather be doing ajob in the service industry than the one I have now, especially one where I feel

I have my own personality. I feel as if I am being molded into something that' am not at the job I am

doing presently. I am quite different from the person I was when I was in high school.

Suguya-san: I have not even mastered my job at Gifu Bank yet, and every one or two years

the content of my job will change. I am not entirely satisfied and feel that in 2 years or so I will try to

find another job. I would like to do a job which is more suited to my personality, one I can do and

feelcomfortabledoing.

Wbat will yoi be doing is 15 years. waeh yol are 33 or 34 years aid? A job?
Longs!

Todoroki-san: If am doing the same job I am doing now, I will be at my prime and a

mgCnstay of the company. I might also have quit and be married. I really don't quite know.

Kikuna-san: I can't really make any conjecture about what will happen when I am 33.

Kitamurt-san: I can't really make a conjecture. I might still be working or I might have

married. I may also have gone fora long trip abroad.

Suguya-san: If I have found a job I like and can do, I will be working there. In between if I

have married and my husband agrees, I would still like to be working. Even if I have children, I

would still like to be working. I definitely do not like staying at home. I want to work.
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INTERVIEW WITH 6 STUDENTS
AT

SAKURAGAOKA JOSH' KOOTOO GAKKOO
(SAKURAGAOKA WOMEN'S HIGH SCHOOL)

KITA-KU, TOKYO

I interviewed 6 students, Yusa-san, Hagiwara-san, Seto -saes, Kamata -san, Kitaura-san, and

KUMSE1-5211 at Sakurgaoka Joshi Kootoo Gakkoo. The interview with these students was completed

before company entrance examinaticms had been taken and represent the hopes and wishes of high

school seniors before theirftetres have been decid ed.

Yoga -scan, 17 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture (northwest of Tokyo and outside of the city limits) with her parents. She indicated that she

hoped to enter a bank or securities company.

Harlin:ea-am 17 years old and a student inthe general studies program, lives in Adachi-ku

(north side of Tokyo, within the city limits) with her parents. She also indicated that she wished to

enter a bank or securities company.

Seto-saa, 17 years old and a student in the general studies curriculum, lives in Arakawa-ku,

(south of Adachi-ku and east of Kites -ku) with her parents. She indicated that her first choice was to

continue to &specialized school.

imilta-zai, 17 years old and a student in the cooking curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture with her parents. She indicated that she hoped to enter a priming company.

Kitaira-saa, 18 years old and a student in the occupational custicaltun, lives in Saitama

Prefecture with her parents. She indicated that she wished to enter a bank or a securities company

upongraduation.

[neon-saa , 17 years old and a student in the general studies curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture with her parents. Her first choice was to enter the nursing school attached to St. Luke's

Hospital in Tokyo.

Whit kind of job would you like to obtaia?

Yusa-saes: I want to enter a bank or securities company, but I am especially interested in

securities.

Hagiwart-saes: I also want to enter a bank or securities company, but I am not so fond of

banks. Only time will tell what job I get.

Seto -san: I haven't really thought about a job yet. I am on my way to a specialized school. I

hope to be attending a specialized school that focuses a business and will spend two years enrolled

there.

Kamat&-san: I have a friend who works for &printing company and that friend has introduced

me. If I pass the company exam I will work at the printing company.

Kitaura-san: I hope to enter a bank or securities company, but really would rather enter a

bank.

Kurosu: I would like to enter a4 -year college and major in nursing.

Bow will you to about looking for a job?

Yusa-san: I will look rust for the sort of job I can do well. I will then [Urn in my ideas to my
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teachers and listen to their opinions and will also ask my parents. I will choose the job that seems best

suited forme. 02M selected by the school I still have to pass the entrance test. If I pass the test I will

then workmy hardest to be a good employee.

Hagiwara-aan: I would like to find a job that is suited for me. I will tell my parents and my

teachers about what I have decided. I will listen to my teachers' opinions because they have had

experience with finding jobs far =dents. Then I shall make a final decision.

Seto-san: I will establish an outline of jobs that I would like to do. Then I will ask my

parents and teachers about the choices and decide what job I want to do.

Kamata-san: My major is cooking at this school and I will receive a cooking license when I

graduate. I do not want to get a job that has anything to do with cooking. I love cooking at home,

but find no satisfaction in cooking in a work situation especially when coming home means more

cooking is necessary. I have discussed this with my parents and my teachers. My mother has helped

me find the job at the printing company through her friend. The feeling at the company is very good

and I am happy with the choice.

Kitauri san: I will discuss the situation with my parents and teachers. I want to enter a

company which is not unfair or unjust.

Kurosu-tan: I don't know how I will find the job I want after graduation from college. Once

I enter nursing school, I want to work at various nursing jobs while I study. If my grades are good, I

would like to Continue to graduale school and alter that perhaps go to nursing school in America.

Do you often talk toy uliceaseau counselors d teachers about finding a

Yum-san: My homeroom teacher is working with me and I believe she will help me find the

job which is ben suited for me. I have also listened to the opinions of other teachers. I know I will be

all right if I rely on the judgment of my teachers. After listening to all of them, the best choice can be

made.

Hagiwara-san: Finding and holding a job are things that will affect my whole future. I have

asked manydifferent people about what I should do. I have asked my teachers and parents, of course,

but have also talked to neighbors who are working at companies I am interested in.

Seto-san: I have not talked to my homeroom teacher yet about finding a job. I have, of

course, talked to the counselors in charge of matriculation about the school I am going to attend.

Kamata-san: I will not be talking to my homeroom teacher about my future job. I may talk to

one of the home economics teachers about the job, but I have not yet decided.

Kitaura-san: I really don't know anything about &toil, a job. I will ask my teachers and

investigate by looking in magazines and special books designed for job seekers. Then I will decide

Kurosu-san: I will nnt be talking very much to my teachers. I have made the decision to go

to nursing school and have told them that I would take the necessary tests.

What kind of_special skills do you think you will need in your work?
Yusu-san: Every company has installed and is using computers and word processors. It

would be helpful if we had more training in these two subjects. We already have these machines in

school but dontispend much time with them, so it would be good if we could learn more about them.

Hagiwara-san: Work with computers would be helpful. I would like to get to the pent that I
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- could enjoy working with office machines. I also like to calculate and move my fingers. I am a

person who likes to challenge herself and would like to learnmore specific skills in all areas.

Seto-san: Of course I would like to learn more about office machines. I don't know what I

will be doing as a job, but I do know that I would like to learn more foreign language for it would

make me more competitive in the future market place. I used learn English at a culture center in

Tokyo.

Kamata-san: I am entering a printing company and have heard that the employees must be

able to do arithmetic. I will be working with very thin pieces of paper and would like to learn how to

handle paper sheet by sheet-

Ritaura-san: Computer study and English study would be helpful to me.

Rurosu-san: Since I want to go abroad at some point, I would like to learn much more

English, especially English conversation. Right now I am going to a j to learn spoken English.

is the study of wad and _computers you do at Sakuraguoka

sufficieat is your opiaion?
Yusu-san: In the occupational curriculum we get to use word processors and computers, but

we only get to learn a few basics. If I want to learn more about programming or more about the

operation of the word processor, it is not possible to do that at this school. I would have to go to a

specialized school. If I wanted to do that, I could.

liagiwara-san: I am sperm who like to try many different things. It would be wondtsful if

it were possible to master evelything about an office machine in the short time we have with them. I

don't like trandom or scattered approach and would rather concentrate on one thing than try to tackle

many.

Seto-san: Computer programming is not part of the general studies curriculum. I have pl eyed

with the machines and feel that if I wanted to lean more, doing it on my own would be the best way.

Kamata-san: Computer programming isnot part of the cooking curriculum. I have heard that

computers are part of life at t printing company. Even though I have almost a year of high school

study left, I am enrolled in cooking classes and I am not allowed to change my schedule. If I have

some free time I would certainly like to study more.

Kitaura-san: At school we only study an outline of machine operation. Office automation is

coming into every office. If !wanted to learn more, I could go to a specialized school for that training

Po you that your study at Sakuragaoka has any bearing oa your further
study at nursing school?

Kurosu-san: All my subjects have forme', a good background for me. By just going to high

school I will not be able to pass the nursing examination so I am going to a to study English and

science. We don't have a high level of science at our school. I am ignoring most of what we are

doing in school in order to concentrate on study for my entrance exams. I do pay close attention in

English, Ja; anese, and science classes because those have a relationship to the test I am going to take

Otherwise I do not study what is being taught in high school.

Do you think it would have been better to attend a different high school?

Kurosu-san: When I entered this school I did not think I would be going to college and

thoubt this school would be just fine. Now I really wish I could change to a program that offered
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more sci ence and math.

. _ _ Once eater a corn an how will your lives chanae?

Yusa-san: I really don t know. Up t', now I have been a =dent and have relied on my

teachers fcr acceptance and indulgence of me the way I am. Once I have a job, I hope to be more

self - reliant.

Hagiwara-san: At graduation this year I will no longer be a student. Up until this time I

haven't been able to do anything on my own. If I make a mistake, I have to assume responsibility for

what I have done.

Seto-san: As I enter society I will become a responsible person. I'd like to be a person with

an open personality.

Kamata-sai.: I feel my life will not change particularly in assuming a job. My time of

returning home will not change, and I haven't really got arty idea what else will be different

Kimura-saw While I was a student I received warnings from my parents and teachers. in

entering society as a working person, I will no longer receive any such warnings. I will be

responsible for myself.

Kurosu-san: 1 believe that among the group of people here, I will be the last one to enter

society. Once I have my qualificatioes i would like ro use them to the fullest.

Do von this yourai settle into your new ri htmyk
Yusa-san: When I fi.st inner the company I won't know exactly what my job is and I will be

trying to learn what is necessiy. I don't think I will have a free moment at all. I don't know even

what kind of rork I will be dans, so there is no way to predict haw long it will take me to settle in.

hope to settle in as soon as possible.

Hagiwara-san: I assume that I will not settle in for some time. I don't know what company I

will enter nor do I know whether I can accustom myself to the working environment. I am also

worried as to whether nor not I can even pass an crzarce exam so thinking about settling in seems

rather far off.

Seto-san: Whether or not I am able to settle in will depend on whet kind of job I am given. I

will not settle in right away and I suspect I will work at Isast one year before I begin to feel at home in

the new job.

Kamata-stn: What. I do in the future has nothing to do with what I am doing now in

school. I know nothing about the printing bus ness. It will probably take me a long time before I can

settle in to my new job.

Kitaura-sair I think that the feeling of beng a student will linger for some time with me. I

will learn what I need to know in order to do my job and get used to the environment. After that I will

beginto settle in.

Kurosu-san: I am having rouble imagining what I will be doing in a future job. If I can get

my qualifications and work in a hospital, then I think I will be able to settle into my work. Many past

students of Sakuragaokahave attended this college and I hope to get their help.

How will vao use the salary you rec 'Ire?

Yusa-sila: T would like to save some of my salary, buy the things I want, not burden my

parents with my wants and desires, and go on trips with friends.
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Hniwara-sao I would like to save, a little at a time, the salary I receive. I don't know what i

Will do with the money !eft over. Up to this time I have only had pocket money from my parents.

Salary is different from pocket money, and I have a feeling that in the beginning I won't know what to

do with it. I may well ask my parents for advice because I am not a strong-willed person.

Seto-san: I am the sort of person who uses what money I receive, and I would like to spend

my money on things I want. The rest of the money I would like to save.

Krimata-san: Once ! have got a jab, I will give my parents a certain amount every month. At

bonus time I will give them 10% cd' my bonus. I will save most of the remainder, but spend some on

things I want,

What do you think you will be doing in 5 years time when you are 22 or 23

years old?

Yusn-san: I have not been thinking about the distant future, but only about my immediate

future. I would hope to be working and living every day as an individual.

liagiwara-san: If enter the kind of job I want, I believe that I will be working in that

position still. If I don't get the kind of job I want and have to settle for something I don't want, I will

be eitherliving an indiffercnt lifestyle in that company orwill have quit entirely. Beyond that, I don't

really know. I haven't thought about the future. I have been thinking about how to live a happy life in

theimmediatefutare.

Seto-ian: I think that I will still be doing my job. I will also be learning something I want to

learn. I may want to work toward qualifications in some subject or fora lizense. Mr study will not

interfere with my job, but will be something I can do at home in my free time.

Kamata-san: Once I get a job I will continue with it even if I am married.

Kitaura-san: I feel I will have grown accustomed to my new job and company. Sometimes I

will get away by taking a trip somewhere.

Kurosu-san: I will be working hard at being stnurse.
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INTERVIEW WITH 12 STUDENTS
AT

SAICURAGAOKA JOSH' KOOTOO GAKKOO
(SAKURAGAOKA WOMEN'S HIGH SCHOOL)

KITA-KU, TOKYO

I interviewed twelve students, Akanuma-san, Tomii-san, Takano-san, Kaneko-san,

Oohs-man, Sekine-san, K. Takahashi-san, Numano-san, Ando-san, Sato-san, Tanaka-san, and Y.

Takahashi-san at Sakuraganka Joshi Kootoo Gakkoo. The interview with these seniors was

completed alter ...ompany entrance examinations had been taken and represents the reactions of seniors

whose immediate future is decided.

Akansusa-san, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture (northwest of Tokyo and outside of the city limits) with her parents. She wrote that she had

chosen Asahi Office Machines, in Chuo-ku in the heart of the business district as the company she

would enter.

Tosali-sat, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture with her parents. She indicated that she had chosen Subaru Automobile Company in

Bunkyo-ku as the company she would enter.

Takaao-sat, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Kica-ku, the

same ward uSakuragaoka, with her parents. he indicated that she would enter the office of the

manufacturing company Dainichi Polishing Company in Adachi-ku (north side of Tokyo, within the

city limits) inApril.

ialf...0-1111, 18 years old and student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Itabashi-ku

(northwest of Tokyo but still within the city limits) with her parents. She indicated that she would

enter Tachibana Securities Company in Mhonbashi. She didn't know which branch she would be

assigned to in April.

0oba-sun, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Saitama

Prefecture with her parents. She wrote that she would enter Nihon Securities Company in Nihonbashi

inApril.

Sekiae-sat, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives it

Prefecture with her parents. She will begin wort at Sanwa Bank whose main office is in 0,1dro. She

was not sure which Tokyo branch office she would be working at in April.

K. Takahashi-sax 18 years old and a ardent in the general studies curriculum, lives in

Toshima -ku (including Ikebukuro) with her parents. She'will begin working at Fuji Bank whose main

office is in Chiyoda-kn. She was not sure which branch office she would be working at in April.

Nasanno-saa, 18 years old and a student in the general studies curriculum, lives in

Adachi-ku (north side of Tokyo, within the city limits) with herparents. She indicated that she would

begin working at Nihon Securities Company in Nihonbashi in April.

Ando-san, 18 ors old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives in Urawa City,

Stama Prefecture with her parents In Ajp i she will begin a job with Cdr as Bank whose main

office is in Uralya, Saitama Prefecture. She was not sure which branch office she would be working

min April.
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Sato-saa, 18 years old and a student in the occupational curriculum, lives with her family in

Saguia Prefecture. She wrote that she will begin a job at Nihon Trust & Credit Bank whose main

office is in Kudan Kits (central Tokyo). She was not sure which branch office she would be working

atinApril.

Tanaka-san 18 years old ..,c1 student in th occupational curriculum, lives in Adachi-ku with

her parents. In April she will begin a job at Japan Express Trading Company in Minatn-ku (central

Tokyo).

Y. Takahashi -sera, 18 years old and a student in the occupai: anal curriculum, lives in

Adachi-ku with her parents. She indicated that she would begin working at Yamatane Securities

Company in April, but she was net sure about which branch office.

How did you decide on your jobs?

Akiumma-sin: I like to use computers and wanted to ester a company where I could use my

interest. I looked at the recruitment cards that erne to the school and chose from among them.

Tomii-san: I have 'great interest Mears and wanted to learn more about them.

Takikno-urn: I looked at all the co kn,maies' offerings in terms of salary and holidays on the

recruiunentardsand decided onDainichi.

ICaneko-san: From the time I was in middle school I wanted to work in a finance company.

From the variety of finance companies possible, I had heard that securities was an expanding field,

and decided dist I definitely wanted to work at a securities company. I looked at the recruitment cards

that came to the school and chose one of them.

0oba-san: I wanted to enter a securities company and looked at all the pamphlets and

recruitment cardsthat came tothe school to find a company whosegoals were compatible with mine.

Sekine-san: From the time i was a first year student in middle school (12 years old) I knew

that I Ironed to find a job after high school. If I were to watt, I wanted to work in a bank. I looked

at the recruitment crds which came to the school and chose the one I will enter.

K. Takahashi -sera: I wanted to woi in a finance company. I looked at the recruitment cards

anddecided,

Numano-san: My case is similar to the others. I looked at the recruitment cards, talked to my

teachers who had recomieudations and then decided.

Ando-san: From the time I was in : addle school I knew I wanted to find a job after high

school. I looked at the recruitment cards and decided that I wanted to work in a bank.

Sato-san: I listed finance as my first choice on 9rds passed out to us and then narrowed my

choice down to a bank. I talked to my ;Ateliers and graduates who had jobs already, and I decided

Tanaka -san: I I 'Joked at the rz-cruiunent cards and listened to the advice of my teachers and

chose the company I am to work at.

Y. Takahashi-san: I wanted to work in finance and chose securities from among the

possibilities. I looked atpamphlets and other materials and decided where I wanted to work-

Esfore you finally decided. did vole have both a first choice conisany and a

second choice company?

Akanunia-san: I have an interest in office machines. I also have an interest in how things

work so my second choice was a construction company. I passed the entrance test for my first choice.
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Tomii-san: My first choice was a finance company, but it was impossible to pass that test. I

will enter my see choice, Subaru Automobile Company.

Takano-san: My first, second and third choices were construction companies. It seemed that

I was not suited for construction companies and gave up the idea of trying to enter one.

Kaneko-san: I had three choices, but failed at the entrance exams to the first two. I will join

Tachibana Securities this April and am very happy ab out the choice.

Ooba-san: Even though I turned in some other choices hek,^ securities, my first choice

was Ninon Securities. I am happy that I will be able to join them.

Setine-san: I think that I was lucky. I was able to enter my first choice company, Sanwa

Bank.

K. Takahashi-san: I turned in a number of choices. Moat of them had something to do with

finance. I was able to enter my first choice, Fuji Bank, and I am very happy.

Numano-san: I thought entering a securities company would be the best choice and I would

be happiest. InApril I will join Nihon Securities Company.

Ando-san: I handed in the none of a number of banks which were my choices. I am happy

that I was able to entermyfirst choice, Saitama Bank_

Sato -ran: My first choice was a different, kind of company. My second choice was the bank I

succeeded at entering. Since Nihon Trust & Crecfit Bank is well known, I am pleased.

Tanaka-san: I had a first second and third choice. I was chosen to take the test at my first

choice. I failed the emrance exam, but succeeded at the second exam for Japan Express.

Y. Takahashi -san: My first choice was a bank, but I did not pass the entrance exam. My

second choice was Yammatte, and now I feel thahappy that I decided on a securk: -s company.

Did you use the commeliag_twomt if you did. for what purpose? What kind

of materials did ycnrndoiiiii_Lant eat?
Akanuma-san: I only u ent to the ccunselint room to read pamphlets and look at recruitment

cards.

Tomii-san: I only went to the counseling room to look at recruitment cards.

Takano-san: I went to read pamphlets and look at recruitment cards.

Kaneko: I went to look at reatament cards and pamphlets in the counseling room.

Ooba-san: I looked at pamphlets and recruitment cards in the counseling room.

Sekine-san: Hooked at pamphlets and recruunsent cards. When I knew which company's

test I was going to take, I went to the counseling room to read the information booklet written by

graduates of Sakuregaoka who now work at Sanwa bank. I used the information written about what

kinds of questions would be on the entrance test and about what kinds of questions would be asked in

theinterview forreference.

K. Takahashi-saw I also looked at pamphlets and recruitment cards and read the booklet

written by graduates of 5 dturagaoka who now work at Fuji Bank.

Numano-san: I did the same kinds of things. I looked at pamphlets and recruitment cards and

the booklets whiten by graduates , especially at what kind of questions would be asked on the exam.

Ando-san: I only came to the counseling office to look at pamphlets and recruitment cards

Sate -san: I looked at recruitment cards.



Tanaka-rm I looked at pamphlets and recruitment cards and read the prepared booklet

containing sample exam questions and comments on the companies I was interested in.

Y. Takahashi -san: I am a volunteer worker in the counseling office so I am aiways handling

pamphlets and recruitment cards. For myself, I looked at the pamphlets and recruitment cards I was

mostinterestedin.

When did you first start issag the counseling room to find out ikformationt

Akanuma-san: From May of my senioryear.

Tomii-sour From May of my senioryear.

Kaneko -san: From August of my senior year.

Ooba-san: From July of my senior year.

Sekine-son: From July of my senior year.

K. Takahashi-san: From August of my senior year.

Numano-san: From August of my senior year.

Ando-san: I don't really remember, but I think from July rimy senior year.

Sato-san: From July of my senior year.

Tanaka-san: I don't reely remember, but I think from July of my senior year.

Y. Takahashi-san: From July of my senior year.

Did you fill out nay papers is regard to getting a job and hand them in to your

counselors?
Akatmma-san: I filled out a page fisting my basic statistics about. where I lived, where I

wanted to work, and what kind of work I wanted to do and my special skills and interests. Then I

completed a list of my choice of companies from first t..1 third and wrote a paragraph justifying the

choice.

Tomii -san: The tame.

TakLio-san: se same.

Kaneko-san: The same.

OoSa-san: The same.

Sekine -san: The same.

K. Takahashi -son: The same.

Numano-san: The same.

Ando-san: The same.

Sato-sax The same.

Tanaka-san: The same.

Y. Takahashi-ran: The same.

Did yogi often talk to your counselors about finding a _job? When did you

start talking to then?
Akamma-san: I didn't oil( to them vtry often. Hirst started a discussion about jobs around

the time of summer vaeuion in August.

Tomii-san: I often talked to my teachers beginning about July.

Takano-san: I talked to my teacher, Mr. Yamanaka, wbo originally told me about the job I

presently have, but I did not talk to any of the actual counselors very much at all Mr. Yamanaka bad a
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student last year who also entered Dainichi.
..

Kaneko- san: I didn't :all to Mr. Nirei (the head counselor, inurvis. v appears on previous

pages) very much at all. I talked to my homeroom teacher to some extent beginning about the end of

July.

Ooba-san: I didn't do much talking to my teachers. During summer vacation I did have a

chance to talk a bit with them.

Sekine-san: I didn't do much talking, but did a bit around the beginning of sammer vacation.

K. Takahashi-san: I didn't do talking as such, but I did have Mr. Nirei do a ptactice interview

with me. I began talking to my teachers about geaing a job in July.

Numano-san: When the new school year started I really didn't have any idea about what I

was going to do after I graduated. I spent a lot of time talking to my homeroom teacher and she told

me what she thought would be a good job for me. The counselors don't have much time and are very

busy so I didn't really have a chance W talk to them.

Ando-san: I talked often to my teachers around the time of summer vacation and discussed

how to perform in an interview.

Sato-son: My homeroom teacher was very helpful to me in informal discussions about what

kind of job I should obtain. We started talking together around the time of summer vacation. With the

counselors I practiced forthe company interview and talked about the contents of the examinsaion.

Tanaka-san: My homeroom teacher was easier to talk to and more readily accessible so I

talked often to him from around the time of summer vacation.

Y. Takahashi-san: For the most part I only talked to my homeroom teacher. I failed one

exam and after that I had amuck longer tri k with my teacher and dedded what I was going to do next.

What bad of advice did your homeroom teachers, counselors or others give
s

Akanuma-sun: My teachers told me that they hadn't heard from me. I didn't ask so I didn't

get anyadvice.

Toinii-sun: My teacher looked at my grades and told me whether or not I had s.lance of

entering acertaincompany.

Takano-san: Many Sabaragaoka graduates now work at Dainichi. They told me about the

feeling of the company, the interview and about the content of the test. Since the test had 10 parts it

was important, to know about it ahead of time.

Kaneko-san: My teacher told me to talk to graduates who worked at Tachibana. They told me

about the entrance test and the interview.

Ooba-san: I didn't really ask advice of my teachers, but they helped me with mock

interviews. Once I had decided on an entrance exam, I talked to Sakuragaoka graduates now working

Nihon Securities about the content of the interview and how long it would be.

Sekine-san: I didn't get any special advice. My teachers did ask me where I was going U. .ry

and when I to16 them, they gave me some company pamphlets and booklets prepared by graduates so I

could study for the entrance exam.

K. Takahashi-san: At first I didn't know if I should try for a general office job or a furnace

job. My teachers asked me questions that helped me decide.
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- Numano-san: Once I had decided which exam I would try, my teachers helped me with

advice about opening and closing doors, how to take exams and how not to look perplexed.

Ando-san: I didn't really get much advice, but I did talk with my teachers about interviews,

down to the smallest detail. They also told me about living a proper life as a way to help get a job.

Saw-san: My teachers talked to me about interviews and behavior before my exams. I talked

to one graduate who now works at the bank. She is a good friend and offered me advice.

Tanaka-san: I wasn't sure whether to try general office work or a finance company. I talked

to my teacher and decided to choose gmeral office work. I also received advice about the interview.

Y. Takahashi-san: I had many sections on my entrance test but was offered good advice by

my teachers aboutthe interview.

Did you get nay warsiags iron your teachers or counselors?

Akanuma-san: Since I didn't talkto my teachers at all, I get no warnings. They did tell me to

watch my use of language.

Tomii-san: They told me that during the interview I should reply promptly and briskly.

Takano-san: I was told to watch my language and be very careful of bow I made greetings.

They also tad me to be careful about my hair and clothes.

Kaneko-san: They told me to answerpromptly during the intervie They also told me to be

careful of bow I made greetings.

0oba-sac: Things that come to mind are greetings and use of language. They encouraged me

to reply briskly during the inter when I was asked a question.

Sekine-san: I was warned about use of language and to exhibit positive interest daring the

interview. They also advised me to be the first person with her hand up to ask questions during the

question-answer section of the interview. 1 was to ask my question loudly and clearly.

K. Takahashi-san: I was wirned about use of language and to reply smartly during the

interview. They also told me t.^ make sure my clothes were not rumpled.

Numano-san: I have a habit of thinking out loud and as I do I say, "eeto" (Japanese pruse

mechanism like our "well"). My teacher told me to think first to myself and try to stop saying "eeto"

so nany tim es.

Ando-san: Mostly my teachers talked to me about how to perform well at the interview I

was told to reply briskly and to make a good impression on the interviewers by showing interest.

Saw-san: I practiced the interview section mangy dates over with my teachers. I was warned

about my behavior. Especially because my voice is very low, I was told to try to speak up during the

interview.

Tanaka-san: I was told to be careltg of my use of greetings and general ILle of language. I

am the type of person who gets nervous easily and so my teachers told me to relax during the

interview and speakup cleerly.

Y. Takahashi-san: Myparents especially helped me practice for the company interview many

times. Ilet all this practice pile up inside me so that I w mid not be nervous when I got to the real

interview.

you talk to your DSIVIILI about the wocess of fiodine e iob? What did

yosioaihootatitkagod
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Akanuma-sun: I did talk to my parents about jobs, but since I was going to find a job at a

company I wanted to enter, I didn't talk about the specific place. They said that I should not try to

enter a finance company but should try my hardest wherever I decided.

Tomii-san: Y did talk to my parents about jobs and they agreed with my choice. They told me

to try my hardest.

Takano-san: I didn't do any special talking to my parents. I told them where I was trying for

and they didn't seem to especially oppose the choice. Rather they said wherever I chose, I should try

my best to succeed. Other than t n we didn't talk.

Rancho -sun: I spent most of my time talking to my father. At first I couldn't decide whether

to try to enter a bank or a securities company and my father was against me trying for a bank. I also

had the feeling that the securities companieswould be expanding and so chose securities.
,

Ooba-san: I wasn't sure whether to choose general office work or a bank. I asked my

parents about the choice, but hide end did what I felt was best. I didn't talk much to them.

Sekine-sea: From the beginning I told them I wanted to enter I bank. What I talked to my

parents about was which bank I had chosen and they were not particularly opposed to the choice. I

asked about other banks, too, and alter I asked, my mother did go to the trouble of finding out

information about them. She told me about company conditions, the salaries, and the working hours.

She helped me very much.

R. Takahashi-sin: I talked a lot to my mother. In the end she said to me that the choice of job

was mine and that I should think carefully. I read company pamphlets and decided.

Nammo-san: I didn't do any special talking to my parents. I decided for myself and when

the Aecision had been made i raid my rat= the content of what I was going to do. They wished me

luck and told me to persevere.

Ando-sang I didn't really talk to them. They told me to choose the place where I t! ought I

could work my hardest and do my hest. I did the rest of the deciding for myself.

Seto -51111: My parents didn't especially tell me where to choose. When I told them where I

had chose t they replied that I should do my best to succeed at what I wanted.

Tanaka-san: I talked to my parents first about whether I should choose a general office

company or a Murree company. When I decide that I would try to enter a general office firm, my

purems said nothing in particular against my decision.

Y. Takahashi-sau: I didn't have special discussions with them. They did tell me to choose a

job where I would feel comfortable and to try my best.

Did yos visit your misplay? Whet?
Akanume-san: I didn't visit my pany.

Toniii-san: After I knew which entrance exam I was going to take, I visited the company

twice in during stur "ler vacation. I met the personnel direaor.

Takano-san: When I knew what company i was going to try for, I visited during

September. 'I went to see the personnel officer and was guided around the company

Kaneko-san: Once the company I was to try for was decided, I went on 5 August and was

given a tour of to whole company.

Ooba-san: At the beginning I found out where the company was located and set up an
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appointnpnt to see it with tutother friend around the meddle of July. To me the visit seemed both like a

tour and a test. I heard much about the company from the personnel in the office.

Sekine-san: When the company I was to try had been decided at school, I went for a visit

around the beginning of July. I found that about 10 other students had been invited along with me

We were shown the inside of the building and were shown a video about one day's flow of work

through the bank. I was also asked some simple questions by a member of personnel.

K. Takahashi-san: At the end of July I was asked to come to the training center. I saw a

company video about the bank's work and history. After that I had a face to face interview with a

member of personnel.

Numano-san: I didn't go for a visit to the company. During the interview section of the

entrance exam Iheard a general explanation of the workings of the company.

Ando-san: I went to see the outside of the company's building in June. During summer

vacation I visited the bank for one day with 4 other people who had also been asked to come. I went

to the main office and business section. At the main office I had an interview with a member of the

personnel department. In the business section I was shown the foreign exchange and customer service

sections. What I saw and what I had imagined as the workings of a bank were very different. I was

especially impressed by its size and the mood I dec.ied I want to work there and would try hard to

achievemygoal.

Sato -sun: When it was decided which company I would try to enter, I went for a visit.

However, the visit turned out to be more of a test, including a personal interview. I never did see the

inside of the bank.

Tanaka-san: I didn't succeed in passing the entrance exam until the end of January so there

wasn't any time to pay a visit to the company.

Y. Takahashi -san: I went on my own to find out jost where the company was located. Later,

I set up an appointment and toured the inside of the entire building.

Did y on study for the entrance main?
Akanuma-san: The tea was an interview and IQ test so I didn't have any special studying to

do.

Torah -san: I practiced general knowledge exams every day at the school. I also practiced for

theinterview.

Tdano-san: I didn't do any special studying for the entrance exam.

Kaneko -sacs For the general knowledge test Iilad I book I studied. I did likewise for the

interview. There was a book about the finance world in general whirs I bought and read for

reference. I found it very helpful.

0°bn-sea: I practiced for the interview and read company pamphlets to help me at the exam.

I wasn't asked much about the company so the study was not particularly useful but I believe the study

will help me later when I begin wetting.

Sekine-san: I practiced for the IQ test at home with a book. At school I did no particular

studying for the entrance exam. I did read a book about Sanwa Bank as a matter of reference and I

feel it. helped me with the exam.

K. Takahashi-saw I practiced for Japanese language, mathematics and English sections of the
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entrance exam and for the interview. I read a book about the history of the company which I had

bought.

Numano-san: I bought some books for myself. Mj iiameroom teacher also had a lot of

books and I borrowed and read them. I read company pamphla. to try to get an overview of the kind

of work a securities company did. Even though I had studied, no questions were asked about Nihon

Securities so in the end the study was not necessary.

Ando-san: There were no special knowledge sections on my exam so I didn't have to study

for that. I did practice for the interview section and spent most of my time concentrating on what's

and how's of answering questions. I knew that there would be an IQ test so at school when I had

time I did practice IQ tests to get ready. I felt all the study was worth my time.

Saw -sac: I practiced for the interview with my homeroom teacher. I knew that there would

be an IQ test so everyday at school I practiced with mock IQ tests. I wasn't sure whethcr or not there

would be a genet knowledge test on the exam, so during summer vacation I bought a book to help

me. I didn't have a chance to read the book and took the written exam without prior preparation.

Tanaka -san: I bought a book about interviewing. My teacher helped me practice for the

interview and read over the compositions I attempted to write. For the IQ section of the test I took

mock exams here at the school. All the preparation helped me atthe real exam.

Y. Takahashi-san: I am not very good at taking IQ exams. My teacher ordered me to buy a

variety of books about IQ tests and I bought 4 volumes. At the actual exam I had to take a personality

inventory and not an IQ test so in the end my study was inappropriate.

Jiow any entrance exams did you take?
Akinuma-ser I only had to take one entrance exam.

Tomii-san: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Takano-sera: ktook three entrance exams before i passed one.

Kaneko-ssn: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Ooba-san: I oglyhad to take one entrance exam.

Sekine-san: I only had to take one entrance exam.

K. Takahashi -sera: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Numano-san: I only had to take one entrance exam.

Ando-san: I only had to take ore entrance exam.

Sato -sac I only had to take one entrance exam.

Tanaka -sac: I only had to take one =trance exam.

Y. Takahashi-san: It took two entrance exams before I passed one.

What was the content of yowtentrance exam?
Akanuma-san: I had only an interview and IQ test. Nther was diffit alt; in fact, both were

quite a lot of fun.

Tomii-san: My test was an interview and general knowledge test. Both were very difficult

forme.

Takanolsan: My test consisted of general knowledge, an interview, a medical, and a test

consisting of Japanese language, mathematics, science, social studies, English, and abacus. The

hardest part was the English test.
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Kaneko-salt The test at my company was general knowledge including sections on Japanese

language, mathematics, science and social studies, a medical, a composition and an interview. The

content was not so difficult because I had practiced beforehand. The interview was conducted with 5

students and 2 ini.erviewers. I was asked only to answer one question, and the wire session lasted

only 5 minces. The general knowledge test took 50 minutes, but the medical is still to betaken.

Ooba-san: I had an interview and a medical. That was all. Because the only real test was an

interview, I became very nervous. There were 3 interviewers and only me and I felt as if questions

were comirg from all directions. The interview lasted about20 minutes.

Sekine-son: The written test was Japanese language, mathematics, social studies and English.

After that I had &medical and an interview. The interview was a group interview, with S students and

two 2 interviewers and lasted 50 minutes. During the interview I remembered to raise my hand and be

fist to ask a question. ;

K. Takahashi-san: My written test was Japanese language, mathematics, and English and

lasted one hour. Later I was given an IQ test of 3 hours which seemed very long. The interview was

with 2 interviewers and me.

Namano-san: The interview test consisted of three interviewers from the company and me.

and lasted 1 hour. I found it difficult. The IQ test was only 30 minutes. Alter that I was given a

medical exam and it seemed to me that the medicals were given only to those who were the most lik02,7

candidates.

Ando-san: I was given a medical, an IQ test, and an interview. On the first day the interview

consisted of one interviewer and 4 students and lasted for 20 minutes. The IQ test lasted half a day

and was the most difficult pia of the testing. On the second day the medical exam lasted all afternoon.

Sato -sad I had a personality inventory, an IQ test, a composition, a medical and a written

exam consisting of English, mathematics, and Japanese language. The interview includes 3 people

from the company and me and lasted about 10 minutes. The composition was the most difficult part of

the exam because the topic I had to write on was, "My Favorite Season. " Sakuragaoka graduates now

in the company had told me about what was likely to be the composition topic. I had practiced and

was very ready for, "Life as a Member of Society" which had been the topic for the two years before.

Wheal saw the differenttitle I panicked and had to compose myself.

Tanaka-san: In the morning I began with nn IQ test- In the afternoon was the medical exam

and the interview. The interview consisted of me with 3 company people. The interview of 30

minutes was the most difficult part of the exam.

Y. Takahashi-san: The entrance exam wash composition, an interview, an IQ test,

personality inventory, a general knowledge exam and a mediod. It lasted from 9:30 in the morning to

5:00 in the evening. Everything was difficult. The composition was expected to be written in between

the interviews. kwas very difficult to concentrate on the topic, "Speaking About Me."

When will start you be a Ti4itikitatd?
Akanuna-sera The training sessions will begin on 31 March, but I will actually start going to

the company everyday from 25 March.

Tomii-ran: I think there will be some kind of training at the end of March, but that is not yet

clear. The first formal day of work is 1 April.
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Takano-san: The first day of training is 1 April.

Kaneko-son: I don't exactly knew what branch I will be working at. The training period has

not been set, but work formally begins on 1 April.

Otha-san: In March I will have to go to the company several times for the physical and other

tasks. Work actually begins on 1 April.

Sekine-san: Training will begin at the end of March. The entrance ceremonies will be held on

1 April. At that time Iwill learn what, branch Iwill be sent to.

K. Takahashi-san: I must take a medical exam in the middle of March. Work begins on 1

APril.
Numaao-san: I don't know any exact details, but sometime around the middle or end of

March we will start training. Work actually begins on 1 April.

Ando-san: I don't know any details about work, except that it should begin on 1 April and

before that there should be training.

Sato-san: Training will be held for 4 days in March. The entrance ceremonies will be held on

1 April.

Tanaka -san: I think there will be training but have received no word about the dates. The

conrany entrance ceremonies till be on 1 April.

Y. Takahashi -scan: Training will be from 25 to 29 ;arch. The last 3 days will be spent IL the

company training center in Fuji-Qty (Shizuoka Prefecture). We will stay there and then return to

Tokyo to begin work on 1 April.

flowdo_yoz feel right now es you look at the job you are about to begin?

Akamuna-san: The number of days we are expected to come to school has already been

reduced to a minimum. In a way I am happy because school is over, but very soon I will have to be

working every day and I am feeling uneasy. My feelings are complicated.

Tomii-san: Until this point I have gone back and forth to school every day. From now on I

will be going to work on my own and I feel uneasy.

Takano-san: Around the time of summer vacation of my senior year I felt I wanted to

graduate as fast as possible and start working. Now as I am one step away from becoming a ftll

member of society, I wonder how I will be existing at work everyday. I am uneasy.

Kaneko-san: Until this point I was a member of a class and therefore of a group. I assumed

responsibility for everything as a part of the larger group. As a member of society, I will be

responsible for myself and my actions. If I make a mistake I will have to take the blame and this

makes me uneasy. Yet I look forward in other ways to assuming my role in society.

0obo-san: I have been to visit the company many times during summer vamion and enjoyed

the good spirit there. Now I want to enter that world of good spirit and start working with total

devotion for my company.

Sekine-san: I sense that I will be entering the larger society of Japan in April. I want to take

my awareness to my company and settle in as soon as possible.

K. Takahashi-san: Before I passed the entrance exam all I could think about was haw I

wanted to leaveischool and start to work. Once entrance to a company was decided I started thinking

about the responsibilities I was about to bear. Even though I had assumed much responsibility as a
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student, I see how much more I will assume after school finishes and I am uneasy

_ _Natatuio-san: I will become a full member of society. I want to work with all effort for my'

company and I am expectant of what will happen in the future. At the same time I wonder if I am

capable of doing the work required of me. I often write letters to graduates of Sakuragaoka who were

in the same club some yews before and explain my feelings. They reply by letter that they also had the

same kinds of feelings, and I hae realized that I am not the only person to experience these things.

Ando-san: From now on I will be working and that thought makes me uneasy. When I think

about the faa that student life is coming to an end, then a job doesn't seem like such a good idea The

feelings of indulgence I had from my teachers will be no longer. However, I know that having a job

is something I want very much and I am ready to try my best.

Sato-sea: I ant a person who up to now has been a student but after April I will become a full

member of a society which is vertical in structure. I must be careful of my behavior and use of

language and this will be difficult for me. I don't think anyone will allow me to make mistakes and

that makes me uneasy, but I will try my best.

Tanaka -sans As the days I go to school get decrease, the due of enuy into the company

becomes nearer. The world I will be entering is populated by people older than myself and from now

on I must pay careful attention to my use of words and to etiquette. I am worried whether or not I will

be able to do the work requested of me.

. Takahashi-ma: I once believed that once 'finished school I would not have to think about

studying at all. The ert1ident of the company has already told us that in May were is a national test I

must tape, and I have malizeo that my studying has just begun. Needless to say, I am uneasy.

exactlysliA) d ia,gu.npr company? What will be the content of
your job! Do pay: feel it will harmonize with your personality?

Akanuma-san: I will go to other companies and process all their invoices, bills and receipts

by computer. Hike to use machines and feel that I will enjoy the work Twill be doing.

Tomii-sae: I will be doing general office work and assist in the sales and upkeep of cars. My

teachers have told me any number of times that I will suited for this kind of job and I feel the same.

Takano-san: My new job will be that of an easistam to help visiting professors do their

research. Up to this point have followed the occupational curriculum at the school. The new job

involves working with industry and I redly don't know how I will like it.

Kaneko -sans: The company I will be working at is a company which assists ocher securities

companies. I will be doing office work, but I don't knew exactly what. I am a person who likes to

work briskly and will probably enjoy the vigor with whkr.h business is done. My teachers have also

told me and I believe that I am fit for the work I am about to begin.

Ooba-san: I have been told by a person in the company that I will be working ui the

preparation or in the purchase section of Nihon Securities Company. I like office work and feel the

choice is good.

Sekine-san: When I had a recent interview at the company I was told that those workers who

were good at English had a chance of being transferred overseas or of working in Osaka, but that since

my English was not very good. I would have to be content with office work. I like general office

work and will be in the #3 office section. I will work with customers or with intend affairs.
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K. Takahashi-san: I will be working at Fuji Bank and recently received a survey form asking

me to choose customer service, internal affairs or word proc !sing as the job I would like CO do I

chose internal affairs because I think. it would suit me more than customer service.

Numano-sin: I haven't exactly been told what my wort will be, but I have a feeling that I

will be working with calculation or bookkeeping at Nihon Securities Company. a company that

handles the securities of large manufacturers. I like these subjects at school and feel I will like them in

theoffice.

Ando-san: I don't know the exact content of my work at Saitama Bank. I will be doing

customer service, computer input or general office work. I don't where I will be assigned and have no

personal preference. I will try to do my best at whatever I am assigned to do.

Sato-san: Nihon Trust and Credit Bank deals in publishing yearly financial figures. ;I

received a survey from them asking what I wanted to do and 'indicated that I wanted either customer

service or general office wort After that I had an interview with a company official who used both

the results of the survey and the personality inventory I had taken to try to determine what I would be

best at doing. I will be happy with whatever is decided forme and will try my best at whatever job.

Tanaka-san: I believe I will be doing office work and dealing with insurance at Japan Express

Trading Company. Office work is what I had requested from the beginning so I think the choice is

good.

Y. Takahashi-san: I don't know details but I believe I will be doing general office work at

Yamatane Securities Company. I think sales or processing of securities is work well-suited for me.

What do To, ached to be aware of once you start your jobs?

Akannma-san: I will be doing work with machines and expect to be reprimanded for my

slowness.

Tomii-san: The office is basically women and I expect at least for a while CO be the target of

their conversation. I expect to be reprimanded form; behavior and etiquette

Takano-san: Not many women are in this company, so I won't be disciplined by them, but I

will have tomind my manners. It is a busy company and I must do my work efficiently or I won't be

able to keep up.

Kaneko-san: My company is mostly men, and the women of the company have to be very

careful of their behavior in front of them. When the women of the company do gather, I am afraid that

!will be picked on as the youngest among them.

Ooba-san: Everything I do at the company willibe new so I expect to be told and corrected

about manythings.

Sekine-san: There will be many things to learn at my job. I will be allowed to ask for

assistance once, but i am afraid that I will ask too many times and incur anger.

K. Takahashi-san: The job will be difficult and I expect to make mistakes, but I must be

careful not to make the same mistake twice.

Nurnano-san: I will make lots of mistakes in the beginning After that I will tiy not to make

the same mistake because if I do, my superiors will get angry at me. I am trying to keep an open =lc

and hope that I progress

Ando-san: I e::pect to have lots things I don't understand I hope to learn all I have to learn
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after being told only once

Sato-san: I want to learn what I have been taught and not have to be told again I will also

have to be aware of my use of language and etiquette because no one will tell me what I am supposed

to say--I am expected to know already how to be polite.

Tanaka-san: At first I will not know how to do my work and expect to be late in finishing my

job. I expect to be reprimanded often. Language lad etiquette will be problems for me and I maybe

told what not to say.

Y. Takahashi-san: I am sure that I will be reprimanded for many small things I hope that

once I have heard something I will remember it and no- have to be told again.

What kind of special skills do LOU think you will need to work at Toni-
company? Are these skill' s volt learned at Sakiragaoka?

Akanuma-san: The content of the work will be much the same as what I have learned in

school.

Tornii-sun: Since the work is office work, I will need to be able to use the abacus which I

have studied here in school.

Takano-stn: I think my study of the abacus and word processors will be useful in my work.

Beyond that I don't know what kind of special skills I will need.

Kaneko-san: I think that my abacus training will come in handy at work. As for other skills,

I believe I will have to learn them at work from my superiors.

Ooba-san: I feel I will use the abacus and word processor training at work, but I also feel that

there are many skills to be learned once I start.

Sekine-san: I will be using my abacus training at work.

K. Takahashi -san I feel the study of abacus and word processor will be helpful.

Numano-san: I will probably be able to use my abacus and word processor training. At work

I will learn other skills from my superiors.

Ando-san: I think the abacus will be the most useful. If I do use a computer at work, I am

most certain that it will be different from the ones we have used at school so I will need to learn at

work, but with a little effort I should be able to.

Sato-san: The most useful skills from school will be abacus and word processing Once I

sum working I will be taught what I need to know. Because I have had some training at Sakuragaoka

with office machines, I should be able to apply that knowledge to the new situation.

Tanaka-san: I suspect that I will have to use myliknOwledge of the abacus, word processor

and computer at my new job because I was asked about these things at the interview. Other things will

have to be taught to me once I enter the company and I will rely on the teaching of my superiors.

Y. Takahashi -sun: I suppose I will be taught many things at wc,:k, but I will bring with me

the skills of abacus and word processing that I have learned here.

How will your lives change when you get jabs?
Altanunia-saa: Time for me to stare off in space will be eliminated Otherwise, I don't think

my life will change vety much.

Tomii-san: Up to now I have relied on my parents for everything , but now I would like to be

moreindependent.
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Takano-san: Up to now I got to school in 30 minutes time In my job I will have a long

commute of an hour so I will have to get up early.

Kaneko-san: The major difference between school life and company life is the receiving of a

salary. I must assume responsibility for myself and not rely so much an my parents.

Ooba-sane When I start in my new company I will be surrounded by people who are older

than me so I must pay attention to the way I speak. Up to now I was in the company of fnends and

didn't have to use polite language. I feel the very basics of my life will change as I make the transition

to companylife.

Sekine-san: Going to school was easy--I got up in the morning, ate breakfast and took my

place in class. Now I will be a member of society I want to do my job and do it well. The nature of

personal relations will change &swill my ownpsychology.

K. Takahashi -sane I was able to live a relaxed school life, but at work time will become

important and there will be no chance to waste time.

Nutnano-sane As I step into the world my own psychology will change. I will also be able to

be independent from my perms in terms of financial needs. I will become more adult in mythinking.

Ando-sane I will be different from a student, everything will be new and my life will change

in time. I will receive a salary and be responsible for myself and my actions.

Sato-min: Up to now I have been a student and was able to relax both in and out of class

Once I beconie a member of society, there will be many things that I don't know how to handle.

Everyday will be filled with nervousness. In personal affairs I must be careful of my language and

with whom I associate.

Tanaka- gin: Once I have started to work, everything will be new, personal relations will

change radically and !will also change.

Y. Takahashi-sax During school days whenever I wanted to make time for something, I

could. When I become amember of society, much of my free time will disappear.

How long do you think it will tskeyou to settle in to your job?

Ahluma-san: We will be trained from the beginning to do our jobs, so I think it will take

about 3 months to scale in.

Tomii-sane I think it will take me about 6 months to settle in.

Takano-san: Company training occurs from April to September. As soon as I finish that

perioe I feel I will be settled.
1.

Kaneko-san: I feel it will take me abort 6 months to settle in.

°obit-sate Probably it will take me 6 months or more to settle in.

Sekine-san: It will take me from 6 months to a year to settle in

k. Takahashi -san: It will take me 6 months to settle in.

Numano-san: It will take me 6 months to settle in.

Ando-san: It will take me 6 months or more to settle in.

Saw -sac: I think it will take me 6 months to settle in, but I will try my hardest to adjust

swiftly.

Tanaka-san: It will take 6 months to settle in.

Y. Takahashi -san. It will take 6 months to settle in.
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What willyou do with the salary you receive?

Akanuma-san: I will save some of my money and will spend the rest on meeung friends and.
buying the clothes I want.

Tomii-san: I don't know what I will do with the money I will receive. I would like to give

some to my parents.

Takano-san: I will give some of my money to my parents, save same and use the rest for

living.

Kaneko-san: I will give same to my parents, save some, buy clothes, and spend on meeting

friends

Ooba-san: 1101 save moss Of my money. I will spend the rest on things I want.

Sekine-sang I will give some money to my parents, spend some on meeting friends and save.

K. Takahashi - an: I will give some money to my parents, and use the rest for savings or an

meetingfriends.

Numano -san: I had intended to give all of my first salary to my parents. I don't quite know if

I will do as I planned. After that I hope to save and spend money on buying clothes.

Ando-san: I will give some money to my parents. Up to now I have been a =dere with

friends but as I enter a company I must be prepared to use some of my money to spend time with

coutpanyfriends.

Sato-san: I will give some of my money to my parents. I like to travel, so I will save my

money.

Tanaka-san: I will give some money to my parents, save and buy what I want.

Y. Takahashi -sari I will divide my money in three parts. The first part I will save, the next

part I will give to my parents and the third part will be my pocket money.

How mach will your initial salary come to? Will you get a bonus? At what

rate will yoir salary increase?
Akanuma-san: I will receive 1100,000 per month with a bonus which will depend on my

efficiency and so I will work hard. I don't know what salary increases will be like.

Tomii-san: I will receive Y100,000 per month with a bonus that starts out small but increases

significantly alter three years of wort. I don't know anything about salary increases.

Takano-san: In April I will begin at about Y130,000 per month with a first year bonus of 3.7

months of salary. After the rust year the bonus will increase to 6.5 months of salary per year. I only

know figures about salary increases because I checked with 'a graduate who works at Dainichi. Her
1.

salary increased 114,000 between the first and second years of wort.

Kaneko-san: I will receive in hand about Y100,00 per month and my bonus will be very low

the first year. After I become a full-fledged member of the company staff I will receive 6 months of

salary per year. I know nothing about the salary i icreases.

Ooba -san: My salary will be just under Y100,000 per month The bonus will be small the

fist year, 3.2 months, but increase to 6.2 months after the second year. Salary increases are not

known.

Sekine-aan: My salary will be about YI00,000 ner month. The first year bonus will be very

small. After I become a full-fledged company employee I will receive more bonus every year until I
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level off at about my 7th year of wort The salary increases will get bigger every year I work, but

start-at hbout1800.

K. Takahashi-sair My salary will be about Y100,000 per month On the recruitment card it

said that bonuses were 6 months. I don't know how much my salary will increase per year.

Numatto-san: If I looked it up, I could tell you but I assume that it is about as much as my

classmates will receive, about T100,000 per month. The first year bonus will be 2.2 months After I

have worked for some years the bonus should increase to between 5 and 6 months of salary per year. I

don't know anything about salary increases.

Ando-san: I will be receiving just linder I1100,000 per month. The first year my bonus will

be small, gradually increasing after that. I know nothing about salary increases.

Sato-san: My salary will be just under 11100,000 per month. Bonus will be small the first

year, about 2 months of salary, and will increase to about 6 months in the succeeding years. I don't

know how much my salary will be increasing per year.

Tanaka-san: According to the recruitment card my starting salary will be about 1120,000 per

month with bonuses increasing year by year starting at 2.2 months. I don't know bow much my

salary will increase on a yearly basis.

Y Takahashi -san: My salary will start at just under 111 00,00 per month. At first I will receive

a bonus twice a year with 2 months received each time. When I become a full - fledged member of the

company I will receive as much as atm' of 7 month.s salary in bonus based on efficiency.

Do you think you will be able to live independently of your parents?

Akaaumit-saa: My parents have never regraded me in any way and I have no desire to live

independently of them.

Tomii-san: I would like to live on my own, but considering the salary I will be receiving and

how much I depend on them, it will not be possible.

Takano-san: When I was a student I often used to think about how I wanted to live on my

own away from my parents. With the salary I will be receiving it would be a great waste to spend it

on living away from my parents.

Kaneko-son: My salary is not one that would allow me to live on my own. If it did, I would

like toliveindependently.

0oba-san: I have idealized the thought of living on my own. For the moment I will be

content with living with my parents.

Sekine-san: Before I used to think that it would be good to live on my own. Now I think

much more about actual conditions and have to realize that it is better for a family to work together for

common goals. I will stay at. home and save my money.

K. Talcetashi-san: My family is opposed to the idea of children living on their own, and I

also have no particular objection to living with my.f amily. I will remain with my parents.

Numano-san: I would like at some ooinvz try living on my own, but I don't have the funds

If I did live on my own, I would have to make :ny own food would rather be with my parents and

depend on them.

Ando-san I have dreamed about living on my own, but if I did, I know it would be very

difficult if not impossible I would return home tired to an empty apartment and that would be very
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depressing.

Sato-san: My parents are very strict. When I entered high school and thought about life after

graduation I really wanted to live on my own. I have considered it from an economical standpoint and

whether I wanted to come home alone to an empty apartment where I had to do everything myself. I

decided that it would be much better to stay with my parents.

Tanaka son: I have dreamed about living on my own, but realize I can't for economic

reasons. I also feel that I want to stay with my parents and will not leave them.

Y. Takahashi-san: I have dreamed about living on my own and have thought about reality as

well. When! feel sad, it is good to have my parents to cheer me up I decided that it was much better

to live with them.

Do you want to stay in the company you have chosen until you retire? Flow

loot to yin plan to stay at your first job?
Akanuma-sat: I thinkl will stay at my company for 3 years.

Tozii-san: I would like to work until I marry.

Takano-san: I would like to work at least until I marry. if I many, my company will allow

me to work so that I can stay on a long time if I want.

Kaneko-san: I would like to work a long time, as long as possible.

Ooba -san: I would like to work until I marry.

Sekine-saw 'would like to workuntil I worry.

K. Takahashi -sank I would like to work until t many.

Numano-san: I had planned tr. continue working for 3 tz 5 years. If my company finds r I

am a good worker and one they war. to keep, I would like to work longer.

Ando-san: I would like to work as long as it is possible for me to do so. If I marry or

something unexpected happens, my ideas may change.

Sato-san: I haven't thought about marriage at all, so I would like to stay at my company as

long as possible.

Tanaka-san: I want to work as long es possible. If I should get married, then I assume that I

will quit my job.

Y. Takahashi-san: I haven't exactly decided how many years I will work, but I want to stay

as long as I can.

In 5 years time what do you think you will you be doing?

Akanuma-san. In five years I think I will still be working, but I can say nothing beyond that

Tomii-san: In five years I think I will still be w4ing.

Takano-san: In five years I think I will still be working.

Kaneko-san: In five years I think I will still be working.

Ooba-san: In five years I think I will still be working.

Sekine-san: in five years I think I will still be working.

K. Tairahachi-son: I feel I will have adjusted to my work in five years I think I will be

working with tt ficiency.

Numano -san: In five years I think I will still be working I hope to have enough time to be

pursing some of my interests.
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Ando-san: i will have adjusted to my work and be enjoying sports or whatever I have interest

Sato-san: In five years I think I will still be working.

Tanaka-san: I will be coming into my own in five years. It will be a good time to be

working.

Y. Takahashi: In five years I think I will still be working.

How old would you like to be when you get married?

Akanuma-san: I would like to marry by the time I am 25 and become a mother soon after.

Tomii-san: If I find a husband, I would like to marry by the time I am 25.

Takano-san: I wantto get married as soon as possible, I hope by the time I am 23.

Kaneko-san: I haven'tthought about getting married.

Ooba-san: I would like to marry by the time I am 24 or 25.

Sekine-san: My ideal age for marriage would be 25.

K. Takahashi-san: My ideal age for marriage would be 25.

Numano-san: I would like to marry between 23 and 25, but I don't think I will find a good

husband.

Ando-san: I have not decided any age. If I find a good mate, then I will marry.

Sato-san: I haven't thought about marriage, except that I will marry when I find a good

husband. .

Tanaka-san: My ideal age for marriage would be frcim 23 to 25.

Y. Takahashi-san: My ideal age for marriage would be 25.

Will you keep working if you many?

Akanuma-san: I want to stop working and start being a housewife. I can't do both at once.

Tomii-san: I don't know what will happen in the future, but I think I would like to stop

working.

Takano-san: It depends on the economic independence of my husband. If it is all right to

quit, I will quit.

Kaneko-san: I will talk to my husband. If he says it is all right to continue working I would

like to because my job will be something I have struggled hard to master.

Ooba-san: I don't know what will happen in the future, but I think I would like to stop

working.

Sekine-san: If possible I think I would like to stop working.

K. Takahashi-san: I would like to continue as long as my working does not upset both our

lives.

Numano-san: !would like to confirms: working as long as my husband will allow me

Ando-mn: I don't know what will happen in the future If I have children I don't want them

to suffer with no one at home so I would like to stay at home.

Sato-san: I will consult with my husband and if he allows it, I will continue working

Tanaka-san: I don't know what will happen in the future. I think it will very difficult for me

both to work and be a housewife, so I probably will quit my job.

Y. Takahashi-san. I don't know what will happen in the future I think it is difficult to be
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_ -
both a w- orker and housewife, but I would like to try.

What will you be doing when you are 31 or 32 years old' A job! Interests!
Akanuma-san: I will have quit work and be doini something that I like. I will also have

children and be busy bringing them up.

Tomii-san: I will have a hobby and be busy making my family happy.

Takano sans I will have an average family, and be happy playing with my children.

Kaneko-san: I think I will still be working. I may have a husband and children and be raising

them as well.

Ooba-san: I like sports very much. I will have time to practice.

Sekine-san: I like to cook and in my second life I would like to qualify with a license in

cooking. I will get the housewives of the neighborhood together and teach them cooking.

K. Takahashi-san: I will be married. If I have no children, I will still be working. If I have

children. I will be raising them and playing with them while enjoying sports for myself.

Nnmano-san: If I am married, I will have children and have developed an interest in a hobby

Every day I will be living a bright and cheerful life.

Ando-san: I will be married and have quit my job. I will be busy being a housewife as well

as practicing sports.

Sato -san: I don't know whether or not I will be married, but if I can I want to continue

working. I will also be interested in and practicing some kind of sport. My life will be very full.

Tanaka-sea: I will probably be married , have children and will be happilyraising them.

Y. Takahashi-san: At that time I will have more free time and be able to develop a hobby

s
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INTERVIEW WITH MR KOSUGA
HEAD OF PLACEMENT

KENRITSU TOONO KOOTOO GAKKOO MIYAMORI BUNKOO
(TOONO-MIYAMORI HIGH SCHOOL)
TOONO-CITY, IWATE PREFECTURE

Located in a remote area of Iwate Prefecture about 450 kilometers north and east of Tokyo,

Toono-Miyamori High School was founded in 1949 as a night school with 41 students in 1971 it

became a normal day high school 'mimed 46 students in its first entering class. The following

year another 44 students were admitted, bringing the student population to 90. Today there are 80

students enrolled at Miyamori in three classes, 31 in the first year, 23 in the second year and 26 in the

third year. Most students come to school by bicycle but 12 travel by train. The staff is composed of

11 teachers and a principal plus 2 others. The curriculum is the general studies program offered at

most high schools across Japan: no occupational course worm is possible though a typing course of

one hour and a computer course of one hour are available in the list of optional courses. Students

complete 102 credits to gractuate.

This year there are 26 seniors, 16 males and 10 females, 24 of whom will begin working in

April. Of those 24, 15 will work outside of Iwate Prefecture and 9 will have jobs in Iwate The

remaining 2 graduates will continue onto specialized schools. In 1984 there were 19 graduates, of

whom 13 found employment and 6 continued onto specialized schools (See Figures 1 and 2 for

graduation staeirics for 1984). Most of the 13 found jobs in sales, in manufacturing or service

industries (See Figures 3 and 4 for distribution of employed graduates by industry type for1984).

Mr. Kosuga, a Japanese language teacher, is the person .n charge of job placement. He

teachesl6 hours per week, about the average for teachers in Iwat2. His teaching hours are not

especially reduced as is the case in most other schools. In Iware placement counselors in other schools

usually only teach about 13 hours per week_

Ontm ore teacher serves as his assistant but Mr. Kosuga himself does most of the placement

work. The third year homeroom teacher also helps him with various communication tasks and

referrals.

Mr. Kosuga has been teaching at Miyamori for only one year. Before that Mr. Oikawa, who

is no longer Z. the school, was responsible for placement. Some years ago Mr. Kosuga was the

placement counselor at another school so he brought his expiience from the previous assignment to

Miyamori. Learning the technique of dealing with companies and dealing with and assessing student

potential for jobs takes several years to master. The placement of students in jobs is unlike counseling

for university entrance where all a =dent needs is a certain result on an examination to be accepted

Many seemingly illogical factors are involved in locating appropriate jobs for high school students.

Mr. Kosuga visits ins branch of PESO, the Public Employment Security Office, for meetings

in June and October to hear reports on conditions for employment. The PESO office is located more

than an hour's drive away and he feels no pressing need to use it directly Recruitment cards will be

sent or brought to the school whether or not he visits PESO. He does frequently phone various PESO

offices, not just his local branch, to ask about conditions for a given job or to ask to be sent more

recruitment cards. In addition, twice a year he meets with placement counselors from other schools to
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shareinformationand experience.

Recruitment cards are brought by company representatives to Miyamori. Recreselititives

normally visit the school two times a year, once to bring recruitment cards and once to bring stories of

former Miyamori students who are now employed by their companies.

The recruitment cards come either from the Kanto area--Tokyo and surrounding

prefecturesor from Iwate Prefecture. The cards pass through various local PESO offices in Tokyo

or Iwate and are sent to the school. The Recruit Center and other similar information companies send

out surveys to high scimols in Japan asking how many students will seek employment in a given year.

Companies consult such books when deciding where to send recruitment carts. They might also look

at official school lists on which the name of a school like Miyamori and its student population can be

found. Recruitment cards are sent to Miyamori and other rural schools in anticipation of prospective

employees.

The number of cards received from the Kanto area is more than double the number of students

seeking jobs. The cards from Kanto must be from companies which possess dormitories to house and

feed employees from the countryside for new employees could not afford to live in independent

apartments on the salaries they receive. Companies which cannot provide these facilities until an

employees are at least twenty years old are not even considered by the school.

Some' companies, like supermarkets and automobile makers, send recruitment cards every

year to the school. They request hundreds of employees each year and Miyamori is one of the schools

on their lists.

Companies in the immediate area do not generally send recruitment cards so Mr. Kosuga has

to call them to find out their employment needs. Local companies are small, do not have clear cut

hiring policies and cannot anticipm^ their needs 6 months or one year ahead of time so finding jobs at

these firms can be difficult. They might reply to an inquiry that in one or two months the situation will

be clearer and that Mr. Kosuga should phone back, or they might suddenly call in February or March

to tell of an or ening created by an employee who suddenly quit. By Februsey all students at Miyamori

normally have decided on jobs, so a call at that time has no meaning unless there is still an undecided

student. Other companies are located in Iwate, but are not conveniently reached by public

transportation so they are not really possibilities for most students. The number of students who want

to find employment in Iwate often exceeds the number of jobs available.

The total numb'.r of recruitment cards received usually equals about 100, but often cards are

not received from companies where students would really like to work. The average starting salary

seems to be around 180,000 for students who will work in Iwate, about Y20,000 less than for

employees hired for work in Tokyo.

The wishes of the students themselves can be clearly differentiated where to work vs. what

kind of work. Thus the choice for students to remain near Iwate or tc move to Tokyo must be

weighed against the type of job desired. Alternative cities are not really possible. Even if a student

wishes to work in alarger city close to Toone. , like Sendai in Miyagi Prefecture, most companies there

are Also small so recruitment cards cannot be expected. If students have their hearts set on working for

E certain company in Iwate, Mr. Kosuga will call the company himself to see if jobs might be created

The actual number of jobs available in the peeft.rture any given year is much smaller than the number
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of students who would like those jobs so competition is always a factor to be considered

Same students do use their own come -tions to find jobs. For instance a student's family

owns a liquor store and a relative of the family owns another store in Sendai The student is asked to

work in Sendai after graduation from high school and accepts the position. Once a student simply

announced that he was finding a position on his own and did.

If students prefer to decide where to work by the type of job they will perform, then location

must be of second importance. Particularly if a female student is interested in doing office work,

banking or sales, then it may be very difficult to find a job near home. In fact, in this year's

graduating group no females will continue on to office jCus--most will wort in manufacturing. If area

is of prime importance and the nature of the job is unrelated, then it is relatively easy to find a job

anywhere. For instance, if a student is satisfied with transporting goods, then a job in Iwate can easily

be found.

Occasionally a student attempts to and passes an entrance test for the civil service, but for the

most part graduates are placed in private firms. Even if the civil service test is passed, no guarantee

exists that a job will be found, so most students do not consider government employment as a

possibility.

Sometimes students choose to try enter the Self Defense Force at which time they must be

prepared to live in military dormitories in places far away from home for the duration of their service

of 2 to 4 years. Recruiters come to the school to find interested candidates and may also visit

individual hom es to encourage enlistment.

In the first year of high school the students are surveyed twice to find out their wishes upon

graduation. They are surveyed twice again in the second year of high school to determine whether

they will continue their education or seek a job. If they will be seeking a job they are asked to :dentify

whin type of job they are interested in.

By May of the third year the students are clear about their wishes. Since Miyamori is so

small, all students are asked to make their decisions and to keep to them. No students graduate

without knowing what they are going to do next. In July of the senior year Mr. Kosuga begins

gental discussion with students concerning employment and shows them recruitment forms

Students are also seen individually and more detailed information is recorded. They are asked to think

about their choices during the summer vacation.

In July or August of the senior year paent: and students are called to school to talk

individually with Mr. Kosuga about the future. From the discussions held at that time it seems that

parents and children oo not discuss employment much 'at all at home. When they meet together

possibilities are discussed, especially in regard to the location of the prospective job Often a large gap

in thinking exists between parent and child. Mr. Kosuga listens but does not interfere. After several

days a final decision is usually brought back to school by the student.

Students can rarely make visits to companies outside of the prefecture, but can make visits to

companies in the prefecture during the end of August or beginning of September. Local companies

encourage students to visit before deciding whether or not an available job will be applied for The

local firm then has a chance to assess a candidate and can indicate its feelings to Mr. Kosuga

Companies are looking for employees who have a good personality and positive attitude and who will
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work well within the company so that later frustration by unsatisfied employees can be avoided.

-Perhaps these factors are more important than even the entrance exam in determining who a local

company will hire.

Companies also examine students' grades, absences and dub activities as factors in deciding

whether or not they'd like to hire students

Internal selection, or koonai senkoo, exists as a date on the school calendar but because the

number of students in the senior class is so small, competition between students is virtually

non-existent If two students wish to try for the same company, the conflict is resolved by discussion

between them. In September the actual companies are chosen and personal histories are written on

standard forms. They are corrected by Mr. Kosuga as necessary. Applications for examinations are

completed. In Octoberentrance exams are taken.

If the company is located in Tokyo, the entrance exam usually must be taken in Tokyo. Afew

companies do offer their exams at the school, but not many. Students normally travel by themselves

to the place of the test. Only a few companies will allow parents CO accompany their children to the

city. Most companies will send a representative to meet the prospective employee at UeLo station the

day of arrival in Tokyo If arepresentative cannot be sent, then a map is forwarded so the student can

find the company without difficulty. The student then must stay the night in Tokyo before returning

home. All expenses for the exam are born by the company.

Almost all exams include an interview for which students have practiced. The homeroom

teacher, the head teacher and Mr. Kosuga together help the students practice by conducting mock

interviews. Catt-ii student is interviewed at school by one of the three. Students are instructed about

manners and choice of words and about how to answer various questions, how toexplain why they

want to work in a company, how to handle questions about in-house transfers.

In the case of female students applying for jobs in sales and manufacturing tbe only exam

given in October might an interview. Since writing is essentially not important to these jobs, a written

test is considered unimportant. An entrance exam might also be an interview plus an arithmetic test.

During the interview attitude toward work is carefully assessed by the company.

If students fail the exam in October, they are asked to review the remaining recruitment cards

to decide on a new company, or Mr. Kosuga will help them find another company to try. This

process can continue 2 or 3 times nor'!. all students have passed and found a job for April. Every year

one or two students are late in passing an exam, but never later than the end of January or early

February. This year the last student passed an exam at the end of Ja mary. Mr. Kosuga can officially

help with job placement until the end of March and, if asked, will assist until the end of April.

This year more than half the candidates failed on their first try at exams with the situation for

female students being particularly difficult. Office j'bs have become scarce and the number of jobs

available in that area is becoming more and more limited while the opportunities for jobs in sales have

remained the same but the competition has become stiffer The males who sought jobs this year were

all applying for jobs in manufacturing or sales where the conditions have not significantly changed.

Mr. Kosuga was very surprised by the fact that when students were asked during their talk

with me about how much their starting salaries would be, a number said they couldn't remember At

least part of the reason may be that students are relieved to have found jobs and in the countryside
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.money is not considered to be as imports as the fact that a company does provide an opportunity to

work. In the country!, it of Japan no job pays as well as the equivaleut one would in Tokyo.

Occasionally a student who has passed a company exam and been accepted foi employment in

April refuses to take the job and stays home instead, but this type of case is not common.

Companies teach employees what skills they need to know to do their jobs.

With a starting salary of about 8100,000 in Tokyo and with dormitory space and meals

costing about 130,000 per month, the amount of spending money left to a new employee is rather

limited. Sometimes dormitory experses do not cover meals on Sunday, so living costs become even

higher. Just one or two outings can quickly exhaust the remainder. One of most challenging tasks for

a new employee is to learn to manage money. Most dormitories have a curfew of 10:00 p m or in

some cases, 9:00 p.m.

Sometimes a student enters a job and within months or days has returned to tell Mr. Kosuga

that the job is absolutely intolerable. He can sometimes help such a student find something different

by introduction or by pointing a student in the direction of a company which seems to be hi.ing new

employees. In other cases, Mr. Kosuga can do nothing to help and Lb?! student is left on his or her

own to find another job.

Once students have settled in their jobs, Mr. Kosuga expects that males will remain for as

long as they win those jobs but that many will also change after 3 to 5 years. 15 years ago this was

not the case, but in today's labor market it is possible to leave one job for another 7itsich pays better

after having attained certain qualifications. Forinstance, ages station attendlint will qualify to employ

personnel as well as to sell gas and will move onto a position where those qualifications can be used.

Then too, a company might go bankrupt or change location forcing its employees to find new jobs.

Females will probably work at their mazy level jobs for about 3 years until they are 20 or 21

years old. Those females who stay longer than 3 years will be considered long time employees.

Those who quit will be resigning for marr:age or for various other reasons.
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INTERVIEW WITF 8 STUDENTS
AT

KENRITSU TOONO KCOTCO GAKKOO MIYAMORI BUNKOO
(TOONO-MIYAMORI HIGH SCHOOL)
TOONO -CITY, IWATE PREFECTURE

I interviewed 8 male students, R. Kikuchi-san, K. Tada-san, Konno-san, T. Tada-san, K.

Kikuchi-san, S. Tada-saii, T. Sasaki-san, and Miyata-san at Toono-Miyamori High School. The

interview with these seniors was completed after company entrance examinations had been taken and

represents the reactinns of seniors whose immediate future is decided.

R. Kikuchi-saa, 18 years old , lives in Otomocho of Toono City with his parents. In April

he will begin a job insoles at the Idst Department Store in Tokyo.

H. Tada-san, 18 years old, lives in Miyarlori Village with his parents. He wrote that he

would begin a job in April at Sekishin Manufacturing Company in Hanamaki City (just west of

Tam).
Ionno-saa, 18 years old, lives in Otomocho of Tcr.,rio City with his parents. In April he

will begin a job on the production line of Is= Motors Company in Kanagawa Prefecture.

T. Tada-sas, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with his parents. He indicated that ne

would begin a job in April aLTooyoo Lens Company in Miyamori Village.

Kikadti-na, 18 years old, lives in Otomocho of Toono City with his parents. In April

he will begin a job in machine inspection at lwate Herusu Manufacturing Company in Morioka City,

IwatePrefecture.

S. *7ada-saa, 18 yews old, lives with his parerts in Miyamori Village. He wrote that he

would begin a job in April at Tooyoo Lens Company in Miyamori Village.

T. Sasaki-san, !3 yers old, lives with his parents in Otomocho of oono City. In April he

will become an enlistee in the Self Defense Forces of Japan.

Miyata-san, 18 years old, lives in Komi Kyoota section of Toono City with his parents. He

indicated that in April he would negin a job as a guard at Selig° Guard and Security Company in

KanagawaPrefetnre.

How did you decide on your jobs?

R. Kikuchi-san: I looked at the recruitment cards which came to the school and decided.

H. Tada-san: I looked at the recruitment, cards which came to the school and decided.

Konno-san: I looted at the recruitment cards whip came to the school and decided.

T. Tada-san: I looked at the recruitment cards which came to the school and decided.

K. Kikuchi-san: I looked at the recruitment cards which came to the school and decided.

S. Tada-san: I talked to my teachers and through them found my job.

T. Sasaki-san: Amon from the Self Defense Forces came and recruited me.

Miyata-san: I looked at the recruitment cards which came to the school and decided.

Before you finally decided, did you have both a first choice company and a

second choice company?

R. 1Ciktfclai-san: I only had a first choice, the Ida Department Store where I will begin my job
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in April.

- -H. Tada-san: i had a first and second choice. Hailed on my first exam and succeeded on my

second exam.

Konno-sau: I entered Is-un Motors, my first choice company.

T. Tada-san: I failed on my first ezam and succeeded on my second exam.

K. Kikuchi-san: I failed on my first exam and succeeded on my second exam. I will enter

Herusu Manufacturing in Iwate Prefecture in April.

S. Tada-san: I had only one choice.

T. Sasaki-san: My first choice was the Self Defense Forces.

Miyata-san: I failed on my first exam and succeeded on my second exam and will enter Seaga

Guard and Security Company.

Did you use the counseling room? If you did, for what purpose? When did

you start using tae counseling room?

R. Kikuchi-san: I used the room to look at the recruitment cards from around the end of

August.

H. Tada-san: I used the counseling room to search through the recruitment cards. I began

using the room aro ...nd July of my senior year.

Konno-san: I used the room to look at recruitment cards from July of my sealer year

T. Tada-san: I used the room to look at recruitment cards beginning in July.

K. Kikuchi-san: I used the room to look at recruitment cards which helped me find a job that

suited me. I started rising the room in July.

S. Tada-san: I began in July to use the room to look at recruitment cards.

T. Sasaki-san: I used the room beginning in July to look at various materials, but no Self

Defense Forces' material is located in the room.

Miyata-san: I began using the room in June to help tie find a job.

Did you fill out say papers in regard to getting ajob and hand them into your

counselor?
R. KikucJi-san: I filled out a personal history.

H. Tada-san: I filled out a personal history.

IC011110-S1111: I filled out a personal history.

T. Tada-san: I filled out a personal history.

K. Kikuchi-san: I filled out a personal history.

S. Tada-san: I filled out a personal history.

T. Sasaki-son: I filled out a form about my absenoes from school

Miyata-san: I filled out a pledge, a form about absences and at least two other pieces of paper

Did you often talk to_vour counselor about finding a job'
R. Kikuchi-son: I often talked to my counselor about the content of the jobs beingoffered.

H. Tada-san: I think I talked a lot about the companies and what jobs they do. I talked about

various things.

Konno-san: I tilted to my counselor about the content of jobs being offered

T. Tada-san: I talked to the counselor about the content of jobs.
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_ _K. Kikuchi-san: I often talked to my counselor about the content of specific jobs and what

kind of work is done in various companies.

S. Tada-san: It was not often, but I did talk about about job conditions.

T. Sasaki-san: I didn't talk to my counselor.

Miyata-satr I did talk. When I failed the first exam, I talked often to the counselor about how

to pick a second company.

What kind of advice or warnings did your homeroom teacher or counselor

give you?

R. Kikuchi-sax I was told to be careful of my way of speaking during the interview pan of

theentrottrePTontinstrion.

H. Tada-san: I was told to be careful of my way of speaking during the intr. view part ofthe

entrancexamination.

Konno-san: I was told to be careful of my way of speaking and to be sure to exhibit interest

during the interview part of the entrance owe, tni tuition.

T. Tada-san: I was told to be careful of my way of speaking, to be sure to enter the room

properly, to be sure to exhibit interest during the interview.

K. Kikuchi-san: !wits told to be careful of my way of speaking and of my attitude during the

interviewpartaf the entrance Pvtim +mei eta

S. Tada-san: I was told to be careful of my way of speaking, my attitude and way of sitting

(luring the interview part of the entrance examination.

T. Sasaki-san: I was told to be careful of my way of sitting during the interview.

Miyata-san: I was told to be careful of my attitude during the interview.

Did you tall to your parents about the process of finding a job? What did

you -alk about with them?

R. Kikuchi-san: I talked to them about the fact that I wouli find a job outside the prefecture

and about the conditions for work.

H. 1.ada-san: I did talk to them.

Konno-san: I did ma to them aboutgetting a job outside the prefecture.

T. Tada -san I talked to them about getting a job in the prefecture.

K. Kikuchi-san: I talked to them about whether I should try to find a job in or opt of the

prefecture.

S. Tada-san: I talked to them about getting a job 11n the prefecture

T. Sasaki-san: I talked to them, but not mu ch.

Miyata-san: I talked to them about my choice of companies.

Did you visit your company? When?

R. Kikuchi-san: The entrance exam was at the company so I was given a tour I got a

chance to sense the mood of the place and the working conditions.

H. Tada-san: I went to the company in November. I had a chance to sense the mood of the

job and see what, kind of work was done.

Konno-san: I didn't visit my company.

T. Tada-san: I didn't visit my company.
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K. Kikuchi-san: I didn't go before the exam I toured the company on the day of the exam I

theplace where people work.

S. Tada-san: I didn't visit my company

T. Sasaki -san: I didn't tour a military base

Miyata-stut I didn't visit my company.

Did von study for the entrance exam?

R. Kikuchi -san: I didn't do much studying. I bought a book about general knowledge and

looked alittleatit.

H. Tada-sun: I didn't do much special studying, but I did a little.

Konno-san: I studied a little.

T. Tada-san: I studied a little.

K. Kikuchi-san: I studied a hale.

S. Tada -san: I went to the company to visit and they gave me homework which was my

study.

T. Sasaki-saa: I smdied mathematics alittle.

Miyata-sun: I didn't do any special studying.

How slay entrance exams did you take?

R. Kikuchi-tin: I succeeded 011 my first try.

H. Tada-san: My first choice was not successful. I succeeded on my second try.

Konno-san: I succeeded on my first try.

T Tada-san: I succeeded on my second try.

K. Kikuchi-san: I succeeded on my second try.

S. Tada-san: I succeeded on my first try.

T. Sasaki-san: I succeeded on my first try.

Miyata-san: I succeeded on my second try.

Where did you take your exam?

R. Kikuchi -san: I took the exam at the main office in Tokyo.

H. Tada-san: I took the exam at the company office in Hanamaki.

Konno-san: I took the exam in Morioka.

T. Tada-san: I conk the exam here in Miyamori.

K. Kikuchi -sal I took the exam in Morioka.

S. Tada-san: I took the exam here in Miyamori.

T. Sasaki-san: I took the exam at a military base.

Miyata -san: I took the exam at a company branch office in Sendai

What was the content of your entrance exam?

R. Kikuchi-san: I had a general knowledge test and an interview. The interview was the

most difficultpart.

H. Tada-san: I had a general knowledge test covering things learned in school and an

interview. The interview was difficult.

Konno-aan: I had a general knowledge test covenng basic school knowledge and an

interview which was difficult
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T. Tada-san: I had an in:erview and a general knowledge test. The mathematics section of the

general knowledge test was difficult.

K. Kikuchi-san: I had a general knowledge test. The English and mathematics sections were

difficaltbecausetheywereapplicationpmblems.

S. Tada-san: I had an interview and a general knowledge test. The mathematics sectionof the

general knowledge exam which covered trigonometric functi ons was difficult.

T. Sasaki-san: I had a mathematics test, an English test and a medical exam. The medical

was difficult.

Miyata-san: I had a general knowledge test, a composition and interview. I cannot remember

the tide of the composition but it was difficult.

How do you feel right now as you look at the jobyou are about to begin?

R. Kikuchi-san: My c.omparry entrance ceremony is sooner than most. I have to prepare

myself to begin my work.

H. Tada-san: I weeder if I can do the job that is expected of me.

Konno-san: I would like to begin work as soon as possible.

T. Tada-san: I wonder how long it will take me to get used to my new job.

K. Kikuchi-san: Once I eater I want to persevere.

S. Tada-san: I have many worries.

T. Sasitki-san: I want to work hard.

Miyarn-san: I wonder if I will get used to my new job and if I will be able to make friends.

Wkatexactly 311110.1.t.g.211 be the content of

your job? Do you feel it will harmonize withyouserscuiality?
R. Kikuchi-san: I will be selling merchandise. I think I will like the job.

H. Tada-sun: I will be involved in manufacturing. I think the job suits me.

Konno-san: The job will be manufacturing I think I will like it.

T. Tarla-san: The job will be manufacturing. I think the job fits my personality.

K. Kikuchi-san: The job will be machine inspection. I think I will like it.

S. Tada-san: I will to involved in manufacturing. I am not sun- if I will like it.

T. Sasaki -rin: I will be defending my country. I will like it.

Miyata-san: My job is in service. I may not like it.

What kind of "al skills do ou think ou will need to work at our

;ompany?
R. Kikuchi-san: No special skills will be required of hie.

H. Tada-san: I will need to be able to calculate.

Konno-san: I don't know.

T. Tada-san: I will need to use machines.

Y. Kikuchi-san: I will need to use machines.

S. Tada-san: I will need to use z,. --,+; nes.

T. Sasaki-san: I will need no special skills

Miyata:san: I will need no special skills

What do you need to be aware of once von start your jobs?
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-R. Kikuchi -saw I will have to be careful of my language.

H. Tada-san: I will have to be careful how I speak to my superiors

Kovno -san: I will have to be careful how I speak to my superiors.

T. Ta&I-san: I will have to be careful how I speak to my superiors.

K. Kikuchi-san: I will have to be armful of my use of language.

S. Tada-san: I 'sill have to be careful of use of my language.

T. Sasaki-san: 1 will have to be careful the language I use to my superiors.

Miyara-san: I will have to be careful of my use of language.

Will you have a training period after you elate? n_yl

R. Kikuchi-san: There will be one week of training after I enter the company

H. Tada-san: I don't know.

Konno-sera: The will be training, but I don't know for how long.

T. Tada-san: I don't know if there will be training or not.

K. Kikuchi-sair There will be training, but I don't know for how long.

S. Tada-san: I don't think there will be training.

T. Sasaki-san: All my time will be in training.

Miyata-san: There will be one week of training after I enter the company.

How will your lives ewer when you get jobs?
R. Kikuchi-san: I don't think my life will change very much at all except that my use of

language willchange.

H. Tada-san: Until I start to work, I don't know how my life will change.

Konno-san: When I was a student, I was taken care of by my family. At work I will have to

live my own life.

T. Tada-sun: I don't think my life will change very much.

K. Kikuchi-san: I don't know right now, but I am sure my life will change to some extent.

S. Tads -san: My way of meeting people will change.

T. Sasaki-san: From now on I will spend much of my time in practice.

Miyaw-san: I don't think my life will change very much, but I will not have so much free

time.

How Ion do you think it will take to settle into your jobs?

R. Kikuchi-san: I thinkit will take 1 month

H. Tada-san: It will take half a year.

Konno-san: It will take 1 year.

T. Tada-sera: k will take 2 years.

K. Kikuchi-san: I won't know until I start working, maybe 3 months.

S. Tada-san: It will take I morel.

T. Sasaki-san: It. will take 1 year.

Miyaw-san: It will take hada year.

What *W you do with the salary you receive?

R. Kikuchi-san: I will save half of my money and use the rest as I please

H. Tada-sa I will save some and the rest will go as payment for the car I will buy
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Konno-san: I will save some and spend the rest on living

T. Tada-san: I will save money to buy a car. The rest I will save or use on living

K. Kikuchi -san: I will save some and use the rest on living.

S. Tada-san: I will save most of my money.

T. Sasaki-san: I will save all my money.

Miyata -san: I will save 20% to 30% of my money and spend the rest on living.

Do you think you will spend extraordinary amounts of money living away

from home?

R. Kikuchi -san: I will be in a dormitory, so I don't anticipate living being very expensive

H. Tada-san: I will live at home.

Kongo -san: I think I will spend money going out with people from the company.

T. Tada-san: I will live at home.

K. Kikuchi -sag I will spend money going out with people.

S. Tadasan: I will live is home.

T. Sasaki -san.: I will be in the Sell' Defense Forces.

Miyats-san: I don't think costs will be so high.

now mach will your initial salary come to? Will you get a bonus? At what

rate will your salary increase?
R. Kikuchi-san: I will get 1110,000 per month with 2 bonuses a year of 3.5 months salary

each. The salary should increase yearly by 116,000-17,000. A small extra bit will be added to my

salaryeveryDecember.

H. Tarla-san: I will get 180,000 per month I will get a bonus after 2 years. I don't know

how much my salary will increase yearly.

Konno-san: My salary will be just over 1100,C00 per month with a bonus twice a year but I

don't know how much.

T. Tada-sag My salary will be about 180,000 per month with bonuses twice a year, but I

don't know how many months each will be. I don't kncw about increases in salary per year.

K. Kikuchi-san: My salary will be 190,000 per month. Bonuses will be twice a year

consisting of 3 months salary each. I don't know about increases in salary per year.

S. Tada-saii: My salary will be about180,000 per month Bonuses wilt be twice a year, but

don't know how much. t
T. Sasaki-san: My salary will be 1100,000 per month. I will get a bonus of 1600,000 per

year. I don't know how much my salary will increase per year.

Miyata-san: My salary will be 1110,000 per month. Bonuses will be twice a year, but I don't

know how many months nor do I know how much my salary will increase per year.

For those who will be living with their families, do you think_you will be
able to live independently of your parents?

R. Kikuchi-son: I will be living away from my parents.

H. Tads -san: I have a desire to live away from my parents, but I will stay with them

Konno-san: I will be living away from my parents.

T. Tada-san: I have a desire to live away from my parents, but I will stay with them
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K. Kikuchi-slur I will be living away from my parents.

-S. Tada-stur I would like to live away from home, but won't.

T. Sasaki-san: I will be living away from my petits.

Miyata-san: I will be living away from my parents.

Do you want to stay in the company you have chosen until you retire! How

long do you plan to may at your first job?

R. Kikuchi-san: I would like to stay until I retire.

H. Tada-saa: I would like to stay until I retire.

Konno-san: I haven't thought about it.

T Taria-san: I won't know wail I try working at the job.

K. Kikuchi-san: I don't know.

S. Tada-san: I don't know.

T. Sasaki-san: I don't know.

Miyata-san: I don't know.

In 5 years time what do yo think yo will be doing?

R. Kikuchi-san: I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years time.

H. Tada-san: I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

Kovno -san I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

T. Tada-san: I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

K. Kikuchi-san: I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

S. Tada-san: I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

T. Sasaki-sax I don't think I will be doing anything different in five years.

MiyAta-san: I will more adult in five years.

How old will you be when you get married?

R. Kikuchi-ma: I think I will be about 23 or 24 when I get married.

H. Tada-san: I think I will be about25 when I get married.

Konno-san: I think I will be about. 24 or 25 when I get married.

T. Tada-san: I think I will be about 25 when I get married.

K. Kikuchi-san: I think I will be about 25 or 26 when I get married.

S. Tada-san: I think I will be about 24 or 25 when I get married.

T. Sasaki-san: I think I will be from 25 to 28 when I get married.

Miyata-san: I don't know.

What will you be doing when you are 31 Or 32 years old? A job? Interests?

R. Kikuchi -san: I think I will still be doing the same job. I don't think anything will have

changedmuch.

H. Tada-san: I will be working at home and working at the company as well.

Konno-san: I don't know.

T. Tada-san: I don't know.

K. Kikuchi-san: I will have a family and be working as usual

S. Tada.san: I don't know what will happen then.

T Sasaki-san: I don't know.
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Miyara-san: I will be married with a flmity I don't know if I will be doing the same job or
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INTERVIEW WITH 10 STUDENTS
AT

KENRITSU TOONO KOO TOO GAKKOO MIYAMORI BUNKO°
(MIYAMORI-TOONO HIGH SCHOOL)
TOONO CITY, IWATE PREFECTURE

I imernewed 10 female students, Y. Kikuchi-san, Chida-san, C. Kikuchi-san, Ninuma-san

Y. Sasaki -sun, M. Kikuchi-san, K. Kikuchi-san, Asanume.-san, C. Sasaki-san, and Abe-san at

Miyamori-Toono High School. The interview with these seniors wts completed after company

entrance examinations had been taken and represents the reactions of seniors whose immediate future

is decided. All students are enrolled in the general studies curriculum that most high school students

study.

Y. Kikuchi -can, 17 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with her parents. She wrote that

she had chosen a job in manufacturing at Shikishimasei Bread Company in Meguro, Tokyo.

Chida-san, 18 year old lives in Miyamori Village with herparents She indicated she would

be working in manufacturing at the Fits-shon Center in Morioka, Iwate Prefecture (the prefectural

caPitakitY)
C. Kikuchi-san, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village bui not with her parents. In April

she will begin working in manufacturing section at Daishin Food Company in Kanagawa Prefecture

(just south of Tokyo).

Iftanna-san, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with her parents. She wrote that she

would begin a job in manufacturing at Ikeda Fiber Company in Toono City in April.

Y. Sasaki-san, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village, but not with her parents. In April

she will begin a job in manufacturing atTahoku Nylon Company in Iwate Prefecture.

M. Kikuchi-saa, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with her parents. She indicated

that ,,he would begin a cooking job at Daishin Food Company in Kanagawa Prefecture.

K. Kikuchi -sat, 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with her parents. In April she will

begin a job in sales at Markoo Company in Hanamaki City, Iwate Prefecture (a city just west of

Toono).

Asanuma-saa 18 years old, lives in Miyamori Village with her parents. She wrote that she

would begin a job in the service sector at the beauty parlor Hiratoya in April in Morioka City. Iwate

Prefecture.

C. Sasaki-san, 18 years old, lives in Miyamo4 Village with her parents In April she will

begin a job a Kiyomizu Paper Printing Company in Tokyo.

Abe-san, 17 years old Jives in Miyamori Village with her parents She indicated that in April

she will continue to a specialized school called World Grooming School in Nagoya (about two-thirds

of the way to Kyoto from Tokyo) to learn pet care. She will also have apart time job in a pet store

How did you decide on your jobs?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I looked at di e recruitment cards at school.

Chida-san: I decided based on the recruitment cards that came to the school

C. Kikiichi-san: I decided based on the recruitment cards that came to the school
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Ninuma-san: I looked at recruitment cards and decided.

Y. %Ka ki-san: I looked at recruiunent cards and decided.

M. Kikuchi-san: flocked at recruitment cards and decided.

K. Kikuchi-san: I looked at recnntment cards and decided.

Asanuma-san: I looked atrecruitment cards and decided.

C. Sasaki-san: Hooked at recruitment cards and chose a job that was close to the house of a

person I knew in Tokyo.

Ahe-san: Going to a specialized school in pet care had been my dream. I looked at various

specialized school catalogs and decided on the one I would attend.

Before otific.ticled did you have both a first choice company and a
second choice company?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I had only one choice and that was Shikishima Bread Company, the

company I will enter.

Chida-san: I thought of remaining inside Iwate Prefecture and made my choice based on that

fact.

C Kikuchi-san: My first choice was to go art of lwate Prefecture and I chose the job in

Kanagawa.

Nunima-san: My first choice was to remain inside the prefecture and I chose a job based on

that.

Y. Sasaki-san: My first choice was to find a company inside the prefecture.

M. Kikuchi-san: My first choice was to find a job in Tokyo, but that was not possible so I

chose a company in Kanagaw a Prefeaure.

K. Kikuchi -sac My choice was CO find a company in the prefecture.

Asanuma-san: I wanted to leave the the prefecture, but in the end I chose a job in Morioka in

lwatePrefeeture.

C. Sasaki-san: I wanted to leave the prefecture and I decided on a job in Tokyo

Abe-san: I talked to my parents and decided to go to school near our relatives in Nagoya.

Did you use the counseling room? If you did, for what purrose? When did

mitainusing the room?
Y. Kikuchi -san: I began going the room around June of my senior year in order to find an

aPProPriateith.

Chida-san: In June I began using the room in order to find a place to work in April

C. Kikuchi-san: In June I began using the room in order to find a place to work in April.

Ninuma-san: I began using the room in June in order to locate a job.

Y. Sasaki-san: In June I began to rse the room so I could find a place to work.

M. Kikuchi-san: I used the room beginning in June in order to find a place to work.

K. Kikuchi-sair I started using the room in July to find a job for April.

Asanuma-san: I started using the room in July to help me find a job.

C. Sasaki -san: I don't remember if it was July or August, but I used the room to help me find

a job inApril.

Abe-san. I went to the room beginning in June to find out if there was a specialized school I
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-couldartend.

Did you fill out any papers in regard to getting a job and band them in to your

counselor?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I don't remember .

Chida-ran: I don't remember.

C. Kikuchi -tan: I filled out a personal history.

Mama-sail: I filled out a personal history.

Y. Sasaki-san: I don't remember.

M. Kikuchi-san: I don't remember.

K. Kikuchi -sun: I don't remember.

Asanuma-san: I don'tremember.

C. Sasaki-san: I don't remember.

Abe-san: I don't remember.

Did you o talk to your counselor about finding a job? When did you start

talking tohim?

Y. Kikuchi -san: I began talking to my homeroom teacher around the middle of Jrly about the

process of finding a job. I didn't discuss the issue very much with

Chidasen: I began talking to my homeroom teacher around the middle of August, but didn't

talltvery much.

C. Kikuchi -san I began talking in the beginning of September to both my homeroom teacher

and to Mr. Kosuga about finding a job.

Ninuma-saa: I began talking around the end of August or beginning of September to my

homeroom teacher about ajob. We talked often.

Y. Sasaki-san: In the middle of August we had personal interviews with school officials and

at that time I talked at length about my pans. Around October I talked to my homeroom teacher and

Mr. Kosuga again.

M. Kikuchi-san: Beginning in September, I talked to Mr. Kosuga and to my homeroom

teacher.

K. Kikuchi-san: I don't remember when, but when there was something I didn't understand,

I aske 'ty homeroom teacher.

Asanuma-san: I started talkiag to Mr. Kosuga in 1.he Middle of September.

C. Sasaki-san: I don't remember when, but I did talk to my teachers a bit.

Abe-san: Beginning around September, I often talked to my homeroom teacher about my

plans.

What kind of idvice or warnings did your homeroom teacher or counselor

give you?

Y. Kikuchi-san: My teacher and I talked. .)12t interviews and how to used language and

how enter a room.

Chida-stern: My reacher told me how to take an interview, especially to make sure I looked

directly at my interviewer while speaking and to speak clearly

C. Kikuchi-san: My teacher helped use with the practice interview and at that time told .ae
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how to enter a room, use polite language, answer questions.

Nuiuma-san: My teacher helped me with advice about entering a room and how to reply to

questions. When I was talking, he told me to remember to look the interviewerin the eyes. When I

was asked a question, I should remember to answer right away.

Y. Sasaki-san: I was told about interviews, how to remember to look straight at my

interviewer and how to speak clearly. I was told how to open and close a door.

M. Kikuchi-san: I was told about how to take an interview, especially to remember to pay

close attention at the beginning and end of the interview. My voice is low so I was encouraged to

speak loudly and avoid saying "eeto" (Japanese pause mechanism similar to our "well").

K. Kikuchi-sruc I was told about interviews, how to enter and leave a room and other factors

involved in having an interview.

Asanuma-san: I was told about taking an interview, how to walk, enter a room, and open a

door

C. Sasaki-san: I was told about the interview, everything from entering a room to leaving it.

Abe-soul: I received no particular advice.

Did You talk to your parents about the process of finding a job? What did

you talk about with theta?
Y. Kikuchi-san: I decided about the job myself and then told them about my decision and

receivedtheirapproval.

Chida-sat My parents told me that the decision was mine and they told me to choose wnat I

wanted. They approved of my choice.

C. Kikuchi -sat My parents told me that they waned me to stay in Iwar.e. I decided to do

what I wanted and am going to work in Kanagawa prefecture.

Ninuma-sank My parents wanted me to stay in the prefecture and I will.

Y. Sasaki-san: My parents told me that they wanted me to stay in Iwate. I followed their

advice and chose the job that be suited me.

M. Kikuchi-san: Myparents told me to change my decision, but I told them that I had already
. -

decided. They commented and the discussion stopped.

K. Kikuchi-san: It was my decision so I decided myself.

Asanuma-sank My parents wanted me to decide for myself and told nie so. When I decided

on a company, they didn't say anything in particular.

C. Sasaki -san: I talked to my parents before I decided. I also talked to them as I was trying

to make my final choice.

Abe-san: My parents first opposed it, and told mew find a job. I told them about my dream

and my plan and in the end they approved of it.

Did you visit your company? When?

Y. Kikuchi-saw I didn't visit the company.

Chida-san: I went in the middle of September. I saw where clothes are cut out and where

theyarecompleted.

C. ICilci;chi-san. I didn't visit the company.

Ninuma-san: I went at the tone of the interview, but didn't go before I
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which company to choose.

-Y Sasaki -san: I went at the time of the exam and was shown around the factory by a member

of personnel.

M. Kikuchi -san: I didn't visit. the company.

K. Kikuchi-san: I didn't visit the company.

Asanuma-san: I went to the company at the beginning of September

C. Sasaki-san: I was shown around the company after the entrance exam

Abe-san: I went to the so,- :31 during the first semester of my senior year (April-July).

Did you study for the entrance exam?

Y. Kikuchi-san: Yes, I tried to anticipate what would be asked of me in the interview and

practiced being able to answer.

C.hida-san: I thought of what might be asked on the interview and practiced being able to

answer.

C. Kikuchi-san: I practiced general knowledge and being able to answer interview questions.

Isfinuma-san: I diti 't do any studying.

Y. Sasaki-san: I practiced general knowledge and for the interview. I thought about what

might smear on the test and practiced.

M. Kikuchi -sac I practiced general knowledge and for the interview.

K. Kikuchi-san: I looked at the pages we were given about how to take an interview. I tned

practice for the interview by myself.

Asanuma-san: I imagined what might be asked on the interview exam and formed my

answers.

C. Sasaki-san: I prepared for the interview by practicing with teachers at school. They

corrected me and I tried doing &mock interview.

Abe-san: I had no entrance test.

How mum entrance exams did you take?

Y. Kikuchi -sac hook one entrance exam.

Chida-san: I took one entrance exam

C. Kikuchi-san: My first test was in Tokyo and the second in Kanagawa. I passed the

second time. The second time the personnel man came to Miyamori to give me my entrance exam so I

onlytraveled once.

Ninuma-san: I failed once at a company in HInamaki. The second time I passed at a

company inToor.o.

Y. Sasaki-san: I failed once and succeeded on my second attempt.

M. Kikuchi-san: I took three tests. Each time I had to go to Tokyo. On the third try I

succeeded.

K. Kikuchi-san: I took one entrance exam

Asanuma-ran: !took one entrance exam

C. Sasaki-san: I failed once. The first time I failed in my try for a company in Tokyo The

ter. was given in Hachinohe (Iwate Prefecture) The second time I went to T okyo and passed
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. - _Abe-san: I didn't have any entrance exam.

What was the content of your entrance exam?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I had an interview and an IQ test. The ,mterview was difficult forme.

Chida-sat: I had an interview, a composition and a general knowledge test. The general

knowledge exam was the most difficult.

C. Kikuchi-san: I had only an interview. I was asked questions and felt I didn't answer

properly and in that way I found it difficult.

Numma-sat: I only had an interview. I was nervous in answering and felt bad afterward.

Y. Sasaki-san: I had a general knowledge test, a composition and in interview. The

interview was difficult because I felt I couldn't adequately express what I was thinking

M. Kikuchi-san: I only had ar 'ererview, and it was difficult because I felt I couldn't answer

well.

K. Kikuchi-san: I had a general knowledge test, a composition, an IQ test and interview

The interview was the most difficult because I couldn't answer quickly with proper language.

Asanuma-san: I had an interview and a composition. The interview was difficult because I

was nervous and couldn't answer properly.

C. Sasaki -san: I only had an interview, but I felt I didn't answer well.

Abe-san: The specialized school had no entrance exam.

ow do you feel as-you look the job yoo are about to begin!

Y. Kikuchi -san: I am uneasy. I will be going to Tokyo and wonder if I will be able to do the

job I am asked to do.

Chida-san: I will be living in a dorm, away from my family and am a bit concerned.

C. Kikuchi-san: When I go to live in Kanagawa there will be no one I tivrric to talk to so I am

worried. I am nizu watieil about whethei o riot will tE atilt: to ;rake frie:ids.

Ninuma -san: I am worried about personal relations. I will not be with my classmates, but

will be with-superiors so I must learn to use polite language.

Y. Sasaki-san: I will be in a dorm and there will be no one I know near me. I wonder if I

will be able to make friends with the people there.

M. Kikuchi -san: I am worried about whether or not I will make friends.

K. Kikuchi -san: I will become a full-fledged member of society and wonder if I will be able

to do my job properly.

Asanuma-san: I will be going to work everyday and won't have the life of a student.

C. Sasaki-san: My biggest worry is that I will be in a dorm and wonder if I will be able to get

along with the people who live there. In terns of work, I am not confident that I will be able to do

what is asked of me

Abe-san: I am going to Nagoya where I know no one. Although I have family in Nagoya, I

will not know anyone at the school and I wonder if I will be able to get along with everyone.

What exactly will you be dointat your company? What will be the content of

your job?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I will work at a company that produces bread I don't know exactly what I

will be doing.
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Chida-san: I will be working in a garment producing company.

C. Kikuchi-san: The company produces food, but I don't know exactly what I will be doing

Ninuma-san: I will be making childrta's clothes.

Y. Sasaki-san: The company makes stockings, panty hose and socks My job will have

something to do with making stockings.

M. Kikuchi-sax I will be making food. When I get to the job I will be told exactly what I

will be doing.

K. Kikuchi-san: I don't know exactly what I will be doing at the supermarket Markoo, but I

think I will be involved in sales.

Asanuma-san: I will be working in a beauty parlor but don't know exactly what I will be

doing.

C. Sasaki -sac: I will probably be making boxes and things like that at the printing company

Abe-san: I will be learning how to cut dog hair and all aspects of animal grooming.

Do you feel your new job will harmonize with your personality?

Y. Kikuchi -san: Hiked the job and chose it so I feel it will be good forme.

Chida-san: I think it will be a good job for me.

C. Kikuchi -sen: I don't know if it will be a good job for me.

Ninuma-san: I don't know if it will be a good job for me.

Y. Sasaki-san: I don't know if it will be a good job forme.

M. Kikuchi-san: I looked at the company pamphlet and decided the job was one I would like

to do, so I think it will be good forme.

K. Kikuchi -san: I like sales and so I think it will be a good job forme.

Asanuma-san: I think it will be a good job for me because it is what I have been wanting to

do for along time.

C. Sasaki-san: I think it will be a good job for me.

Abe -san: It was my dream to go to this school so I think it will be fit forme_

Will you have a training period after you enter your company?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I believe there will be training, but I don't know for how long

Chida-san: I will enter in April and have training, but I don't know for how iong.

C. Kikuchi-san: I think there will be training but don't know when.

Ninuma-san: I don't know.

Y. Sasaki-san: I don't know.

M. Kikuchi-sa I think there will be training, but I don't know for how long

K. Kikuchi-san: I think there will be training, but I don't know for how long

Asanuma-san: I think there will be training, but I don't know for how long.

C. Sasaki-san: There will be 3 months of training.

Abe-son: It is a school so I will be training.

What do you need to be aware of once you start your jobs?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I must be careful of my language.

Chida-san: I must be careful of my use of language.

C Kikuchi-san: I must, be careful of my use of language
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Ninuma-san: I don't want to use bad language. I will also be making many mistakes because

-it is myfirst job.

Y. Sasaki-san: I must be respectful to my superiors at work.

M. Kikuchi-san: I will be working with people older than me so I MUSE be careful of my use

of language and I am sure that I will be reprinanded for my mistakes.

K. Kikuchi-san: I must be careful of my use of language with those older than me and with

customers.

Asanuma-san: The job is one dealing with people and customers so I must be careful of my

language.

C. Sasaki -san: I must be careful of my use of language. I will be in a dormitory so there will

be other things to be aware of.

Abe-san: I don't think I will have to worry so much.

How will your lives change when you get jobs?

Y. Kikuchi-san: It will be different from school because I will have specific times I must be at

work.

Chida-san: I must learn to live on my own including managing my own money.

C. Kikuchi-san: I will be living in a dormitory so I must learn to live within my salary. Many

restrictions will be placed on me. I will live Amore serious life than before.

Ninuma-san: I will be living within restrictions including those on my use of time

Y. Sasaki -san: I will be working on shifts and will have to work at night. Up to now I was

a student and work time was limited to daylight hours.

M. Kikuchi-san: During school life I listened int others and did what t.f.q did. After this, I

will be a member of society and have to decide mylife myself.

K. Kikuchi-san: Up to now I had plenty of free time and depended on others indulgence.

From now on I will have to be responsible for myself and cannot live blindly.

Asanuma-san: When I was school, I could come late and no one would be angry. When I

pork, I will have to keep to a time scherinle.

C. Sasaki-san: I will have to 4etermine how to use my salary and that will be difficult.

Abe-san: I will be doing a part time job in a pet shop as I go to school and will be much

busier than I was as a student.

How long do you think it will take you to settle in to your jobs?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I feel it will take r_e about 1 yearito settle in.

Chida-san: I feel it will take me about 1 year to settle in.

C. Kikuchi -sat I feel it will take me about 1 year to settle in.

1*mila-saw Unless I try doing the job, I won't be able to tell.

Y. Sasaki-sam: I feel it will take me at least 1 year to settle in.

M. Kikuchi -san: I feel it will take me about 1 year to settle in.

K. Kikuchi-san: I feel it will take me at least 1 year to settle in.

Asanuma-san: I feel it will take me about 2 years to settle in.

C. Sasaki -san: I feel it will take me about 1 year to settle in

Abe-san: I feel it will take ale about 3 to 6 months to settle in to school
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. _ _What will yin do with the salary you receive?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I will save and spend money on living.

Chida-san: I will spend money on living and eating and save about half of the salary.

C. Kikuchi-san: I will save some money and spend the rest on buying what I want.

Ninuma-san: I will save some money and give some money to my parents.

Y. Sasaki-san: I will spend money on living and save some. If money remand I would like

to give some to my parents.

M. Kikuchi-san: I will spend money on living and save half. When I have some money

saved, I would like to give some to my parents.

K. Kikuchi -san: I will spend money on life, give some to my parents and save the rest.

Asanuma-san: I will spend money on living and save as much as I can.

C. Sasaki-san: I will be thrifty and save as much as possible.

Abe-san: I will pay for one third of the tuition with the money I earn at my part time job. I

will be living off my parents fora year so I would like to begin paying for my own apartment as soon

as possible.

Jf you are not living at hose. do you think it will be particularly expensive?

.i. Kikuchi-san: I will have to pay a dormitory fee so that will cost me money every month.

Chida;san: I will be going out with friends on holidays so it will cost me money.

C. Kikuchi-san: The dormitory fees will be deducted from my salary.

Numma-san: I will live at home.

Y. Sasaki-san: The dormitory fees will be deducted from my salary.

M. Kikuchi-san: The dormitory fees will be deducted from my salary, but they are not so

large.

K. ICikuc.hi san: I will live at home.

Asanuma-san: The dormitory fees will be deducted from my salary and I will have to pay for

anything I aced by myself.

C. Sasaki-san: The dormitory fees will be deducted from my salary.

Abe-san: I will have to try to help pay far my fees out of my part time job.

Bow such will your initial salary cone to? Will you get a bonus? At what

rate will your salary increase?

Y. Kikuchi -sus I don't know.
1

Chida-san: I will get 185,000 starting salary. I don't know about bonus, but the salary will

increase by 18,000 per year.

C. Kikuchi-san: I will get about 180,000 per month. The bonus will be 2 times a year and I

will receive 2 months each time. I don't know about increases

Noma-son: I don't know.

Y. Sasaki-san: I will get a little more than 180,000 per month. My bonuses won't be so

large, 1.5 months twice a year. I don't know about increases

M. Klicachi-san: I will get about 180,000 per month. I don'r know about bonuses or

increases.

K. Kikuchi-san: I will get about 180,000 per month I will get two bonuses per year but I
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don't remember a what rate nor do I remember about increases.

. . _ Asanuma-san: I will get about 180,000 per month. My bonuses will be twice a year, but I

know no more.

C. Sasaki-san: I will get about 180,000 per month, but know no more.

Abe-san: No connection.

Do you thick you will be able to live independently of your parents?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I would like to work for a long time. I want to live in Tokyo but will

eventually ,. allIllhome to Iw ate.

Chida-san: I must live in a dormitory for two years, but I can rent an apartment after that.

C. Kikuchi-san: I will live in Kanagawa, but when I have finished working I will return

home to Iwate.

2,finuma-san: I will be in Toono and plan to stay with my parents.

Y. Sasaki -sac I will be away from my parents while I work and I would like to continue

living on my own.

M. Kikuchi-san: I will live away from my parents and would like to remain independent.

K. Kikuchi-san: I will stay at home with my parents.

Asanuma-san: I will be living in Morioka but will eventually return home.

C. Sasaki-san: W .en I finish my job, I will return home to live with my parents.

Abe -stn: I expect that when I have finished schooling, I will find a job and continue to live in

Nagoya so I will probably live independently rimy parents.

Do you wont to sty is the company you pave chosen until you retire? How
long do you plan to sta at your first job?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I don't know, but I would like to work as long as possible.

Chida-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

C. Kikuchi-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

Ninuma-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

Y. Sasaki-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

M. Kikuchi -san: I would like to work as long as possible.

K. Kikuchi-san: At the least I would like to work 3 years.

Asanuma-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

C. Sasaki-san: I would like to work as long as possible.

Abe -sac Once I get a job, I would like to work as long as possible.

In 5 years time what do you Ilia you will be doing?
Y. Kikuchi-san: -I will be doing my job and have shaped up.

Chida-san: I would like to keep doing the job I have chosen.

C. Kikuchi-san: I don't really know.

Ninuma-san: I have no idea.

Y. Sasaki-san: I may well be doing the same job or may have quit.

M. Kikuchi-san: I might be doing the same job or another.

K. Kikuchi-san: I might be married.

Asanuma-san: lithe job is interesting, I will still be doing it
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C. Sasaki-san: If I have returned home I will be married. If I am sull in Tokyo I will

piobably be working.

Abe -san: I would like to own my own pet store.

At what age would you like to get muffled?

Y. Kikuchi-san: I would like to get married between the ages of 25 and 30.

Chida-san: I would like to get married around the age of 25.

C. Kikuchi-san: I would like to get married between the ages of 25 and 30.

Ninuma -san: I would like to get married between the ages of 23 and 25.

Y. Sasaki-san: (Had to leave the room)

M. Kikuchi-san: I haven't thought about a.

K. Kikuchi-san: I would like to get married at the age of 25 but it may take me until I am 30.,

Asarmma-tan: I would like to get married by the time I am 25.

C. Sasaki-san: I would like to get married by the time I am 23.

Abe-san: I would like to get married between the ages of 25 and 26.

What will you be doing when you are 31 or 32 years old? A job? /Juerests?

Y. Kikuchi -san: I will be married and raising &family.

Chida -san: I think I will be working.

C. Kikuchi -san: I will be married but doing another job.

Ninunia -san: I will be married and be housewife.

Y. Sasaki-san: (Had to leave the room)

M. Kikuchi-san: I may well be married but probably not working.

K. Kikuchi -san: I will be married and keeping house.

441.31=2-= I will be still working.

C. Sasaki-san: If I get married when I am 23, I will have children and be brsy raising them.

Abe -san: I will be married and still working.

I.
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